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The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) was estab-
lished to serve the advanced educational needs of the 
Navy. The broad responsibility of NPS is reflected in 
its stated mission:
Increase the combat effectiveness of U.S. and allied armed 
forces and enhance the security of the United States of America 
through advanced education and research programs focused on 
the technical, analytical, and managerial tools needed to con-
front defense-related challenges of the future.
To fulfill its mission, the Naval Postgraduate 
School strives to advance innovation in the Navy and 
prepare officers for introducing and employing future 
technologies. The research program at NPS supports 
the mission of graduate education. Research at NPS
• advances knowledge in a wide range of disci-
plines relevant to DON/DOD; 
• maintains upper-division course content and 
programs at the cutting edge; 
• provides the opportunity for students to dem-
onstrate independent graduate-level scholar-
ship in their areas of study;
INTRODUCTION
The Naval Postgraduate School is pleased to present the thesis, capstone-project report, 
and dissertation abstracts (hereafter thesis or terminal project) for unclassified research 
completed in September 2012 by the graduating class.
• Civil–Military Relations 
• Combating Terrorism Strategy and Policy
• Defense Decision Making and Planning 
• Homeland Security and Defense 
• Security Studies
• Stabilization and Reconstruction
• National Security and Intelligence, Regional 
Studies:
 - Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa
 - Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific
 - Europe and Eurasia
 - Western Hemisphere
School of International Graduate Studies (SIGS)
The unique programs and faculty expertise within SIGS seek to identify and address current and emerging security challenges and 
strengthen multilateral and bilateral defense cooperation between the United States and other nations. Areas of expertise range from 
nuclear nonproliferation to counterterrorism; from the history of war to emerging biological and cyber threats; and from the security 
aspects of political economy to international law. 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
MISSION
• challenges students with creative problem solv-
ing experiences on DOD-relevant issues; 
• solves warfare problems; and
• attracts and retains quality faculty with state-
of-the-art expertise.
To meet its educational requirements, the Navy 
has developed a unique academic institution at NPS 
and via distance learning (DL) through specially tai-
lored academic programs and a distinctive educa-
tional experience tying academic disciplines to naval 
and joint warfighting applications. NPS has aligned 
its education and research programs to achieve three 
major goals: 
1. nationally recognized academic programs that 
support the operations of the Navy and Ma-
rine Corps, our sister services, and our allies; 
2. research programs that focus on the integra-
tion of education and research in support of 
current and emerging national security tech-
nologies and operations; and 
3. executive and continuing education programs 
that support sustained intellectual innovation 
and growth throughout an officer’s career.
xiv
Graduate School of Operational and Information Sciences (GSOIS)
• Applied Cyber Operations 
• Computer Science (residential and DL)
• Computing Technology (DL)
• Cyber Systems and Operations
• Cost Estimating and Analysis (DL)
• Electronic Warfare Systems (International)
• Human Systems Integration
• Identity Management and Cyber Security (resi-
dential and DL)
• Information Sciences
• Information Systems and Operations
• Information Systems and Technology
• Information Warfare
• Joint C4I Systems
• Joint Information Operations
• Joint Operational Logistics




• Software Engineering (residential and DL)
• Special Operations
• Systems Analysis (DL)
GSOIS delivers graduate-level education and conducts cutting-edge research in four non-traditional knowledge domains responsive 
to U.S. military needs: information science and technolog y, military computer science, military operations analysis and research, 
and special operations and related defense analysis.
• Acquisition and Contract Management
• Advanced Acquisition Program
• Contract Management (DL)
• Defense Business Management
• Defense Systems Analysis
• Defense Systems Management
• Executive MBA (DL)
• Financial Management
• Information Systems Management
• Material Logistics Support
• Manpower Systems Analysis
• Program Management (DL)
• Supply-Chain Management
• Systems Acquisition Management
• Transportation Management
Graduate School of Business and Public Policy (GSBPP)
GSBPP reflects the management side of national defense in support of operational requirements, with programs open to the U.S. 
uniformed services, DOD employees and contractors, federal employees, and international military and government employees. An 
integrated civilian and military faculty focuses on defense organizations, system applications, and instruction supported by extensive 
defense-oriented research. 
Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (GSEAS)
GSEAS provides advanced education in engineering and applied sciences while developing technological advances with strict ap-
plication to DOD needs, thus setting it apart from civilian graduate schools of engineering. It is focused on preparing the next 
generation of U.S. and international leaders, military and civilian alike, for the uncertainties and challenges of a rapidly changing 
technological world.
• Applied Mathematics
• Combat Systems Sciences and Technology
• Electronic Systems Engineering (residential 
and DL)
• Mechanical Engineering for Nuclear-trained 
Officers (DL)





• Reactors–Mechanical/Electrical Engineering 
(DL)
• Space Systems Engineering
• Space Systems Operations (residential and DL)
• Systems Engineering (residential and DL)
• Systems Engineering Management (DL)
• Undersea Warfare 
• Underwater Acoustic Systems (DL)
Office of the Provost
• Systems Engineering Analysis
The Office of the Provost provides oversight to a specialized degree program that leads to a master of science in systems engineering 
analysis. Students benefit from cross-disciplinary course offerings and research opportunities found in GSEAS systems engineering 
and GSOIS systems and operational analysis curricula.
xv
The student body consists of U.S. officers from all 
branches of the uniformed services, civilian employ-
ees of the federal government, and international mili-
tary officers and government civilians. The resident 
degree/subspecialty student population for Septem-















1% Figure 1: Resident Degrees/Subspecialty Student Population 
for September 2012 (1,612 total). Source: NPS Academic 
Affairs Quarterly Enrollment Report, Summer 2012.
Independent scholarly work in the form of a dissertation (PhD), thesis (Master’s/Engineer), or capstone proj-
ect is required for most academic programs. Student research projects address issues ranging from the current 
needs of the fleet and joint forces to the science and technology required to sustain long-term superiority of 
the Navy and DOD. Guided by faculty advisors, NPS students represent a vital resource within the DOD for 
addressing war-fighting problems and maintaining cutting-edge expertise, particularly in a time when tech-
nology and information operations are changing rapidly. Naval Postgraduate School alumni think innovatively 
and possess the knowledge and skills to apply nascent technologies in the commercial and military sectors. 
Their firsthand grasp of operations, when combined with challenging projects that require them to apply their 
focused graduate coursework, is one of the most effective elements in solving fleet, joint-force, and regional 
problems. NPS graduate education encourages a lifelong capacity for applying basic principles and creative 
solutions to complex problems. NPS is also unique in its ability to conduct classified research. Classified theses 
are available on the NPS SIPRNet.
STUDENT POPULATION
STUDENT RESEARCH
*Army Reserve, Army Reserve National Guard, Coast Guard, National 
Oceanographic and Aeronautics Administration
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DEGREES OFFERED
Curricula meet defense requirements within the traditional degree framework through residential or distance-
learning status. All curricula lead to a master of science or art; additional study may yield an engineer or doc-

























• Identity Management and Cyber 
Security
• Security Studies
Master of Business 
Administration
Master of Science










• Cyber Systems and Operations
• Defense Analysis
• Electrical Engineering





• Human Systems Integration
• Information Operations
• Information Systems and  
Operations
• Information Technology  
Management





• Meteorology and Physical 
Oceanography









• Space Systems Operations
• Systems Analysis
• Systems Engineering
• Systems Engineering Analysis























* Advanced degrees include: 
• Ph.D., Computer Science
• Ph.D., Mechanical Engineering
• Ph.D., Meteorology
• Ph.D., Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Sim-
ulation (MOVES)
• Ph.D., Physical Oceanography




• Combat Systems Technology
• Defense Analysis
• Electrical Engineering/Acoustics
• Electronic Warfare Systems Engineering
• Engineering Science
• Human Systems Integration
• Information Operations
• Information Warfare Systems Engineering
• Meteorology and/or Physical Oceanography
• Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation 
(MOVES)
• Program Management
• Space Systems Operations
SEPTEMBER 2012 DEGREES CONFERRED
The September 2012 graduating class produced 179 unrestricted theses, dissertations, and capstone and final-
project reports as part of the graduation requirement. Figure 2 indicates the distribution of degrees awarded 
by program.
Figure 2. Distribution of degrees conferred in September 2012
(unrestricted theses)
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ACADEMIC AWARDS ANNOUNCED SEPTEMBER 2012
The following listing provides recognition to those students selected by NPS faculty or military associations 
for superior academic achievement. Quite a few departments honor graduating students for the quality and 
contributions made by their theses, dissertations, or capstone reports.
Campus-wide Awards
• Air Force Association Award for Outstanding U.S. Air Force Student: Maj Ralph Shoukry, USAF
• The Army Acquisition Corps Award for Scholastic Achievement: Mr. Brian R. Freeman, Department 
of Defense Civilian
• Association of the United States Army, General Joseph W. Stilwell Chapter, Award for Outstanding 
Army Student: MAJ Jacob I. Abrami, USA
• Chief of Naval Operations Award for Excellence in Operations Research: LCDR Matthew J. Powers, 
USN
• Marine Corps Association Superior Service Award for Outstanding U.S. Marine Student: Maj Francisco 
Rodriguez, USMC
• Military Operations Research Society Stephen A. Tisdale Graduate Research Award: LT Matthew T. 
Yokeley, USN
• Monterey Council Navy League Award for Highest Academic Achievement: CDR Marc C. Fryman, 
USN
• Monterey Kiwanis Club Outstanding International Student Award: LTC Marcello Ruben Perfetti, Ar-
gentine Army
• Naval Postgraduate School Outstanding Academic Achievement Award for International Students: 
Tng, Yan Siong, Defence Science and Technology Agency
• Naval Postgraduate School Outstanding Academic Achievement Award for Department of Defense 
Student: Mr. Brian R. Freeman, Department of Defense Civilian
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LEARNING FROM NOISY AND DELAYED REWARDS: THE VALUE OF 
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING TO DEFENSE MODELING AND SIMULATION
Jonathan K. Alt–Lieutenant Colonel, United States Army
B.S., United States Military Academy, 1993
M.Ed., University of Georgia, 2001
M.S., Naval Postgraduate School, 2006
Doctor of Philosophy in Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation, 2012
Advisor: Christian J. Darken, Department of Computer Science
Modeling and simulation of military operations requires human behavior models capable of learning from 
experience in complex environments where feedback on action quality is noisy and delayed. This research 
examines the potential of reinforcement learning, a class of AI learning algorithms, to address this need. A 
novel reinforcement learning algorithm that uses the exponentially weighted average reward as an action-value 
estimator is described. Empirical results indicate that this relatively straight-forward approach improves learn-
ing speed in both benchmark environments and in challenging applied settings. Applications of reinforcement 
learning in the verification of the reward structure of a training simulation, the improvement in the perfor-
mance of a discrete event simulation scheduling tool, and in enabling adaptive decision-making in combat 
simulation are presented. 
To place reinforcement learning within the context of broader models of human information processing, a 
practical cognitive architecture is developed and applied to the representation of a population within a conflict 
area. These varied applications and domains demonstrate that the potential for the use of reinforcement learn-
ing within modeling and simulation is great.
KEYWORDS: artificial intelligence, reinforcement learning, training simulation, agents, cognitive modeling
LATTICE BOLTZMANN METHODS FOR FLUID STRUCTURE INTERACTION
Stuart R. Blair–Commander, United States Navy
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 1994
M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2003
Nuclear Eng., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2003
Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Young W. Kwon, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The use of lattice Boltzmann methods (LBM) for fluid flow and its coupling with finite element method 
(FEM) structural models for fluid-structure interaction (FSI) is investigated. A body of high performance 
LBM software that exploits graphic processing unit (GPU) and multiprocessor programming models is de-
veloped and validated against a set of two and three-dimensional benchmark problems. Computational per-
formance is shown to exceed recently reported results for single-workstation implementations over a range of 
problem sizes. A mixed-precision LBM collision algorithm is presented that retains the accuracy of double-
precision calculations with less computational cost than a full double-precision implementation. FSI modeling 
methodology and example applications are presented along with a novel heterogeneous parallel implementa-
tion that exploits task-level parallelism and workload sharing between the central processing unit (CPU) and 
GPU that allows significant speedup over other methods. Multi-component LBM fluid models are explicated 
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and simple immiscible multi-component fluid flows in two-dimensions are presented. These multi-component 
fluid LBM models are also paired with structural dynamics solvers for two-dimensional FSI simulations.
To enhance modeling capability for domains with complex surfaces, a novel coupling method is introduced 
that allows use of both classical LBM (CLBM) and a finite element LBM (FELBM) to be combined into a 
hybrid LBM that exploits the flexibility of FELBM while retaining the efficiency of CLBM. 
KEYWORDS: Lattice Boltzmann Method, fluid-structure interaction, high performance computing
COUPLED FINITE ELEMENT AND CELLULAR AUTOMATA METHODS FOR 
ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE STRUCTURES IN AN ACOUSTIC DOMAIN
Linda E. Craugh–Commander, United States Navy
B.S., Cornell University, 1991
M.S., Naval Postgraduate School, 1999
Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Young Kwon, Department of Mechanical Engineering
This study examines various computational techniques to analyze dynamic response and failure of sandwich 
composite materials subject to fluid-structure interaction characterized by an acoustic field or the propagation 
of velocity potential according to the wave equation. A displacement-only plate finite element is developed 
and implemented using Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methodology; its accuracy compares favorably to both 
theory and Continuous Galerkin models. Several approaches to analyzing debonding failure between skin and 
core layers of sandwich composite structures are demonstrated and evaluated; partial disconnection between 
neighboring elements at a debonding site shows good qualitative agreement with known physical phenom-
ena. A hybrid Finite Element-Cellular Automata (FE+CA) approach to modeling an acoustic field with non-
reflecting boundary conditions is presented, validated numerically, and favorably compared with experimental 
results. The FE+CA fluid model is then combined with the DG structural model to simulate fluid-structure 
interaction; this combined model compared favorably with experimental results for the strain field of lami-
nated plates subject to low-velocity impact.
Each technique addressed shows promise for flexible and accurate modeling of failure initiation and propa-
gation in sandwich and laminate composites subject to fluid-structure interaction with moderate computa-
tional costs.
KEYWORDS: Discontinuous Galerkin, sandwich composites, cellular automata, fluid-structure interaction, 
failure, delamination, debonding, finite difference
EVOLUTION OF ATMOSPHERE AND OCEAN BOUNDARY LAYERS FROM 
AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS AND COUPLED COAMPS/NCOM
Heather R. Hornick–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
B.S., University of South Carolina, 2002
S.M., Massachusetts Institute of Technology/ Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 2009
Doctor of Philosophy in Meteorology, 2012
Advisor: Qing Wang, Department of Meteorology
Strong offshore winds are frequently observed over the Gulf of Tehuantepec in the eastern Pacific Ocean when 
synoptic conditions create a cross-isthmus pressure gradient through the Chivela Pass in southern Mexico. 
During such high wind events, turbulent mixing and upwelling in the upper-ocean can reduce the sea-surface 
temperature by several degrees within hours of event onset. This research conducts an extensive analysis of 
aircraft measurements from the 2004 Gulf of Tehuantepec Experiment (GOTEX). Combined with coupled 
COAMPS/NCOM simulations, this research provides new insight into the spatial and temporal evolution of 
the marine and atmospheric boundary layers during outflow events. Three regions within the outflow are iden-
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tified with distinct response characteristics. The addition of COAMPS simulations reveals the three-dimen-
sional variations of the outflow jet not visible from the observations and the presence of a secondary outflow 
jet to the east that influences the symmetry of the atmospheric forcing. Calculations of the ocean mixed layer 
heat budget indicate entrainment mixing as the dominant cooling mechanism during outflow events.
An evaluation of the fully coupled model reveals minimal improvement in wind speed and stress, tem-
perature, and moisture, but shows the greatest improvement in the air-sea temperature difference and surface 
sensible and latent heat fluxes.
KEYWORDS: gap winds, gap outflow, air-sea interaction, turbulent fluxes, Gulf of Tehuantepec, COAMPS, 
NCOM, coupled model, heat budget, ocean mixed layer, atmospheric boundary layer
ECHO STATISTICS OF AGGREGATIONS OF SCATTERERS IN A RANDOM 
WAVEGUIDE: APPLICATION TO BIOLOGIC SONAR CLUTTER
Benjamin A. Jones–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 1997
M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2006
Doctor of Philosophy in Physical Oceanography, 2012
Advisors: John Colosi, Department of Oceanography, Naval Postgraduate School
Timothy K. Stanton, Applied Ocean Physics and Engineering,  
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Reverberation, echoes from the water column boundaries and non-target scatterers within the water column, 
often limits active sonar system performance. Fish can constitute a significant portion of sonar reverberation 
under certain conditions, such as a horizontally looking sonar system operating at mid-frequencies (1¬–9 ki-
lohertz), where scattering by fish with resonant gas-filled swimbladders can dominate over bottom or surface 
reverberation. 
This study examines the contributions of various elements of an active sonar system ensonifying aggrega-
tions of water column scatterers to determine relative contributions of various physical factors to producing 
target-like echoes (i.e., clutter). Elements of the system that are considered include 1) a shallow-water wave-
guide, 2) a stochastic, range-dependent sound-speed profile, 3) a directional acoustic source, 4) a variable 
scattering response, and 5) an extended scattering volume. Numerical modeling predictions are compared 
with analytical models and observations. Modeling is validated with long-range, broadband (1.5 to 5 kilohertz) 
sonar measurements of aggregations of fish in the Gulf of Maine. 
Key results include the classification of a mixed assemblage of swimbladder-bearing fish, with target-sized 
aggregations, that produce a significant number of echoes that are at least 15 decibels above background levels. 
These sparsely distributed scatterers produce highly non-Rayleigh distributions of echo magnitudes that are 
well-modeled by a computationally efficient, physics-based model. 
KEYWORDS: acoustic scattering, acoustic propagation, waveguide, fish acoustics, false alarm, echo statis-
tics, sonar, clutter
TRACKING SUBPIXEL TARGETS WITH CRITICALLY SAMPLED OPTICAL SENSORS
James T. Lotspeich–Major, United States Air Force
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, 1999
M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology, 2003
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science, 2012
Advisor: Mathias Kolsch, Department of Computer Science
In many remote sensing applications, the area of a scene sensed by a single pixel can often be measured in 
square meters. This means that many objects of interest in a scene are smaller than a single pixel in the result-
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ing image. Current tracking methods rely on robust object detection using multi-pixel features. A subpixel 
object does not provide enough information for these methods to work.
This dissertation presents a method for tracking subpixel objects in image sequences captured from a 
stationary sensor that is critically sampled spatially. Using template matching, we estimate the maximum a 
posteriori probability of the target state over a sequence of images. A distance transform is used to calculate 
the motion prior in linear time, dramatically decreasing computation requirements. We compare the results of 
this method to a previously state-of-the-art track-before-detect particle filter designed for tracking small, low 
contrast objects using both synthetic and real-world imagery. 
Results show our method produces more accurate state estimates and higher detection rates than the cur-
rent state of the art methods at signal-to-noise ratios as low as 3dB.
KEYWORDS: supixel, tracking, viterbi, maximum a posteriori, distance transform
TOWARD IMPROVING SHORT-RANGE FOG PREDICTION IN DATA-DENIED 
AREAS USING THE AIR FORCE WEATHER AGENCY MESOSCALE ENSEMBLE
William R. Ryerson–Major, United States Air Force
B.S., Pennsylvania State University, 2001
M.S., Naval Postgraduate School, 2006
Doctor of Philosophy in Meteorology, 2012
Advisor: Joshua Hacker, Department of Meteorology
This work develops and tests the viability of a new framework for producing short-range (<20 h) probabilistic 
fog predictions using post-processing of a 4-km, 10-member Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) en-
semble configured to closely match the Air Force Weather Agency Mesoscale Ensemble Forecast System. The 
raw WRF predictions produce excessive forecasts of zero cloud water, mainly caused by a negative relative hu-
midity bias, which is largely traced to a warm overnight bias. Post-processing mitigates these systematic errors 
by leveraging traits of a joint parameter space in the predictions to modify individual ensemble members not 
predicting fog on their own. The method is generally most effective when the space is defined with a moisture 
parameter and a low-level stability parameter.
Cross-validation shows the method adds significant overnight skill to predictions in valley and coastal 
regions compared to the raw WRF forecasts, with modest skill increases after sunrise. Post-processing does 
not improve the highly skillful raw WRF predictions at the mountain test sites. Since the framework ad-
dresses only systematic WRF deficiencies and identifies parameter pairs with a clear, non-site-specific physical 
mechanism of predictive usefulness, it is transferable without the need for recalibration and therefore, does 
not require any observational record to employ.
KEYWORDS: fog prediction, visibility prediction, numerical weather prediction, WRF, ensemble, MEPS, 
post-processing, NWP
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REDISTRIBUTION MECHANISMS AND QUANTIFICATION OF HOMOGENEITY IN 
FRICTION STIR WELDING AND PROCESSING OF AN ALUMINUM SILICON ALLOY
Jeffrey C. Woertz–Commander, United States Navy
B.S., University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 1991
M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2002
Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Terry McNelley, Department of Mechanical Engineering
The uniformity (homogeneity) of nondeforming particle distributions in a cast alloy’s microstructure is highly 
important in controlling the material’s strength, ductility, and fatigue resistance. Friction stir processing (FSP) 
is an effective post-casting technique for redistributing constituent material into a more homogeneous state 
although the mechanism of particle transport remains unclear and no concise method exists for quantifying 
and comparing homogeneity.
Advective and diffusive redistribution processes are investigated in Al-7% Si and AA356 to determine the 
magnitude and rate of particle transport within a high-temperature deforming metallic matrix. High tempera-
ture deformation experiments were conducted via Equal Channel Angular Processing (ECAP), hot rolling, 
and FSP. Processed material was then examined using optical/scanning electron microscopy. The experimen-
tally observed particle transport was compared against modeled and analytically predicted transport while 
microstructural homogeneity was measured and compared using digital image analysis and a six-parameter 
variance model.
FSP redistribution is proposed to be the result of a matrix shear/layer sliding advective mechanism, the 
probable result of fine layers of material (ranging from 5 to 15 µm in thickness) that are sheared and rotated by 
the tool’s pin face. Diffusive processes have only a small role in FSP redistribution. FSP is shown to increase 
homogeneity by a factor of ~5 (compared to as-cast), increasing linearly with tool RPM over the measured 
range.
KEYWORDS: redistribution, homogenization, friction stir processing, homogeneity, aluminum silicon, me-






EMERGENT SOCIAL SOFTWARE PLATFORMS FOR THE SHARING OF AND 
COLLABORATION ON CRIMINAL INFORMATION AND INTELLIGENCE
Richard A. Alexander–Captain, Tulsa (OK) Police Department
B.S., Oklahoma University, 2005
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisor: Rodrigo Nieto-Gómez, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Information sharing and collaboration between federal, state, and local agencies has been repeatedly stressed 
as a part of the national security strategy. The emphasis has been on inter-agency communication and has 
largely left unaddressed the need for internal information systems improvements.
This thesis will examine how Web 2.0 technology as part of an emergent social software platform (ESSP) 
can be used to improve intra-agency law enforcement criminal information sharing and collaboration. Chal-
lenges in implementing these technologies were also examined. Two case studies were conducted to examine 
current applications of Web 2.0 technologies in secure environments. The hypothesis was that ESSPs have the 
potential of revolutionizing policing by providing personnel with an advanced means of information sharing 
and collaboration. The resulting data and information will benefit internal and external intelligence activities.
Human-computer interfaces that provide ease of use along with a structure that is mission focused will aid 
in implementation of an ESSP. Integration with current systems and mobility are also important. However, 
implementing an ESSP is not simply a technical issue but a cultural one. For any ESSP to be successful, a 
culture that values the free and efficient flow of information over traditional hierarchical systems is needed.
KEYWORDS: social media, social intranet, social collaboration, knowledge management, data, big data, 
information, intelligence, intelligence-led policing, emergent social software platform, sharing, living intel-
ligence, emergent intelligence, intelink, CopBook, Intellipedia
HUNTING A BLACK SWAN: POLICY OPTIONS FOR AMERICA’S POLICE 
IN PREVENTING RADIOLOGICAL/NUCLEAR TERRORISM
Edward Baldini–Lieutenant, Philadelphia Police Department
B.S., Philadelphia University, 2009
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisor: Christopher Bellavita, Center for Homeland Defense and Security 
Second Reader: Robert Forrest, University of Pennsylvania
Local law enforcement is a necessary and irreplaceable component to a comprehensive approach to increasing 
the probability of detection of attempted nuclear and radiological terrorism incidents. Local law enforcement’s 
unique knowledge, skills, and abilities provide investigative, protection, and direct action capabilities not 
found in other nonmilitary disciplines. A well-trained, equipped, and situational aware law enforcement com-
munity can form our nation’s last, best defense against this terrorist threat. This thesis will examine the broad 
policy options for law enforcement agencies pursuing a Preventive Radiological Nuclear Detection (PRND) 
program. The examination will look at four options: (1) taking no action and leaving the PRND mission to 
federal agencies, (2) a single agency approach, (3) multiple law enforcement agencies creating a regional PRND 
program and (4) a multidisciplinary, multiagency approach covering a large urban area. Each option will use 





a case to illustrate the comparative aspects of planning, organization, equipment, training, exercising, and 
operations support.
It will be shown that interested law enforcement agencies can choose and implement a PRND that meets 
their needs as part of an overall homeland security program in their respective jurisdiction. The goal is to 
encourage more law enforcement agencies to participate in the domestic portion of a global strategy known 
as the Global Nuclear Detection Architecture (GNDA). This document will serve as a roadmap for agencies 
wishing to engage in this mission.
KEYWORDS: nuclear terrorism, radiological terrorism, law enforcement, preventive radiological nuclear 
detection, PRND, counterterrorism, CBRNE
THE FUTURE MISSION TASKING AND RESOURCING 
OF THE U.S. COAST GUARD AUXILIARY
Mike Barner–Commander, United States Coast Guard, Cleveland, Ohio
B.S. Civil Engineering, U.S. Coast Guard Academy, 1994
M.S. Civil Engineering, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, 2000
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisor: Lauren Fernandez, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Ellen Gordon, Department of National Security  
Affairs/Intelligence Programs Office
This thesis studies the historic activity and present operational return on investment of the U.S. Coast Guard’s 
all-volunteer citizen supported Auxiliary organization; it recommends harvesting approximately $2.7M by 
eliminating the Auxiliary aviation program. The existing funds could be efficiently reprogrammed to both 
replace that volunteer support niche through an agreement with the U.S. Air Force and to better support other 
more cost effective volunteer sub-programs. This effort departs from previous similar studies because it iden-
tifies long-term trends in volunteer activity and measures the return on investment in terms of organizational 
outcomes, not volunteer effort or opinion questionnaires. The literature review presents examples of similar 
affiliated or formal volunteer organizations found in the U.S. and abroad, several of which were originally 
modeled after the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary. The volunteer demographics and participation for the six major 
operational Auxiliary activities are then represented to identify trends. The Coast Guard’s resourcing in the 
form of full-time employee support and direct funding are also presented. The focus of this study is how to 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the volunteer organization to the nation; the premise is that prop-
erly tasked and managed volunteers with a healthy organizational culture will multiply.
KEYWORDS: U.S. Coast Guard, Auxiliary, volunteer resourcing, volunteer activities, volunteer manage-
ment, volunteer return on investment, volunteer aviation, volunteer trends
POLICY OPTIONS TO ADDRESS CRUCIAL COMMUNICATION 
GAPS IN THE INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM
Edward Bushman–Battalion Chief, Los Angeles Fire Department
B.S., University of Redlands, 1995
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisor: Nadav Morag, Center for Homeland Security and Defense
Second Reader: Roxanne Bercik, Los Angeles Fire Department
The Incident Command System (ICS) resulted from the need for a new approach to the problem of managing 
wildfires in the early 1970s. The events of September 11, 2001, led to issuing of Homeland Security Presiden-
tial Directive (HSPD) 5, requiring agencies to adopt ICS as their incident management system. However, in 
events of national significance since then, internal communications have not performed well, causing numer-
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ous response problems. In addition, public information systems have failed to meet the community’s expecta-
tions and keep the public informed about the size, scope, and impact of the emergency.
Three models of possible solutions for addressing the problem were assessed. Model 1 consists of expand-
ing the Communications Unit within the Logistics Section. Model 2 expands and clearly defines the duties, 
roles and responsibilities of the Public Information Officer. Model 3 merges all communications functions 
into one section directly under the Incident Commander. Metrics were designed around the management 
characteristics of the ICS and were assessed utilizing a defined scale.
The research found that the creation of the Communication Section would provide the most benefits to-
wards improving communications. However, that model may be difficult to implement due to resistance to 
strategic change.
KEYWORDS: Incident Command System, ICS, communications
THE BEST APPROACH TO CRISIS INTERVENTION
Steven L. Chumley–Captain, Virginia State Police, Richmond, VA
B.S., Bluefield College, 2000
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisor: Fathali Moghaddam, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: James Breckenridge, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
First responders “protect and serve.” They maintain order, prevent chaos, and keep this country safe and se-
cure. Many of the freedoms enjoyed today are the result of U.S. first responders protecting and caring for U.S. 
citizens. Whether it is a terrorists attack, a criminal victimizing a citizen, or a natural disaster, first responders 
will be among the first on the scene to deal with the crisis. For this reason, their role in homeland security is 
so critical. Traumatic stress experienced by first responders may impact their ability to function and handle the 
next critical incident as well as obstruct public safety agencies in maintaining a robust and resilient workforce. 
As a result, leaders of first responder organizations need methods to recognize the different levels of stress 
their employees are experiencing and identify ways they can support their officers and minimize long-term 
effects of stress, including absenteeism, early resignation/retirement, depression, post-traumatic stress, sub-
stance abuse, and suicide.
Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) is the standard clinical practice most widely utilized by public 
safety agencies in crisis interventions. CISM is designed to mitigate stress and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(PTSD). Another technique to help the traumatized, now emerging as a preferred response in crisis interven-
tions, is Psychological First Aid (PFA). The empirical evidence is examined comparing CISM and PFA in an 
attempt to determine the best care for first responders. Another valuable tool examined, and sometimes over-
looked as a crisis intervention tool, is the role of trained chaplains in disaster care.
The author has responded to numerous traumatic incidents and witnessed firsthand the effects trauma has 
on first responders. As a result of witnessing the lack of care CISM provides, he was inspired to research and 
find the best approach to crisis interventions. 
PFA and trained chaplains may be the answer; however, the author also desires that this paper inspire and 
challenge other agencies to invest, conduct further research, and ultimately, find the best approach to crisis 
interventions.
KEYWORDS: Critical Incident Stress Management, Critical Incident Stress Debriefing, disaster spiritual 
care, psychological first aid, chaplains
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DOES CHINA NEED A “STRING OF PEARLS”?
Martin E. Conrad–Captain, United States Air Force
B.A., University of California at Berkeley, 2003
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa), 2012
Advisor: Christopher Twomey, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Anshu Chatterjee, Department of National Security Affairs
Is China trying to build a “String of Pearls” in the Indian Ocean? My hypothesis is that China is not looking 
to build large overseas military bases in the Indian Ocean. With the revolution in military affairs and improve-
ments in C4ISR over the last twenty years, international military bases are no longer as critical to intelligence 
collection and force projection as they were during the 20th century. This reduces the necessity of overseas 
bases to primarily serve as logistics hubs, which can be contracted out to host countries and reduce/eliminate 
the need to establish large overseas military bases.
This thesis attempts to prove this hypothesis by examining improvements in military capabilities that 
include satellites, open source intelligence, cyberspace, and unmanned vehicles. With these improvements 
established, this thesis examines three comparative case studies involving states that have decided to reduce 
their international maritime presence over the last twenty years. Finally, Chinese perceptions and behaviors 
are examined to determine whether China is operating according to a post-Mahan international force projec-
tion theory.
KEYWORDS: China, string of pearls, overseas bases, military strategy, maritime strategy, energy futures of 
Asia, cyber, space, unmanned vehicles, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), remotely piloted aircraft (RPA)
SHAPING THE NATIONAL GUARD IN A POST-WAR ENVIRONMENT
Shane C. Crofts–Lieutenant Colonel, Wyoming Army National Guard, Cheyenne, Wyoming
B.A., University of Wyoming, 1996
MBA, Colorado State University, 2000
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisor: Stan Supinski, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Colonel Jeffrey W. Burkett, Commander 152d Air Wing, Reno, Nevada
The National Guard of the United States is the nation’s oldest military service, tracing its roots to the Mas-
sachusetts Bay Colony of 1636. Since its inception, the Guard has enjoyed a unique dual-role responsibility 
of supporting state and federal missions, and while serving in every war since the American Revolution, 
guardsmen and women have also supported domestic operations from the southwest border to Hurricane 
Katrina. Today, the Guard is a fully operational reserve and a critical part of the national security framework. 
While fully engaged in the Global War On Terror, the Guard has also made great strides toward becoming 
the lead military agency in domestic missions, which has always been a key mission of the Guard, and which 
sets it apart from its Title X counterparts. Recently, the Guard has achieved increased relevance and political 
victories highlighted by the recent National Guard Empowerment Act that gave the Chief of National Guard 
Bureau membership on the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
As defense spending and the size of the active force is cut in a post-war environment, this thesis reviews 
the best future use of the Army National Guard, and offers alternative solutions for increased effectiveness, 
particularly in a domestic capacity.
KEYWORDS: National Guard, homeland security, U.S. Army Reserve
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CHINA’S RELATIONS WITH PORTUGUESE-SPEAKING 
COUNTRIES: A GROWING BUT UNNOTICED RELATION
Maubere Loro Sae Da Silva Horta–Civilian, East Timor
B.A., University of Sydney, 2001
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Civil Military Relations), 2012
Advisor: Thomas Bruneau, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Arturo C. Sotomayor, Department of National Security Affairs
As China rises and becomes a global power, its foreign and economic policies are undergoing profound 
changes. Today, Chinese interest spans the world, from the most remote corners of Africa to the mega cities 
of other new rising powers like Brazil. China’s growing presence in Portuguese-speaking countries provides a 
vivid illustration of the growing complexity and sophistication of China’s new foreign and economic policies. 
Sino-Lusophone relations confirm some of the assumptions made about Beijing’s relations with the develop-
ing world. However, the case study also reveals many incorrect assumptions and simplistic analysis of China’s 
foreign and economic policies towards the developing world.
KEYWORDS: China, Portuguese-speaking countries, Chinese foreign policy, soft power, energy security
UNDERSTANDING “SWIFT TRUST” TO IMPROVE INTERAGENCY 
COLLABORATION IN NEW YORK CITY
Michael J. Fahy–Battalion Chief, New York City Fire Department
B.A., Binghamton University, 1994
J.D., New York Law School, 1998
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisor: Robert Josefek, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Christopher Bellavita, Department of National Security Affairs
For over a decade, homeland security leaders have urged emergency response agencies to improve their col-
laborative capacity. Collaboration and coordination are critical to homeland security effectiveness. The home-
land security threat scenarios facing NYC, including terrorist attacks, natural disasters, and high consequence 
accidents, require a synergistic response from first arriving responders. 
To understand the foundation of collaborative relationships among the FDNY and NYPD, this thesis 
examines the concept of “swift trust.” Swift trust is a unique form of trust that occurs between groups or 
individuals brought together in temporary teams to accomplish specific tasks, often under time constraints. 
This thesis examines swift trust formation in military, business, and virtual collaborative studies. It applies 
the factors critical to swift trust formation in those areas to interagency incidents involving the NYPD and 
FDNY. Among the factors affecting the formation of swift trust between NYC first responders are initial 
interactions and communications, identification of roles and assigned tasks, formulation of a team identity, 
and organizational culture.
The conclusions drawn from this research reveal organizational and procedural barriers preventing the 
formation of swift trust at interagency incidents. Additionally, current training is largely ineffective at develop-
ing swift trust.
KEYWORDS: swift trust, trust, collaboration, interagency, coordination, CIMS, NIMS, FDNY, NYPD, 
organizational trust, organizational culture, cooperation
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT FOR COLLECTIVE RESILIENCE: THE RISING SYSTEM
John L. Farrell–Deputy Managing Director, City of Philadelphia
M.P.A, Villanova University, 2005
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Defense and Security), 2012
Advisor: Lauren Fernandez, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Chris Bellavita, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Since the inception of the United States Department of Homeland Security, the American public has been told 
that it has a prominent role to play in the “War on Terror.” However, this role has not been clearly defined. 
This thesis explores the viability of community engagement as a tool to promote public safety and homeland 
security.
Research was primarily conducted through a literature review (to understand how engagement impacts 
safety) and a comparison of four case studies of safety-centric engagement programs in the U.S. and United 
Kingdom. While several of the programs in the case studies have proven to be effective at developing trust 
and improving security, the U.S. federal government has not effectively worked with these resources to im-
prove its understanding of the domestic security landscape.
This thesis contends that a new system is necessary to connect the federal government to local engagement 
programs. This may be accomplished with a domestic coordination and engagement system, referred to as the 
“Rising System” for the purposes of this thesis. The goal of the Rising System would be threefold: To link 
federal, state, and local governments; to build on existing community policing and outreach efforts to help 
at-risk communities identify their greatest challenges; and to provide a forum where community members can 
safely work with their government to develop solutions.
KEYWORDS: citizen engagement, definition of community, community policing, social trust, rising system, 
procedural justice, ROOCC, PhillyRising, CAPS, prevent
NATO AND HYBRID CONFLICT: UNRESOLVED ISSUES FROM THE 
PAST OR UNRESOLVABLE THREATS OF THE PRESENT?
Kaspars Galkins–Ministry of Defense, Republic of Latvia
B.A., Political Science, Vidzeme University of Applied Sciences, 2001
B.A., Legal Studies, University of Latvia, 2011
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Defense Decision-Making and Planning), 2012
Advisor: Donald Abenheim, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Scott Jasper, Center for Civil-Military Relations
This thesis examines NATO’s ability to defend against hybrid threats. First, it analyzes the historical devel-
opment of internal issues that make NATO vulnerable to outside threats. Then, through two case studies, it 
examines the external threats projected by hybrid threat actors. Finally, it turns to NATO’s strategic capabili-
ties against hybrid threat actors. The thesis concludes that NATO’s well-established habits of burden-sharing 
and burden-shifting exacerbate the lag in developing the policy framework to deal with hybrid threats. Still, 
NATO can turn to its New Strategic Concept and the Smart Defense initiative to counter and deter hybrid 
threats, thus managing threats that cannot be fully prevented.
KEYWORDS: NATO, hybrid threats, hybrid conflict, hybrid-threat actor, strategic concept, Russia, Estonia, 
cyberspace, cyber-attacks, terrorism, burden sharing, burden shifting
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THE REMOVAL OF MAHER ARAR AND LESSONS FOR FUTURE 
ENGAGEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
Jorge Gonzalez–Senior Policy Advisor, U.S. Customs and Border Protection
B.A., University of Virginia, 1997
J.D., University of Pennsylvania, 2003
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisor: Robert Bach, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Nadav Morag, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the United States and Canada have engaged at the highest 
levels of government to integrate immigration and law enforcement policies and achieve common homeland 
security benefits. This engagement demonstrates agreement across political parties in both countries on those 
areas and objectives critical to increasing North American security. Over the same period of time, the removal 
by the United States of Canadian citizen Maher Arar–based in part on derogatory information provided by 
Canadian law enforcement–illustrates vividly the complexity, sensitivity and necessity of informal collabora-
tion between agencies in both countries.
This thesis presents a case study of the removal of Mr. Arar in order to suggest strategies that policymakers 
in both countries may adopt in order to achieve greater progress toward the objectives identified during bilat-
eral engagement over the past decade. This thesis relies on the unclassified results of official inquiries in the 
United States and Canada as well as the record developed by related litigation in both countries, and concludes 
that this incident itself continues to prevent further integration between the United States and Canada and 
should be addressed squarely to achieve greater progress toward bilateral security objectives.
KEYWORDS: Maher Arar, Homeland Security Presidential Directive 2, Smart Border Accord, Security and 
Prosperity Partnership, Beyond the Border, Safe Third Country Agreement
ECONOMIC DIMENSIONS OF CIVIL CONFLICTS
Serdar Hacisalihoglu–First Lieutenant, Turkish Army
B.S., Turkish Military Academy, 2004
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Stabilization and Reconstruction), 2012
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The thesis has five chapters: (1) an introduction, (2) the economic risk factors causing civil conflicts, (3) the 
economic dimensions of peace-building, (4) a Kosovo case study, and (5) the conclusion. 
Chapter II discusses the economic risk factors that cause civil-conflicts. Specific economic characteristics, 
such as the availability of natural resources, enduring economic decline (with its effects of low incomes and 
high unemployment), and diasporas, make countries more prone to civil wars, both by providing revenues to 
insurgent groups to sustain their rebellions and by weakening the power of the central authority to suppress 
insurgent activities.
Chapter III provides information about war economies and presents the economic challenges of unstable 
post-conflict environments. The chapter emphasizes that challenges, such as a fragile security and economic 
environment, illicit economic activities, and peace spoilers, must be overcome to achieve enduring peace. The 
chapter also gives some proper policy responses to cope with them. 
Chapter IV introduces a Kosovo case study to apply the economic dimensions discussed in the previous 
chapters. The chapter provides the background that led to civil war, explains the post-conflict economic 
environment, discusses the international community’s economic-recovery efforts, and recommends policy 
responses for economic development.
Chapter V summarizes the main issues presented in the chapters. The conclusion also emphasizes the im-




KEYWORDS: civil conflict, insurgency, armed groups, economic risk factors, war economies, post-conflict 
environment, post-conflict economic challenges, economic reconstruction, economic development, interna-
tional community, Kosovo
LEBANON: A CONVERGENCE OF POLITICAL ISLAM AND CRIMINALITY
Ryan K. King–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.A., Chaminade University, 2000
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa), 2012
Advisor: Ryan Gingeras, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Eric Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
Kamal Salibi, a recognized Lebanese historian, described Lebanese society as “liberal and tolerant, traditional 
rather than zealous or fanatical in its attitude towards religion and political ideology.” Unfortunately, the open-
ness that defined Lebanon’s success also led to its failures. Confessionalism, a fragile political environment re-
sulting in a perpetually weak central government and internal meddling by Lebanon’s neighbors and imperial 
powers, have framed its fractured history. The country of Lebanon is a sum of its parts (i.e., religion, politics, 
economy), parts that can be examined individually but are never defined one hundred percent independent of 
each other. A part of Lebanon that is often underestimated and overlooked is the drug trade, its influence on 
Lebanese politics and the consequences of such a relationship. In other words, control of narcotics trafficking 
through the Lebanese state has disproportionately influenced the political landscape of Lebanon, contributed 
to the disenfranchisement of many confessional groups–the Shi’a in particular, and as a result contributed to 
the rise of Hezbollah.
KEYWORDS: Hezbollah, Hizbullah, confessionalism, communitarianism 
NETWORK VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT OF THE 
U.S. CRUDE PIPELINE INFRASTRUCTURE
Michael D. Larrañaga–Simplex Professor, School of Fire Protection 
 and Safety at Oklahoma State University
Member, Board of Scientific Counselors, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
B.S., Oklahoma State University, 1996
M.S., University of Houston Clear Lake, 1998
Ph.D., Texas Tech, 2004
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Co-Advisor: Rudy Darken, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: Ted Lewis, Department of Computer Science
The potential for cascade failure of the U.S. crude oil pipeline infrastructure is analyzed using Model Based 
Risk Assessment software. The pipeline system that distributes crude oil to refineries across the United States 
has gained much media attention with President Obama’s denial of a permit to complete a key portion of the 
Keystone-XL pipeline that will carry oil from Alberta, Canada to the Cushing Oil Trading Hub (COTH) in 
Cushing, OK. The analysis identified the COTH as the primary critical hub. The COTH is one of the world’s 
major oil terminals. A disruption of the COTH, Midwest/West Coast oil distribution networks, or critical 
hubs would have far-reaching negative consequences affecting global trade.
The analysis also identified regional differences in network resiliency and susceptibility to cascade failure. 
Protecting all 55,000 miles of the U.S. crude oil pipeline infrastructure from catastrophic failure is an un-
achievable goal, but protection of the network from cascade failure and a Black Swan event can be achieved 
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by protecting network hubs. The results of this analysis should be used as a starting point to increase network 
resiliency and prioritize the use of resources to secure the crude oil pipeline network against cascade failure.
KEYWORDS: critical infrastructure, crude oil pipeline, probable maximum loss, model based risk analysis, 
risk assessment, risk management, black swan, network analysis, fat tail, simulation, pipeline safety, safety 
management
INCOMPLETE INTELLIGENCE: IS THE INFORMATION SHARING 
ENVIRONMENT AN EFFECTIVE PLATFORM?
Jonathan H. Lewin–Commander, Public Safety Information Technology,
City of Chicago, Department of Police, Chicago, IL
B.S., Southern Illinois University, 1989
M.A., Northwestern University, 2005
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisor: Robert Simeral, Senior Intelligence Officer, Naval Postgraduate School
Second Reader: Christopher Bellavita, Department of National Security Affairs
Gathering and analyzing suspicious activity is a core element in the prevention of crime and terrorism. The 
Information Sharing Environment (ISE) and the Suspicious Activity Reporting (SAR) program are an attempt 
to address this issue, but they create human and systemic barriers to information access—the same barriers 
that existed prior to 9/11. The SAR program, through its process-related policies, limits critical information 
from entering the shared space for analysis. These limitations are two-fold: Information must be specifically 
prepared for submission by a human being who recognizes that a potential nexus to terrorism might exist 
and decides to act upon this recognition; and, once submitted, each data element must be individually vetted 
and approved by more human analysts. Removing the dual limitations of lack of complete operating picture 
(based upon the limited information made available for vetting) and dependence on human frailty will provide 
a more effective platform for the identification and mitigation of possible pre-terrorist incident indicators. 
This thesis provides an overview of the SAR program and compares and contrasts it with more mature 
platforms that better meet their objectives and provides recommendations on how the ISE/SAR enterprise 
can be improved.
KEYWORDS: suspicious activity reporting, information sharing environment, fusion center, persistent sur-
veillance, homeland security, intelligence failure, human frailty, Police National Database, FinCEN, Financial 
Crimes Enforcement Network, big data, common operating picture, situational awareness
EFFECTIVENESS OF U.S. MILITARY FEMALE ENGAGEMENT TEAMS
Gail C. Long–Civilian, IDS International
B.A., Pennsylvania State University, 1992
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Stabilization and Reconstruction), 2012
Co-Advisor: Douglas Porch, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Thomas Bruneau, Department of National Security Affairs
Female engagement teams (FET) are one of many efforts that have gained visibility since the U.S. entered 
Iraq and Afghanistan. As emphasis in these wars continues to be placed on counterinsurgency (COIN) and 
population-centric conflict, enabling programs/teams—namely, female engagement, human terrain (HTT), 
Provincial Reconstruction (PRT), and District Support (DST)—have been constituted to target perceived 
gaps in access to the population, cultural and contextual frameworks, local level governance structures, and 
development needs. While the HTTs, PRTs and DSTs typically operate within a joint civil-military organiza-
tional structure, the FETs are distinguished by their purely military character as well as their assignment of 
personnel with arguably little discernible background or training relevant to the job. The issue of training and 
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methodology of FETs is especially important due to the sensitivity of their mission (i.e., working with women 
in a conservative and often dangerous environment) and the trajectory toward which it takes the military, into 
what has been a purely civilian domain. From a strategy perspective, the aims and results of the program are 
relevant to understanding how U.S. military leaders view the role of women in the success of COIN, as well 
as how inter-agency cooperation and civil-military relations are evolving.
KEYWORDS: Afghanistan; COIN; development; gender; civil-military; female; women
MILITANCY IN PAKISTAN: A SCHIZOPHRENIC PROBLEM
Carl M. Lowe–Major, United States Marine Corps
B.S., Virginia Military Institute, 1996
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa), 2012
Advisor: Tristan James Mabry, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Feroz Hassan Khan, Department of National Security Affairs
Since 2001, the West has focused on the insurgency along the Afghan-Pakistani border. The minimal achieve-
ments of Pakistan’s counterinsurgency operations drew U.S. scrutiny. Skeptics accused Pakistan of not being 
serious about eliminating Islamic militants. Pakistan has opposed, supported, or ignored Islamic militant 
groups. Both domestic and transnational issues complicate Islamabad’s decision-making ability. This thesis 
evaluates to what extent India, Islamic affinity, and Pashtun nationalism shaped Pakistan’s counterinsurgency 
strategy. The perceived existential Indian threat creates a security dilemma for the Pakistani military. Pakistan 
lacks the capacity to fight a two-front war without international assistance. Islamabad’s instrumental use of Is-
lamic groups to achieve political and strategic objectives allows Islamists to become intertwined with the state. 
Strategic successes of the military-militant nexus created deep-rooted sympathies toward Islamic militants 
that make implementing counterinsurgency policies problematic. Fearing Pashtun nationalism, the Pakistan 
army’s deployment in the region was minimal, and instead, Pashtun tribal leaders were unprotected against 
radical elements. The Mullahs’ growing strength upset the balance of authority within the tribal governance 
system. The spread of radical fundamentalism outside the FATA region forced Islamabad to react.
KEYWORDS: Pashtun, Pashtun nationalism, Islamic militancy, Pakistan, India, security, Durand Line, Red 
Mosque
THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD AND MODERN EDUCATION: HOW WILL THE 
MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD ADDRESS EGYPT’S FAILING EDUCATION SYSTEM?
Christopher J. Manning Jr.–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 2005
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Middle East, Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa), 2012
Advisor: Robert Springborg, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Mohammed M. Hafez, Department of National Security Affairs
The education system of Egypt has always reflected the type of society and national identity the political 
leadership wanted to establish. Every time there has been a change in political leadership there has been a cor-
responding shift in the education policy and its structure. This thesis attempted to determine if another shift 
in the education system will occur now that the Muslim Brotherhood has gained power in the Egyptian gov-
ernment. This paper established many truths about the way the Muslim Brotherhood will precede now that it 
has significant control over the Egyptian education system. First, the education system in Egypt is in dire need 
of reform to increase equality among rich and poor and to improve the overall quality of the system. Second, 
the Muslim Brotherhood intends to reform the education system primarily to improve the effectiveness of the 
system and to increase access to people of all levels of income. In addition, the Muslim Brotherhood hopes 
to increase religious instruction, but that is not its primary goal. Third, the Muslim Brotherhood cannot act 
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unilaterally in changing the education system and instead must work with the Egyptian military, other political 
groups, and the United States.
The last important aspect that has been established is that education is not the priority of the new govern-
ment because other issues such as security and revitalizing the economy are considered more important. It is 
therefore most likely that the Muslim Brotherhood will proceed with incremental changes to the education 
system in the near future. Although education will not be a priority, the Muslim Brotherhood will take small 
steps to improve the quality of the education system. As in Turkey, once the Muslim Brotherhood has solidi-
fied its position in the government, it may proceed to increase Islamic instruction. Even if religious instruction 
is increased it will be a moderate version of Islam and will not inhibit the teaching of secular subjects. 
KEYWORDS: Muslim Brotherhood, Egyptian education, Freedom and Justice Party, Islamic education
INTERNET RADICALIZATION: ACTUAL THREAT OR PHANTOM MENACE?
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Popular opinion expresses fear that accessing radical Islamic content and connecting with extremist networks 
through Internet functionalities causes radicalization and recruitment to commit terrorist acts. Anecdotal 
evidence has been used to support this assertion. The opinion assumes the Internet creates a new path that 
drives radicalization and recruitment. Whether computer-mediated communication (CMC) and Internet func-
tionalities cause individuals to radicalize has not been thoroughly studied. This thesis explores whether a 
correlation can be found to attribute radicalization to radicalizing content and extremist networks accessed 
through CMC and Internet functionalities. A framework is used to evaluate vulnerabilities identified by the 
psychological, sociological, and social-psychological elements of radicalization against the radicalization pro-
cess, personal history, and the presence of radicalizing conventional communication and extremist contact. 
The analysis finds three cases that may support a conclusion that Internet radicalization is possible; however, 
the importance of root causes and individual vulnerabilities may have a greater impact. Since some circum-
stances involving CMC may increase the likelihood of radicalization, the fear of Internet radicalization may 
be reasonable, but the number of incidents validating that fear makes the threat unlikely and appears more as 
a phantom menace than a real threat.
KEYWORDS: Internet radicalization, radicalization process, radicalization causation, radicalization, Jihad, 
Jihadist, extremist, Islamic extremist, globalization, causation, correlations, vulnerability, computer-mediated 




A STUDY OF THE LESS-DEVELOPED-COUNTRIES: DEBT CRISIS 
IN MEXICO AND SUBSEQUENT ECONOMIC POLICIES
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Master of Arts in Security Studies, 2012
Advisor: Robert E. Looney, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Robert M. McNab, Defense Resources Management Institute
On August 11, 1982, the Finance Minister of Mexico Silvia Herzog informed the International Monetary Fund 
that Mexico was unable to meet its principle payments to its major creditors. The economic crisis that ensued 
affected not just Mexico but the entire free market system. It marked a fundamental shift in development eco-
nomics and altered the economic systems in all but four Latin American countries. Since the onset of the 1982 
less-developed-countries (LDC) debt crisis, Mexico has suffered through numerous economic crises, further 
restraining its potential for economic growth. 
This thesis examines the historical background leading to the onset of the 1983 LDC debt crisis and the 
economic policies that the Mexican government and the international community enacted to economically 
recover.
KEYWORDS: Mexico, Mexican, economy, LDC debt crisis, Peso Crisis, Tequila Hangover
UTILIZING SOCIAL MEDIA TO FURTHER THE NATIONWIDE 
SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY REPORTING INITIATIVE
Lynda A. Peters–Civilian
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Advisor: Patrick Miller, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Advisor: David Brannan, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
The NSI process delineates that frontline personnel can solicit relevant behaviors observed by the public 
through in-person, telephonic interviews, or online etip forms. It does not, in its current form, include the use 
of less formal social media tools, such as text messaging, mobile-phone apps and social-networking sites like 
Facebook and Twitter, although some agencies are doing so. The literature demonstrates that the majority of 
people use social media and social networking sites to communicate every day, and more than three-quarters 
use it to participate in at least one community-focused group. Including social media technologies as an option 
for communicating, a tip provides another means by which interested individuals can provide information 
about their observations.
Several case studies demonstrate that citizens motivated by the unselfish desire to contribute will do just 
that, whether or not solicited. Law enforcement agencies can leverage that enthusiasm by incorporating social 
media into efforts to develop SARs. The strategy requires that an agency devote resources sufficient to de-
velop policies and to provide training to guide personnel and citizens. It also requires that agencies respond to 
received transmissions, recognize useful contributions, and make efforts to encourage further participation.
KEYWORDS: homeland security, social media, law enforcement, Suspicious Activity Report (SAR), Nation-
wide Suspicious Activity Report Initiative (NSI), Web 2.0
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UYGHURS IN XINJIANG: UNITED OR DIVIDED AGAINST THE PRC?
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This thesis seeks to answer the question of how the Chinese government’s policies toward the Uyghurs, a 
Turkic Muslim group living predominantly in the northwestern Chinese province Xinjiang, have influenced 
the political consolidation of the Uyghurs.
Three aspects of this question are explored: Uyghur identity, interests, and Islamic mobilization. First, have 
Chinese policies helped to strengthen or weaken Uyghur identity? Second, how have Chinese policies shaped 
Uyghur interests? Finally, is there any evidence of Islamic radicalization and mobilization of Uyghurs in Xin-
jiang, evaluated in the context of Marc Sageman’s theory on Islamic radicalization?
This thesis argues that the PRC’s policies in Xinjiang have increased Uyghur solidarity socially but not 
politically. The Chinese policies have served to unintentionally unify the Uyghurs in opposition against a 
common adversary. Nevertheless, the PRC’s overwhelming state capacity to repress Uyghur discontent has 
prevented the Uyghurs from achieving any significant form of political consolidation. Finally, there is very 
little evidence of Uyghur Islamic radicalization and mobilization. The situation in Xinjiang does not fit Sage-
man’s theory on Islamic radicalization.
KEYWORDS: Uyghur, Xinjiang, political consolidation, identity, Jihad, Islamic radicalization, mobilization, 
Chinese policies
POST-ARAB SPRING GOVERNMENTS IN NORTH AFRICA: 
IDENTIFYING FOCUS AREAS FOR ECONOMIC ADVANCEMENT
Jacob M. Plichta–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
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Master of Arts in Security Studies (Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa), 2012
Advisor: Robert E. Looney, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Robert Springborg, Department of National Security Affairs
The power transitions precipitated by the Arab Spring revolutions afford opportunity for significant positive 
political and economic change. However, the specific areas in which improvement is most essential to gener-
ating economic advancement are less obvious than those associated with improved governance, and are less 
likely to be uniform across all countries involved.
In consideration of that assertion, this thesis identifies areas most correlated with economic growth, the 
fostering of a positive entrepreneurial environment and progression to a more advanced economic stage of 
development through employment of two distinct statistical methods, and applies them to the North African 
countries affected by the Arab Spring revolutions. Areas in which improvement is required to create positive 
change that are specific to the country being studied are thereby determined. The cases of pre-Arab Spring 
Libya, Tunisia, and Egypt were examined in an attempt to provide guidance and focus for the enormous tasks 
of governmental construction and reform the incoming administrations of each country will face.
The ultimate outcome of the analysis is an expression of the vicious economic cycle unique to each includ-
ing a determination of causal factors identified as areas in which improvement will be most likely to favorably 
transform their economies.
KEYWORDS: economy, Arab Spring, North Africa, expeditionary economics
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FEMA URBAN SEARCH AND RESCUE TEAMS: CONSIDERING AN IMPROVED 
STRATEGY FOR AN EVOLVING HOMELAND SECURITY ENTERPRISE
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The U.S. government’s role in preparing for, preventing, responding to, and recovering from all domestic 
disasters is coordinated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Furthermore, FEMA is 
designated as the primary agency responsible for coordinating Structural Collapse (Urban) Search and Rescue 
(US&R) situations in the National Response Framework. Since the inception of FEMA resources intended 
for response to US&R missions, the national search and rescue system has evolved, along with the numbers 
and types of other resources available to assist in US&R missions. Nonetheless, a disconnect remains, with no 
common national US&R strategy that effectively brings together available federal resources from FEMA, the 
Department of Defense, and other partner agencies. FEMA states that urban search and rescue is considered 
a “multi-hazard” discipline as the teams can hypothetically be utilized for response to a wide variety of natural 
and man-made emergencies or disasters.
Although the present FEMA US&R task force model has worked well for certain types of disasters, this 
thesis explores responses to past events and considers a new strategy that could allow the US&R teams to be 
used more effectively and efficiently in an evolving Homeland Security enterprise.
KEYWORDS: urban Search and Rescue, US&R, USAR, structural collapse, Katrina, Irene, dual status com-
mand, DSCA, defense support of civil authorities, FEMA, collaboration, unity of effort
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The effects of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) continue to be felt throughout the world, especially in 
battlefields such as Afghanistan. The United States currently leads the counter-IED effort through various 
demand side efforts such as those led by JIEDDO and Project Global Shield. 
The purpose of this thesis was to determine the feasibility of a new supply side effort to counter IEDs 
through global export control similar to the multilateral export control regimes of Weapons of Mass Destruc-
tion (WMD) and missile technologies. A comparative method was used that utilized the existing regime lit-
erature for success and effectiveness, and then measured those regimes against six variables that focused on 
technology, as well as the organizations that provided the framework to determine the success and feasibility 
of a new regime that focuses on lower technology items. 
The results show that although IEDs continue to be a presence throughout the world, they lack the grander 
threat similar to that of WMD technology to make a new regime successful. Furthermore, the results show 
that IED technology and material are difficult to classify and track, which makes global export control efforts 
extremely difficult.
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Law enforcement agencies have managed anonymous tip line programs for decades whereby community 
members can submit suspected criminal activity to their local law enforcement agency. As a result of the in-
creasing threat of terrorism in the United States, suspicious activity reporting programs (SAR) accompany the 
traditional anonymous tip line. SARs include the reporting of suspicious behavior related to terrorism as well 
as other criminal activity.
SAR programs have been adopted by federal, state, and local jurisdictions and at state and regional fusion 
centers. Homeland security is a shared responsibility of the American public, and SAR programs are a mecha-
nism that allows the public to contribute to this country’s security.
Smaller law enforcement agencies in the United States lack the resources of larger police departments. The 
research set out to determine if smaller police agencies lacked SAR programs, which might create a gap in U.S. 
homeland security overall. An audit of 355 California police department websites that serve populations from 
10,000 to over one million revealed that 5.9% of the agencies supported an online SAR program. To verify 
the audit, 117 of the police departments were contacted and three of the agencies, or 2.6%, supported a SAR 
program accessible by the public either by a direct phone line or by some other means. 
The thesis presents research to identify best practices for establishing SAR programs in police depart-
ments. The research explores national strategy documents, privacy and civil liberties guidelines, and national 
SAR standards. The research identifies success stories of terrorist acts prevented because of an SAR. 
The research concludes with a list of action items agencies should consider when implementing an SAR 
program. Successful SAR programs rely on the timely analysis of information and sharing intelligence through 
shared networks.
KEYWORDS: suspicious activity reporting, SAR, fusion centers, intelligence needs, analysis, intelligence 
cycle, Joint Terrorism Task Force, national SAR initiative, tip line reporting
VIOLENT MEXICAN TRANSNATIONAL CRIMINAL ORGANIZATIONS IN 
TEXAS: POLITICAL DISCOURSE AND AN ARGUMENT FOR REALITY
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In 2006, Mexico President Felipe Calderon, with U.S. assistance, launched a military campaign to combat vio-
lent mexican transnational criminal organizations in an attempt to disrupt the growing violence throughout 
Mexico. The result has been an uncontrollable drug war that has claimed more lives within Mexico than the 
U.S. campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq combined. From the U.S. perspective, the threat of spillover violence 
emanating from Mexico is a wicked problem and one that polarizes the political discourse. Conflicting opin-
ions about the meaning of spillover violence has driven the misrepresentation of events and evidence that fuels 
the political narrative. Therefore, no metric for analysis can be put in place to accurately document and moni-
tor the threat to the U.S. homeland. The term spillover violence, instead, has become the focal point. This 
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research seeks to find a broader framework outside of political agendas that provides analysis in a systematic 
manner rather than focusing on semantics. 
This research identifies gaps in the understanding of how spillover violence is defined and captured within 
the current construct; examines current criminal metrics used to classify and report violent crime statistics; 
and evaluates the scope of Texas border operations dedicated toward violent crime crossing the Southwestern 
border.
KEYWORDS: spillover violence, cross-border violence, cartels, Texas, Mexico, homeland security, national 
security, political discourse
EFFECTIVE MUNICIPAL EMERGENCY PLANNING FOR PEOPLE WITH 
DISABILITIES AND OTHERS WITH ACCESS AND FUNCTIONAL NEEDS
Kimberly H. Spill–Emergency Manager, Pompano Beach Fire Rescue, Pompano Beach, Florida
B.A., Florida Atlantic University, 2006
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisor: Glen Woodbury, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Christopher Bellavita, Department of National Security Affairs
The objective of this thesis is to examine the role of municipal government with regard to disaster planning 
for individuals with access and functional needs. Oftentimes, a heavy reliance on county and higher levels of 
government occurs. The purpose herein is to identify why municipalities should create innovative policy solu-
tions for their jurisdictions as part of a collaborative, synthesized approach within their counties. 
As the first responders in a major disaster, both municipal and county governments play the critical “local” 
role within homeland security. Conclusively, recommendations are made regarding application for supple-
menting and integrating planning and preparedness efforts for the best possible outcome.
KEYWORDS: homeland security, strategic interagency, municipality, collaborative, disabilities, access and 
functional needs, community, whole community, enterprise, leveraging resources, identification, communica-
tion
THEORY TO PRACTICE: HOW DEVELOPING A K-12 CURRICULUM 
IN EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS, LIFE SAFETY, OR 
HOMELAND SECURITY CAN LEAD TO RESILIENCY
Albert Vasquez–Chief of Police, Santa Monica College
B.S., California State University, Los Angeles, 1986
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisor: Patrick Miller, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Stanley Supinski, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
In 2002, The White House issued the National Strategy for Homeland Security. Since then, the federal gov-
ernment has authored several documents from the Department of Homeland Security and The White House 
relating to a growing recognition of developing a resilient United States. The documents identify regions, 
states, local agencies, communities, and individuals in order to develop a resilient America.
The development of resiliency discussed in the documents needs to be addressed through a comprehensive 
program that includes an educational component that begins with a K-12 curriculum experience. Unfortu-
nately, education is absent from any discussion on developing resiliency. In order for resiliency to be realized, 
children must be exposed to education that promotes resiliency and learn it in addition to the traditional three 
Rs: reading, writing, and arithmetic.
This thesis reviews the strategic documents issued by The White House and the Department of Homeland 
Security and the world campaign on disaster risk reduction. This thesis then looks at teaching and learning 
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strategies, a case study, selected educational theories, and the link between the educational theories and resil-
iency. The use of K-12 curricula seems the most plausible source of obtaining the goal of a resilient U.S.
KEYWORDS: K-12 education, resiliency, emergency preparedness curriculum, homeland security curricu-
lum, life safety curriculum, disaster risk reduction
INTEGRATING UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS INTO 
MODERN POLICING IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT
John A. Wallace–Captain, Riverside Police Department, Riverside, California
B.A., University of Phoenix, 1994
M.S., Chapman University, 1996
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisor: Patrick Miller, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Nadav Morag, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
This thesis examines the possibilities and advantages of incorporating the use of unmanned aircraft systems 
(UAS) into operational use by local public safety agencies. The use of UAS has become a vital tool for the 
military but still has not become a tool used by domestic police forces. This thesis explores the options of us-
ing this type of technology as an economical alternative or enhancement to existing aviation programs and a 
better situational awareness for tactical operations. 
In addition to reviewing issues and concerns related to privacy considerations; this thesis addresses pro-
gram implementation, creation of best practices policy and procedures, benefits to community safety, and 
flight regulations and restrictions under the oversight of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
KEYWORDS: unmanned aircraft systems, law enforcement, police aviation
EXPLAINING DEMOCRATIC INSTABILITY IN THAILAND, 1992–2011
Zackery T. Williams–2nd Lieutenant, United States Air Force
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, 2011
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Civil-Military Relations), 2012
Advisor: Michael S. Malley, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Sandra R. Leavitt, Department of National Security Affairs
While Thailand has a long history of military-led coups, most observers believed that the establishment of 
democracy in 1992 had put the country on a new course. It had not. In 2006, the military overthrew the elected 
government and attempted to reshape the country’s political system in order to favor its interests and those of 
its civilian and royal allies. This event symbolized a period of instability and mass protest, which began nine 
months earlier and had been unseen since the 1970s. 
The purpose of this thesis is to explain why Thai politics took this unexpected turn. Its main hypothesis is 
that political instability is a result of increased political and societal polarization that has its roots in the 1980s 
and 1990s, and which peaked during the early 2000s under the government of Thaksin Shinawatra and the 
Thai Rak Thai party. 
This thesis shows that constitutional changes in the late 1990s led to a sharp increase in polarization be-
cause they encouraged the emergence of a two-party system. It concludes that while Thailand did, in fact, 
become more democratic in the 1990s, it also became more deeply divided. The stage was set for a coup and 
political instability when opponents of the traditional elites were elected while the monarchy and military 
remained beyond the control of elected politicians.
KEYWORDS: Thailand, Thailand Military, coup d’état, civil-military relations, democratic transition, demo-
cratic consolidation, political polarization
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FEDERATED SEARCH TOOLS IN FUSION CENTERS: BRIDGING 
DATABASES IN THE INFORMATION SHARING ENVIRONMENT
Jody R. Wormet–Director, Wisconsin Department of Justice
B.A., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1994
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Defense and Security), 2012
Co-Advisor: Richard Bergin, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
This research utilized a semi-structured survey instrument delivered to subject matter experts within the na-
tional network of fusion centers and employed a constant comparison method to analyze the survey results. 
This “smart practice” exploration, informed through an appreciative inquiry lens, found considerable varia-
tion in how fusion centers plan for, gather requirements, select, and acquire federated search tools to bridge 
disparate databases. These findings confirmed the initial hypothesis that fusion centers have received very 
little guidance on how to bridge disconnected databases to enhance the analytical process.
This research should contribute to the literature by offering a greater understanding of the challenges 
faced by fusion centers when considering integrating federated search tools; by evaluating the importance of 
the planning, requirements-gathering, selection, and acquisition processes for integrating federated search 
tools; by acknowledging the challenges faced by some fusion centers during these integration processes; and 
by identifying possible solutions to mitigate those challenges. 
As a result, the research will be useful for individual fusion centers, and more broadly, the National Fusion 
Center Association, which provides leadership to the national network of fusion centers by sharing lessons 
learned, smart practices, and other policy guidance.
KEYWORDS: homeland security, fusion centers, information sharing, disparate databases, federated search 
tools, analysis
THE FBI IS LEADING THE WAY BY MAKING THE PRIVATE SECTOR AN INTEGRAL 
PART OF THE COUNTERTERRORISM HOMELAND SECURITY ENTERPRISE
Stephanie E. Yanta–Supervisory Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation
B.A., History, Indiana University, 1997
B.A., Political Science, Indiana University, 1997
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense), 2012
Advisors: Paul Smith, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Advisors: Nadav Morag, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
This thesis discusses the building of a sustainable business process wherein the private sector is integrated 
into the homeland security apparatus. As the threat our nation and her allies face continues to evolve, so must 
our responses. Integrating the private sector into the homeland security enterprise is long overdue. It is con-
ceivable the next threat will be uncovered by a shopping mall guard or hotel housecleaning staff, which is in 
stark contradiction to the past when the intelligence community identified a foreign-based cell or undesirable 
traveler to the states ready to launch an attack.
The private sector brings with it a plethora of talents and resources. Because it has not traditionally been 
seen as a partner, the private sector has been relegated to the sidelines. This is no longer acceptable. The FBI, 
in partnership with the DHS, is spearheading an innovative project designed to complete the circle of 360 
degrees of protection. Project Touchstone is an extremely successful example of a highly selective, small group 
of trusted decision makers within the private sector, primarily in the security apparatus, meeting with the FBI 




KEYWORDS: FBI, Project Touchstone, private sector, partnership, London First, Project Griffin, homeland 
security enterprise, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Department of Homeland Security, critical infrastructure 








A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF FACTORS AFFECTING RETENTION 
OF FEMALE AVIATORS IN U.S. NAVAL AVIATION
Peter Bissonnette–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 2002
Master of Business Administration, Jacksonville University, 2009
Master of Science in Human Systems Integration, 2012
Advisor: John K. Schmidt–Captain, United States Navy, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Quinn Kennedy, Department of Operations Research
This study builds upon past research involving turnover among military women to develop a statistical model 
for active duty female naval aviator (FNA) retention. A data set from the Defense Manpower Data Center, 
which included FNAs from year groups 1989 to 1998, was analyzed to determine the impact of organizational, 
career, and personal factors on retention. Review of pertinent literature revealed that personal, organizational, 
and job factors unique to an FNA might have some impact on retention decisions. A logistical regression 
analysis was conducted that determined both number of dependents and age were statistically significant in 
predicting whether an FNA would remain in or leave active duty operational naval aviation (ADONA). 
The findings of this study could indicate that FNAs who desire to have children leave ADONA status ear-
lier. Successful implementation of a continuous survey tool, such as the previous ARGUS survey, could help 
to better determine the true reasons behind a service member’s choice to leave the navy.
KEYWORDS: United States Navy, naval, aviation, turnover, attrition, retention, female naval aviator
NAVY CONTRACTING: ANALYZING CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS AND 
PERCEIVED IMPACT ON SUCCESS WITHIN AN ORGANIZATION
Joshua R. Hill–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Kevin L. McGraw–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration, 2012
Lead Advisor: Janie Maddox, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Support Advisor: Rene Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Support Advisor: Jeremy Arkes, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Critical success factors (CSF) are essential ingredients within an organization that are necessary to meet criti-
cal mission objectives. Identifying those factors can be a vital asset and assist leadership in achieving success-
ful outcomes in contract management. This report focuses on four major contracting commands within the 
United States Navy—the Naval Supply Systems Command, Global Logistics Support (NAVSUP-GLS), the 
Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA), and the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR)—and two major 
Department of Defense (DOD) contractors. The report analyzed contract critical success factors from infor-
mation and feedback received from each agency. In particular, the research identified all statistically significant 
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significance for naval contracting activities based on apparent correlations between critical success factors and 
recommends further research.
KEYWORDS: critical success factors, rendon, statistics, regression, analysis, NAVSUP-GLS, NAVSEA, NA-
VAIR, contractor, category, results
THE EVOLUTION OF THE CONTRACT TYPE USED IN DEFENSE 
ACQUISITION WITH A FOCUS ON MAJOR DEFENSE WEAPON SYSTEMS
Douglas M. Quinn–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Chinyong Choe–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Master of Business Administration, 2012
Lead Advisor: LCDR Bryan Lundgren, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Support Advisor: Max Kidalov, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The goal of this project was to research and write an historical overview of the Department of Defense (DOD) 
acquisition policy toward preferences of particular contract types. Major milestones and representative case 
studies were reviewed that challenge the current acquisition policy in regard to the type of contract selected 
for major defense weapon systems.
In this project, historical and analytical accounts of the defense acquisition process are provided for major 
weapon systems from 1947 to the present. Significant changes to acquisition policies were examined to show 
any possible trends. Major studies were conducted to determine what factors contribute to policy changes as-
sociated with noteworthy cases involving major weapon systems.
By highlighting trends and making insightful observations, we hope to provide acquisition professionals 
who work with major weapon systems with a greater perspective and context on the debate over the most ap-
propriate contract type for use in major weapon systems.
KEYWORDS: contract type, major weapon systems, fixed price, cost reimbursement, acquisition initiatives, 
defense contracting, trends, policies
AN ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES 
AND SMALL BUSINESSES IN THE DOD SBIR PROGRAM
Sean H. Ryburn–Captain, United States Marine Corps
B.A., Norwich University, 2003
Master of Science in Information Technology Management, 2012
Master of Business Administration, 2012
Advisor: Thomas Housel, Department of Information Sciences
Second Reader: Nicholas Dew, Department of Management
In order to address rising costs, limited innovation, and an acquisition system that lacks the flexibility to 
design and field best-of-breed information technology systems, the DOD has implemented open systems ar-
chitecture initiatives in information technology acquisition. One benefit of open systems architecture is that it 
expands competition to many suppliers, including small businesses, to enhance innovation and reduce costs. 
The growing acceptance of open systems architecture initiatives in DOD acquisition creates a significant 
access opportunity for small businesses, particularly for those who already participate in the existing DOD 
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program, which is congressionally mandated to provide research 
and development contracts specifically to innovative small businesses. However, successfully leveraging the 
SBIR program to advance open systems architecture initiatives requires the DOD proactively communicate 
that intent to small businesses participating in the program.
This research examines the extent to which the DOD uses the SBIR program to incorporate small busi-
nesses in the acquisition of IT systems that advance open systems initiatives. Additionally, this research ana-
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lyzes SBIR firms to better understand participant experiences as well as the characteristics of small IT busi-
nesses who participate in the SBIR program to meet the IT R&D challenges of the DOD.
KEYWORDS: service oriented architecture (SOA), open architecture (OA), open systems architecture (OSA), 
information technology, information systems, Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program, research 
and development (R&D), small businesses
CASE STUDY OF EUROPEAN UNION ANTIPIRACY OPERATION 
NAVAL FORCE SOMALIA: SUCCESSES, FAILURES AND 
LESSONS LEARNED FOR THE HELLENIC NAVY
Evangelos Soufis–Lieutenant, Hellenic Navy
Master of Business Administration, 2012
Advisors: Keenan Yoho, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
E. Cory Yoder, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The European Union is conducting a military operation to help deter acts of piracy off the coast of Somalia. 
This military operation is named European Union Naval Force Somalia/Operation Atalanta. Its mandate is 
to protect vessels from the World Food Program, humanitarian aid, and the African Union Military Mission 
in Somalia (AMISOM); protect vulnerable shipping, prevent acts of piracy; and monitor fishing activities off 
the coast of Somalia.
The operation was scheduled for an initial period of twelve months but has now been extended by the EU 
council until December 2012. During this period, up to 12 EU ships and a number of maritime patrol aircraft 
will operate at any given time. The Hellenic Navy was the first to be tasked with the tactical command of the 
operation.
The purpose of this project is to investigate the rules and procedures of the European Union concerning 
the deployment and the contribution of its members in military operations and more specifically, in the first 
EU naval antipiracy operation in the Gulf of Aden. Moreover, it analyzes the first four months of deployment 
and identifies the lessons learned that could be applied in future EU operations and Hellenic Navy contin-
gency operations. 
This thesis is a narrative analysis of the experience, and the thoughts of the writer in no way express the 
official position of the Hellenic Navy or any other official body.
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MASTERLESS DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING OVER MOBILE DEVICES
James D. Browne–Major, United States Army
B.S., United States Military Academy, 2002
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Master of Science in Applied Mathematics, 2012
Advisor: Craig Martell, Department of Computer Science
Advisor: Ralucca Gera, Department of Mathematics
It is obvious that information is becoming increasingly important in today’s society. This can be seen by the 
widespread availability of high-speed Internet in homes and the ubiquity of smart phones. This new, informa-
tion-centric paradigm is possible because of a large supporting infrastructure, without which the Internet, its 
volumes of information, and the speed we can access them would not exist. The military has recognized the 
potential value of this trend because the greatest hindrance for any commander is the fog of war, the absence 
of information necessary to make critical decisions. On a battlefield, a commander would like to know the 
status and location of all his soldiers, the same for enemy troops, and optimal strategies to accomplish the mis-
sion. Unfortunately, this needed information is currently impossible to obtain in a timely manner. This thesis 
addresses this problem by presenting an architecture for ad hoc, distributed computing among mobile devices.
Our results show that our system does indeed, as devices are added, speed up a distributed calculation 
and does it in a way that does not rely on the presence of a routable network. We also show that the speedup 
obtained nears optimal as the size of the computation necessary to calculate an update increases. Additionally, 
we have shown that we can chain distributed computations together, resulting in a decrease in time needed to 
perform an SVD, an important step in many data-mining algorithms.
KEYWORDS: masterless, distributed computing, Android, mobile networking, singular value decomposi-
tion, truncated SVD, rank revealing QR factorization
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WAVE-POWERED UNMANNED SURFACE VEHICLE AS A STATION-KEEPING 
GATEWAY NODE FOR UNDERSEA DISTRIBUTED NETWORKS
Timothy W. Rochholz–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.A. University of Colorado, 2005
Master of Science in Applied Physics, 2012
Advisor: Timothy Chung, Department of Systems Engineering
Advisor: Joseph Rice, Department of Physics
By analyzing data from a long-duration deployment of four wave-powered unmanned surface vehicles called 
wave gliders, an assessment of operating characteristics informs the potential utility of the wave glider in an 
undersea distributed network as a replacement for a moored communications gateway buoy. Specifically, the 
wave-powered propulsion system is analyzed to assess endurance, operability, and application in an undersea 
distributed network as the gateway node. The results of the study serve to identify the parameters for an ex-
periment designed to test the wave glider as a station-keeping gateway node.
KEYWORDS: acoustic modem, unmanned surface vehicle, USV, wave glider, PAC X, underwater network, 
hydrodynamic propulsion, SHARC, gateway buoy, underwater acoustic communications
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ARTIFACTS IN RADAR IMAGING OF MOVING TARGETS
Yan Siong Tng–Defence Science and Technology Agency, Singapore
Bachelor of Engineering (Electrical), National University of Singapore, 2000
Master of Engineering, National University of Singapore, 2001
Master of Science in Combat Systems Technology, 2012
Advisor: Brett Borden, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Roberto Cristi, Department of Engineering
In this thesis, we study the artifacts that occur when a scene being imaged by radar contains moving targets. 
The physics of interaction between radar waves and moving targets were studied to develop a model using 
MATLAB for the received signal, which does not make use of the start-stop approximation. The effects of 
target motion on the image formation process were studied for different radar configurations including multi-
static radars and synthetic aperture radars. The key limitation of this model is its high computational resource 
requirements when simulating high bandwidth or long pulses.
It was observed that range profiles may experience distortion due to the received waveform’s differences 
from the matched filter. The exact outcome is waveform dependent; generally, both main lobe broadening and 
range errors were introduced by target motion. This leads to incorrect object localization and defocusing on 
the image. For SAR, a moving target’s physical location varies throughout the imaging process. This means 
that standard backprojection fails to yield a focused image even if the range error due to the Doppler shift 
has been corrected, resulting in smearing. This is similar to the “motion blur” experienced in optical cameras 
with a fast object. 
KEYWORDS: radar imaging, synthetic aperture radar, bistatic radar, multistatic radar, moving targets, back-
projection





MOBILE TRACKING AND LOCATION AWARENESS IN DISASTER 
RELIEF AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE SITUATIONS
Drew Q. Abell–Captain, United States Army
B.A., Texas Tech University, 2003
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Advisor: Gurminder Singh, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: John Gibson, Department of Computer Science
Situational awareness is one of the most important aspects for a commander in any type of mission, be it 
humanitarian relief, disaster recovery, or armed conflict. Through the past several decades, with the use of 
technology, we have been able to develop systems that help improve the commander’s situational awareness 
of the mission. One of the major problems with this has been that every organization uses different technolo-
gies to communicate, which causes interoperability issues and a lack of a common operational picture (COP) 
between them.
Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment that is relatively inexpensive, easily obtainable, simple to 
operate, and rapidly distributable to different organizations can help bridge this gap in overall situational 
awareness of the mission. The goal of this research is to explore how to effectively implement Android-based 
devices to graphically track team members and locations of significant activities and equipment, through the 
use of GPS, Google Maps, and custom overlays, to increase situational awareness, thereby constructing a COP 
to assist in disaster relief efforts.
KEYWORDS: smartphone, Android, GPS, mobile tracking, SPARCCS, datastore, app engine, cloud com-
puting, humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, situational awareness, common operational picture
MAINTAINING MULTIMEDIA DATA IN A GEOSPATIAL DATABASE
Mitchakima D. Banks–Lieutenant, United States Coast Guard
B.S., Voorhees College, 2000
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Advisor: Mathias Kölsch, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Arijit Das, Department of Computer Science
The maintenance and organization of data in any profession, either government or commercial, is becoming 
increasingly more challenging. Adding components, whether those components are two- or three-dimension-
al, further increases the complexity of databases. It is harder to determine which database software to choose 
to meet the needs of the organization. This thesis evaluates the performance of two databases as spatial func-
tions are executed on columns containing spatial data using benchmark testing.
Evaluating the performance of spatial databases makes it possible to identify performance issues with spa-
tial queries. The process of conducting a performance evaluation of multiple databases, in this thesis, focuses 
on the measurement of elapsed time within each database.
The work already implemented in evaluating the performance of spatial databases did not explore a data-
base’s performance as it returned large and small result sets. The overhead of returning large or small result 
sets was not considered. Therefore, a custom test was developed to engage the aspects of prior work found 
beneficial. Using a database the researchers built with well over one million records, the elapsed time in adding 





records was measured. The elapsed time of the spatial functions queries was measured next. 
The results showed areas where each database excelled given multiple conditions. A different look at Post-
greSQL and MySQL as spatial databases was offered. Given their results, as each database produced result 
sets from zero to 100,000, it was learned that the performance of each database could differ depending on the 
volume of information it is expected to return.
KEYWORDS: database, spatial, benchmark
USING MULTIMEDIA METADATA TO IMPROVE NETWORK EFFICIENCY
Joe D. Blocker–Major, United States Marine Corps
B.S., University of Maryland, 2008
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Advisor: Mathias Kolsch, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Murali Tummala, Department of Electrical Engineering
A growing amount of multimedia information exists online, commonly referred to as the multimedia explo-
sion. Many research efforts are focused on the concept that computing is ubiquitous and that accessing net-
work resources is not the challenge but finding the right object is. However, America’s military and other first 
responder organizations often find themselves in austere environments where access to network resources is 
scarce, and every bit transmitted has to count.
In this thesis, we design a unique lead-me protocol that addresses both network access and accurate data 
location but focuses on maximizing network efficiency by utilizing metadata information commonly found 
within multimedia files. We start by exploring other techniques commonly used to network efficiency and 
then move to develop a protocol that fills the gaps. We use an intelligent middleware server through which the 
client communicates, direction-of-travel-aligned bounding boxes, and mashup technology to reduce the size 
of the file the client receives as a response, and optimization techniques to prevent the client from receiving 
redundant files. We show an increase in efficiency of over 99% by using the middleware server and an increase 
of 11% using the optimization techniques.
KEYWORDS: metadata, multimedia, mashup, geospatial, austere environment, network efficiency
MASTERLESS DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING OVER MOBILE DEVICES
James D. Browne–Major, United States Army
B.S., United States Military Academy, 2002
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
 Master of Science in Applied Mathematics, 2012
Advisor: Craig Martell, Department of Computer Science
Advisor: Ralucca Gera, Department of Mathematics
It is obvious that information is becoming increasingly important in today’s society. This can be seen by the 
widespread availability of high-speed Internet in homes and the ubiquity of smart phones. This new, informa-
tion-centric paradigm is possible because of a large supporting infrastructure, without which the Internet, its 
volumes of information, and the speed we can access them would not exist. The military has recognized the 
potential value of this trend because the greatest hindrance for any commander is the fog of war, the absence 
of information necessary to make critical decisions. On a battlefield, a commander would like to know the 
status and location of all his soldiers, the same for enemy troops, and optimal strategies to accomplish the mis-
sion. Unfortunately, this needed information is currently impossible to obtain in a timely manner. This thesis 
addresses this problem by presenting an architecture for ad hoc, distributed computing among mobile devices.
Our results show that our system does indeed, as devices are added, speed up a distributed calculation 
and does it in a way that does not rely on the presence of a routable network. We also show that the speedup 
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obtained nears optimal as the size of the computation necessary to calculate an update increases. Additionally, 
we have shown that we can chain distributed computations together, resulting in a decrease in time needed to 
perform an SVD, an important step in many data-mining algorithms.
KEYWORDS: masterless, distributed computing, Android, mobile networking, singular value decomposi-
tion, truncated SVD, rank revealing QR factorization
CONTEXT-BASED MOBILE SECURITY ENCLAVE
Joey C. Carter–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., University of Arizona, 2005
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Advisor: Gurminder Singh, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: John Gibson, Department of Computer Science
Currently, there are no secure access control methods for controlling restricted material access on a mobile 
device using context-based authentication methods. Simple challenge response protocols do not provide the 
security required for some restricted information. A lost or misplaced device or a compromised password can 
easily lead to the compromising of restricted information to which the device may have access. Due to the 
inherent portability of mobile devices, a broader, more comprehensive set of access controls is required.
This thesis will research and build a prototype application that will allow access to restricted information 
stored on the device itself, based on a set of predefined contexts using the device’s own hardware.
KEYWORDS: Android programming, security application, application enclave
CONNECTING LAND-BASED NETWORKS TO SHIPS
Panagiotis Chatzigiannis–Lieutenant, Hellenic Navy
B.S., Hellenic Naval Academy, 2001
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Advisor: Gurminder Singh, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: John H. Gibson, Department of Computer Science
Today, it is important for ships at sea to to communicate and exchange information with a shore network in 
the form of file transfers, database access, emails, web and intranet browsing, or video conferencing. Navy 
ships may even need to send live video feeds from the field. To accomplish this, most ships use satellite com-
munications, an expensive and slow method. 
When a ship is near shore, it can use alternative methods for communicating with the shore network, 
which are typically faster and less expensive. Examples of these methods include 802.16 WiMAX, 2G and 
3G cellular networks, and the persistent systems’ wave relay. The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate all of 
the methods available, in terms of cost, range, bandwidth, quality of service (QoS), and reliability, through an 
experiment in Monterey Bay. The experiment results are then used to determine which method will best suit 
various use cases.




EXTENSIONS TO THE ICALENDAR DATA MODEL: HIERARCHICAL 
SCHEDULES AND TEMPORALLY RELATED EVENTS
Lesley W. Chiu–Lieutenant Colonel, United States Marine Corps
B.S., University of California San Diego, 1991
MBA, Kelley School of Business, 2009
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Advisor: Thomas Otani, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: Mantak Shing, Department of Computer Science
Computer calendaring has matured to the point that people’s calendars are easily synchronized across devices, 
shared between other people and organizations, and used to coordinate and schedule mutually agreeable meet-
ing times. These and other advances have made computer calendaring indispensable in people’s personal and 
professional lives. 
Despite the recent advances in the scheduling capabilities of computer calendaring software, there are still 
areas of scheduling that are not so well accomplished—or even possible—in today’s state-of-the-art com-
puter calendaring. Non-fixed date template schedules, used in military exercises and contingency plans (e.g., 
POA&M), are examples of schedules that are highly flexible and reusable. Because of their unique scheduling 
properties and relationships, however, they cannot be modeled in mainstream computer calendaring tools. As 
a result, applying these types of schedules to a computer calendar requires a great deal of human calculation, 
manual manipulation, and data entry.
This thesis explores extensions to the iCalendar data model. These extensions will enable schedule hier-
archies and temporally related events to be modeled in mainstream calendaring applications. The results will 
show that considerable savings in human processing effort and reduction in data-entry errors is possible.
KEYWORDS: calendaring, calendaring extensions, temporally related events, hierarchical calendar structure
USE OF MOBILE VIDEO TO ENHANCE SITUATIONAL 
AWARENESS IN HA/DR MISSIONS
Nusret Denizci–Lieutenant Junior Grade, Turkish Naval Forces
B.S., Turkish Naval Academy, 2006
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Advisor: Gurminder Singh, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: John Gibson, Department of Computer Science
There are several incident report systems designed for humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations. 
The smartphone assisted readiness, command, and control system, SPARCCS, is one that brings the avail-
ability of cloud computing and mobility of smartphones and tablets together. It provides a clear common 
operational picture to create situational awareness among participants. Because responders have not been able 
to share video clips between each other and headquarters, this thesis proposes to add video sharing, capture, 
and display capabilities to the system.
KEYWORDS: Android Programming, Cloud Computing, Common Operating Picture, Humanitarian As-
sistance, Disaster Relief, Situational Awareness
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ASSISTED RAPID COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM (SPARCCS)
Donna A. Dulo–Civilian, Department of the Army
B.S., U.S. Coast Guard Academy, University of the State of New York, 1993
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Advisor: Gurminder Singh, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: John Gibson, Department of Computer Science
The smart phone assisted rapid communication and control system (SPARCCS) is a mobile-device-based wire-
less system that enables rapid communications in the military field or during civilian emergency operations by 
facilitating image capturing and information sharing among teams, central commands, and control centers. 
This thesis contains a test and implementation of a plan for SPARCCS as well as a formal technical analysis 
of the system to ensure proper operation, verification, and validation. The SPARCCS system and the various 
wireless technologies upon which the system operates are thoroughly tested in various field and live settings 
to simulate real-world military and emergency services operations. The tests are designed to determine the 
optimal configurations of SPARCCS as well as the optimal wireless technologies to be used with the system 
for various operational situations. The results of this thesis shall be applied to SPARCCS to enable it to func-
tion properly in the operational environment.
KEYWORDS: mobile computing, smart phone, wireless communications, wireless application, Android op-
erating system
USING DISTINCT SECTORS IN MEDIA SAMPLING AND FULL MEDIA 
ANALYSIS TO DETECT PRESENCE OF DOCUMENTS FROM A CORPUS
Kristina M. R. Foster–Civilian, Department of Defense
B.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2003
M.Eng., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2004
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Advisor: Simson L. Garfinkel, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Neal L. Ziring, National Security Agency
Forensics examiners frequently search for known content by comparing each file from target media to known 
file hash databases. We propose using sector hashing to rapidly identify content of interest. Using this method, 
we hash 512 B or 4 KiB disk sectors of the target media and compare those to a hash database of known file 
blocks, fixed-sized file fragments of the same size. Sector-level analysis is fast because it can be parallelized 
and we can sample a sufficient number of sectors to determine with high probability if a known file exists on 
the target. Sector hashing is also file-system agnostic and allows us to identify evidence that a file once existed 
even if it is not fully recoverable. In this thesis, we analyze the occurrence of distinct file blocks–blocks that 
only occur as a copy of the original file–in three multi-million file corpora and show that most files, includ-
ing documents, legitimate and malicious software, consist of distinct blocks. We also determine the relative 
performance of several conventional SQL and NoSQL databases with a set of one billion file block hashes.
KEYWORDS: digital forensics, sector hashing, full media analysis, random sampling, forensic triage, distinct 
blocks, distinct sectors, file identification, malware detection, database benchmarking
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ANALYSIS OF OPACITY AND PLAID PROTOCOL
Ho Kiat Koh–Civilian, Defence Science and Technology Agency (DSTA)
B.Eng., National University of Singapore, 2007
Yong Run Lee–Captain, Singapore Armed Forces (SAF)
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Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
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There is an increasing use of contactless SMART card technology for identification, access control and finan-
cial transactions due to its numerous advantages. However, there is also an increasing number of attacks that 
exploit the vulnerabilities in contactless communications to gain unauthorized access to personal and sensitive 
information for illegitimate use. Open protocol for access control identification and ticketing with privacy 
(OPACITY) and protocol for lightweight authentication of identity (PLAID) are two privacy-enhanced au-
thentication protocols that are able to provide secure contactless communications to protect the confidential-
ity (i.e. data confidentiality and identity privacy) and integrity (i.e. data integrity and authentication) of the data 
and transactions. 
This thesis examines and analyzes the principle security mechanisms behind OPACITY and PLAID pro-
tocols to provide secure transactions. The thesis also aims to determine the strengths and limitations of the 
protocols and compare the protocols against each other.
KEYWORDS: open protocol for access control identification and ticketing with privacy, OPACITY, protocol 
for lightweight authentication of identity, PLAID, wireless authentication, contactless smart cards authenti-
cation, factors of authentication, granularity of identification, credential confidence, subject-token binding, 
non-repudiation, MITM resistance, protection of classified material, authorization support, key distribution, 
bit entropy, cipher performance
SCALABILITY ASSESSMENTS FOR THE MALICIOUS 
ACTIVITY SIMULATION TOOL (MAST)
Ray Longoria Jr.–Captain, United States Marine Corps
B.A., The Citadel, Military College of South Carolina, 2006
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Co-Advisor: Gurminder Singh, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: John H. Gibson, Department of Computer Science
MAST–the malicious activity simulation tool–aims to support the conduct of network administrator security 
training on the very network that the administrator is supposed to manage. A key element of MAST is to use 
malware mimics to simulate malware behavior. Malware mimics look and behave like real malware except 
for the damage that real malware causes. MAST enhances training by providing realistic scenarios that are 
dynamic, repeatable, and provide relevant feedback.
This thesis is meant to test the scalability characteristics of MAST. Specifically, we show that an exponen-
tial increase in clients using the MAST software does not impact network and system resources significantly. 
Additionally, we demonstrate and discuss how MAST is installed on a new network and delivers feedback to 
the organization being trained.




TRANSPORT TRAFFIC ANALYSIS FOR ABUSIVE 
INFRASTRUCTURE CHARACTERIZATION
Le E. Nolan–Captain, United States Marine Corps
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, 2001
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Advisor: Robert Beverly, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Joel D. Young, Department of Computer Science
This thesis investigates a novel approach to identifying discriminating features of communications involv-
ing abusive hosts. The technique uses per-packet TCP header and timing features to identify congestion, 
flow-control, and other low-level network and system characteristics. These characteristics are inherent to the 
poorly connected, under-provisioned, low-end, and overloaded hosts or links typical of abusive infrastructure, 
making them difficult for an adversary to manipulate. Supervised classifiers use these features to infer likely 
abusive network hosts. Prior work investigates such features to opportunistically identify inbound abusive 
traffic; this thesis seeks to perform active probing to generally characterize abusive infrastructure. 
Our approach is IP address and content agnostic, and therefore, privacy-preserving to permit wider de-
ployment than previously possible. On real-world traces obtained from accessing approximately 40,000 Alexa-
listed and 30,000 known abusive websites, we achieve a classification accuracy of 94 percent with a 3 percent 
false positive rate using only transport features. Our results suggest that transport traffic analysis can block 
and identify, in real-time, abusive hosts unknown to blocklists and provide a difficult-to-subvert addition to 
existing schemes.
KEYWORDS: network security, supervised learning, abusive network behavior
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MYSEA
Chua Kai Ping–Civilian, Defence Science and Technology Agency, Singapore
B.Eng., National University of Singapore, 2007
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Co-Advisor: Cynthia E. Irvine, Department of Computer Science
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Monterey Security Architecture (MYSEA) provides trusted security services, allowing users to access infor-
mation at different sensitivity levels at the same time. The MYSEA server enforces a mandatory access control 
policy to ensure that users can only access data for which they are authorized. We would like to know the con-
sequences of the MYSEA design on the performance of the MYSEA system. In particular, have the MYSEA 
trusted processes introduced any design bottlenecks into the system?
The objective of this thesis is to analyze the performance of selected aspects of MYSEA and, when appli-
cable, identify system performance bottlenecks. In the absence of bottlenecks, our secure system performance 
study can be interpreted as characterizing the “cost of security” in a multilevel security context. We analyze the 
overhead associated with MYSEA by targeting and benchmarking its components and services. We deployed 
the netperf tool as a MYSEA service to observe costs associated with IPSec, the MYSEA trusted proxy, and 
communication among servers in the MYSEA federation. 
Our benchmark tests provided useful insights to the performance overhead introduced by MYSEA’s de-
sign and highlighted the cost of security of selected aspects in MYSEA.




MEDIA INDEPENDENT HANDOVER FOR WIRELESS 
FULL MOTION VIDEO DISSEMINATION
Michael P. Ohleger, Jr.–Major, United States Marine Corps
B.A., Virginia Military Institute, 1997
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Co-Advisor: Geoffrey Xie, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: John H. Gibson, Department of Computer Science
With an increase in the amount of daily UAV flights and the number of digital video broadcast return chan-
nel satellite (DVBRCS) suites in the Central Command (CENTCOM) theater of operations, the demand for 
constant access to the operational picture has also increased. Until recently, there have been limited solutions 
for enlarging the access to DVBRCS video feeds. With the advent of wireless technologies, such as WiFi, 
WiMAX, 3G, and LTE, the opportunity to extend the access should be considered. In particular, the IEEE 
802.21 standard known as Media Independent Handover services could be the solution for not only extending 
the network beyond the reaches of the forward operating bases but also for allowing no loss in connectivity, 
due to its ability to conduct seamless handovers while on the move. 
In this thesis, a proof of concept evaluation of the compatibility of the IEEE 802.21 standard and the DV-
BRCS system, using an open source implementation, is presented. This work is to determine if the standard is 
to be a viable solution for extending the services of DVBRCS to forward deployed units via wireless networks.
KEYWORDS: media independent handover, DVBRCS, IEEE 802.21, mobility
GENERATING GRAPHML XML FILES FOR GRAPH VISUALIZATION OF 
ARCHITECTURES AND EVENT TRACES FOR THE MONTEREY PHOENIX PROGRAM
Timothy L. Shields–Captain, United States Marine Corps
B.A., Miami University, 1994
Master of Science in Computer Science, 2012
Advisor: Mikhail Auguston, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Terry Norbraten, MOVES Institute
Architecture, architecture modeling, and testing of architecture models are key components of the software 
design process. The ability to design and visualize architecture models accurately and efficiently has a direct 
impact on the ability of designers to satisfy the requirements of their stakeholders. The Monterey Phoenix 
(MP) program is one such application for building executable architecture models. The MP program is used to 
build and test models based upon the inter-related event between the user-environment, program processes, 
and data.
At the heart of architecture analysis in MP is the creation of accurate high-level graphs that depict the 
details of both software architectures and event traces of those architectures. To date, development and refine-
ment of these graphs has been a fragmented manual process, often relying on shoe-horning other applications 
into tasks for which those programs were never intended to be used.
This thesis proposes an XML-based application for visualizing MP architectures and event traces. It is 
based on generating XML files, which conform to the Graph Markup Language (GraphML). Specifically, it 
compiles GraphML XML files, which are well-formed and conform to yEd schema. These files will be opened 
and analyzed using the tools provided by the free yEd graphing application.
KEYWORDS: XML, GraphML, Monterey Phoenix, software architecture, executable software architecture 
models, software architecture visualization
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MULTI-TARGET TRACKING FOR SWARM VS. SWARM UAV SYSTEMS
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Unmanned systems, including unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), are developing technologies that are becom-
ing increasingly important. This thesis provides a model for generating a common operational picture (COP) 
for unmanned systems that is applicable in today’s technology and presents results and analysis based on 
simulation studies. This thesis specifically investigates a swarm-versus-swarm unmanned systems scenario in 
which opposing teams of UAVs approach each other. Different methodologies for generating a COP from the 
perspective of a given team are investigated, and a simulation is designed to explore the performance of the 
selected strategies for performing multi-target tracking. 
The results of the simulation show that in the performance of the presented approach, where targets are 
assumed in the field of view of the tracking agents, false detections may or may not be present, and all entities 
maneuver according to nondeterministic motion models.
KEYWORDS: UAV, unmanned systems, swarm vs. swarm systems, agent-based simulations, common op-
erational picture, k-means clustering, L-method, polynomial fit, Munkres algorithm, augmented suboptimal 
joint probabilistic data association, Kalman filtering.
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AN ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE AWARD INDEFINITE DELIVERY 
INDEFINITE QUANTITY CONTRACTS AT THE ARMY CONTRACTING 
COMMAND, ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND
Michael P. Fusco–Civilian, Department of the Army
Master of Science in Contract Management, 2012
Lead Advisor: John Dillard, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Support Advisor: Janie Maddox, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this project is to review and analyze the changes in the federal acquisition regulation (FAR) 
over the past few years to place a preference on award of multiple contracts when using an indefinite delivery 
indefinite quantity (IDIQ) type contract. The project examines the changes and their impacts on the contract-
ing workforce. Following this examination, the project looks at award information from the Army Contract-
ing Command, Aberdeen Proving Ground to determine whether anything can be learned from the data. 
The project also examines the minimum quantity requirements of IDIQ contracts to determine whether 
there is a quantity that could be so low that it would not represent a binding contract. The project concludes 
with a summary and recommendations based on the research conducted.
KEYWORDS: multiple award, contracts, indefinite delivery indefinite quantity, ACC-APG, IDIQ, competi-
tion





EXPLOSIVE REMNANTS OF WAR COLLECTION POINTS IN STABILITY OPERATIONS
Deward L. Cummings III–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., National Defense Intelligence College, 2007
Master of Science in Defense Analysis, 20112
Advisor: Raymond Buettner Jr., Department of Information Sciences
Second Reader: Gregory Wilson, Department of Defense Analysis
Explosive remnants of war (ERWs) are a global problem significantly contributing to instability throughout 
the undeveloped and developing world. ERWs also become a primary component used in improvised explo-
sive device (IED) fabrication across the globe, which poses a direct threat to United States (U.S.) military and 
its strategic partners.
Finding ERWs is not the principle problem effecting stability. Safely removing and disposing of ERWs in 
a timely manner is. In most cases, neither localized disposal capacity nor any safe and secure storage solutions 
exist. As a result, ERWs remain a threat and hindrance to stabilization even after being discovered or collected.
This thesis demonstrates the specific design characteristics for a proposed ERW Collection Point (ERW-
CP) and describes how the deployment of systems based on these characteristics can assist in mitigating the 
global ERW threat. 
The specific characteristics that make ERWs a continuous threat and hindrance to development are identi-
fied. Evidence is provided that ERW-CPs can mitigate the identified negative effects of ERWs and constitute 
a viable option using a simple, scalable, sustainable design and construction methodology. Data collected from 
empirical tests are provided to support the adequacy of the system design. 
Recommendations are also provided as to how the ERW-CP design can best be disseminated to assist in 
strategic partner capacity building and global ERW and counter-IED (C-IED) efforts while adhering to global 
Mine/UXO awareness efforts.
KEYWORDS: explosive remnants of war-collection point (ERW-CP), landmine, anti-personnel mine, mine 
action, cluster munitions, unexploded ordnance (UXO), improvised explosive device (IED), foreign internal 
defense (FID), village stability operations (VSO), development, mitigation, scalable, sustainable, design, alter-
native construction methodology, explosive mitigation
COUNTERINSURGENCY THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL PRINCIPLES
Nick M. Masellis–Civilian, Department of the Navy
B.A., University of California at Irvine, 2008
Master of Science in Defense Analysis, 2012
Advisor: Hy S. Rothstein, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: James A. Russell, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis argues that “coercive” counterinsurgency (COIN) has played a larger role historically than is 
currently recognized in today’s FM 3-24 doctrine, which reflects the popular view of COIN as emphasizing 
protection of the population. The extent to which the essence of COIN has been misunderstood and misin-
terpreted, undermining the coercive “gold standard,” is a central concern.
While there has been some recognition of the utility of coercive action against insurgents, ethical concerns 
about proportionality and the indiscriminate use of force have imposed constraints. Where the “gold standard” 





represents deliberate, strict coercion against the population, FM 3-24 emphasizes a far more limited coercive 
approach, one that may be detrimental to COIN operations as understood from an historical perspective.
KEYWORDS: counterinsurgency, doctrine, FM 3-24, coercion, hearts and minds
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The goal of this work is to develop methodologies for synchronizing the clocks of neighboring nodes of an 
underwater acoustic network. Clock synchronization requires an estimate of the signaling time delay between 
the nodes, which is particularly challenging in the presence of multipath propagation through the acoustic 
communication channel. This thesis focuses on modeling the underwater acoustic communication channel, 
accounting for the multipath arrivals, and creating a set of signal processing algorithms for estimating the 
required delay times that enable clock synchronization protocols for the underwater acoustic network. The 
proposed method involves correlating the responses of the bidirectional channels to exploit the underlying 
reciprocity. Performed in two stages, a sequence of probe signals is first transmitted to create an ensemble, 
which contains information about the time-variability of the acoustic communication channel with multipath. 
From this ensemble, we determine its dominant time-invariant characteristic and use it as a reference datum 
for the time delay-measurements. The second stage consists in performing a time-delay estimation of two 
probe signals exchanged between nodes. The two stages are tested using simulated signal measurements, and 
actual signal measurements were performed in a fresh-water lake for the first phase only. Both computer simu-
lations and experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed techniques.
KEYWORDS: acoustic communications, Seaweb, clock synchronization, impulse response, underwater 
communications, acoustic modem, ranging
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A BUCK CONVERTER AS THE SOURCE IMPEDANCE VARIES
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As the Navy moves forward with plans to become less dependent on fossil fuels and more dependent on 
hybrid electric drives and all-electric ships, being aware of the stability issues associated with direct current 
(DC)-DC and DC-alternating current (AC) power converters and understanding how to solve the issues that 
come with using them, are very important. The negative input impedance that is observed when using a buck 
converter servicing a constant power load (CPL) is one of the issues that needs to be understood. Understand-





ing the stability issue caused by the negative input impedance and mitigating this instability by varying the 
input source impedance is the focus of this thesis.
Using a Simulink model of an ideal CPL, we determined the expected results. Then, the Simulink results 
were compared to the analysis of the linearized small signal transfer function to determine how well the results 
of the two matched. Finally, the hardware model was observed and its results compared to the Simulink model 
and linearized small signal transfer function.
These experiments led to the conclusion that increasing the capacitance or decreasing the inductance re-
duces the input source impedance and, ultimately, reduces instability in the system.
KEYWORDS: constant power load, buck converter, DC-DC, negative impedance, stability
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The objective of this thesis is to investigate a new design of periodic metamaterial (MTM) structure for radar 
cross-section (RCS) reduction applications on aircraft and ships. MTMs are man-made materials, not found 
in nature, that exhibit unusual properties in radio-, electromagnetic-, and optical-wave bands. The cells of 
these periodic MTM structures must be much smaller than the wavelength of the frequency of interest. In 
an MTM, the structure and dimensions of the design at the frequency of interest can produce negative values 
of permeability and/or permittivity, which define the electrical properties of the MTM. This study looks at 
various designs for absorbing layers presented in technical papers and verifies the results in simulations. Modi-
fications are made to the existing designs to achieve a good absorption level at the radar-frequency band of 
interest. Modeling and simulation are done in a microwave studio by computer simulation technology (CST). 
The S-parameters, S11 (reflection coefficient) and S12 (transmission coefficient), are used to investigate the 
performance of the MTM as a radar-frequency absorber.
KEYWORDS: metamaterials, radar cross section, permittivity and permeability, transmission and reflection 
coefficient.
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF WIRELESS POWER 
TRANSMISSION FOR UNMANNED AIR VEHICLES
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This thesis is an exploration of a microwave wireless power transmission (WPT) for micro-air vehicles (MAVs). 
A WPT, converting radio frequency (rf) power into usable direct current (DC) power, can be implemented 
with a rectifying antenna, or rectenna. The emphasis of this thesis is on the simulation of rectenna efficiency 
and measurement of experimental hardware.
In this thesis, power reflection in the rectifier matching circuit was investigated by a series of simulations 
using the Agilent advanced design system (ADS). Tuning elements were added and adjusted in order to op-
timize the efficiency. A maximum efficiency of 57 percent was obtained at 10 gigahertz (GHz) with 200 mW 
input to the rectenna. A full-wave rectenna was built and hardware experiments were conducted to measure 
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the efficiency of the WPT and characterize the behavior of the circuit. The design is optimized for an input 
power of 200 mW, but because of hardware limitations, only low-input power levels (about 1 mW) could be 
tested. A comparison of measurement and simulation results is given, and possible reasons for the differences 
are discussed.
KEYWORDS: wireless power transmission, full-wave rectenna, Schottky diode
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Co-Advisor: Tri Ha, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.16 set of standards, known as worldwide 
interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX), is a family of standards widely deployed for wireless network 
access. Though WiMAX security vulnerabilities have been extensively analyzed, the IEEE 802.16m-2011 
standard incorporates the new advanced air interface (AAI), which is substantially different from legacy stan-
dards and justifies reexamination on a clean slate. In this research, the vulnerabilities of IEEE 802.16m-2011 
control channels are examined at the medium-access (MAC) and physical (PHY) layers with proposed attack 
vectors. Methodologies are proposed to overcome challenges in terms of the timing and power associated with 
manipulating control channels.
Attacks that manipulate the transmission power of mobile stations are examined in detail while other at-
tacks on IEEE 802.16m-2011, including multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) disruption, network-entry 
disruption, and water-torture, are also discussed. Out of fifteen vulnerabilities presented, thirteen were not 
previously identified for IEEE 802.16m-2011. Existing and new proposed vulnerabilities within legacy stan-
dards (specifically IEEE 802.16-2009) are also discussed, including transmission power manipulation, entry 
procedure attacks, water-torture attacks, and automatic repeat request attacks. Twelve of eighteen vulnerabili-
ties presented were not previously discussed.
KEYWORDS: WiMAX, control channels, IEEE 802.16, vulnerabilities
UNIVERSAL ZERO SPECULAR REFLECTION CURVES FOR METAMATERIAL
Choon Boon Ting–Civilian, Singapore Technologies Marine Ltd.
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Materials are generally classified in terms of their constitutive parameters, the complex permittivity and per-
meability μ , in the frequency domain. These parameters are used to determine the response of materials to 
electromagnetic (EM) radiation. Materials found in nature have positive real parts for both and μ. In recent 
years, researchers have shown that a new class of materials called metamaterials (MTMs), characterized by 
inclusions of various shapes and materials that are small compared to wavelength, result in an effectively ho-
mogeneous medium with the unique properties of negative real and μ that cause EM waves traveling through 
the medium to exhibit unusual characteristics.
Zero specular reflection layers for four material types, such as double positive (DPS), double negative 
(DNG), epsilon-negative (ENG) and mu-negative (MNG) materials, are examined in this thesis. For each 
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defined type of MTM, the transcendental equations are derived and solved numerically to generate curves for 
zero specular reflection. A MATLAB program was developed to generate universal curves for DPS, DNG, 
ENG, and MNG materials. The results were discussed and evaluated to determine wave behavior in each type 
of MTM as well as how they can be used as a matched-surface radar-absorbing material (RAM) for military 
application. The results were compared to published data.
KEYWORDS: permittivity, permeability, electromagnetic radiation, metamaterial, homogenous medium, 
specular reflection, transcendental equations, wave behavior, absorbing material
COMMAND WIRE SENSOR MEASUREMENTS
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After the recent success in jamming wireless improvised explosive devices (IEDs), the threat nowadays has 
shifted toward the use of buried command wires. A capability to immediately detect the presence of a com-
mand wire would be of great value to the troops on the ground. The major challenge of a command wire 
sensor is to detect the wire in clutter and achieve a high probability of detection without a large number of 
false alarms. The objective of this thesis is to investigate wire-scattering behavior and clutter characteristics 
through measurements performed in the NPS anechoic chamber.
The research has successfully resolved the various multipath components within the anechoic chamber. 
The transmit–receive coupling between the antennas was reduced through the appropriate use of absorbers. 
Various wire scattering and clutter characteristics were established through the measurement results. In addi-
tion, the measurement results have also demonstrated close-in clutter rejection by utilizing time-gating.
Recommendations for future work were proposed to gather more data to support the ongoing NPS re-
search on the command wire sensor design.
KEYWORDS: command wire sensor, wire scattering, time-gating
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USING UAVS - TRANSMISSION LOSSES AND RANGE LIMITATIONS DUE 
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Network centric warfare (NCW) and swarming have become important operational terms parallel to the 
improvements in wireless network technologies. These relatively new concepts are being widely used in many 
operational applications. The main purpose of this research effort is to examine the metrics of NCW and the 
use of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) swarms in electronic attack (EA) missions. 
UAVs have already been used in many military operations. Swarming a number of small UAVs in a dis-
tributed beamforming approach to have the desired operational effect is the current popular research area. 
Distributed beamforming and swarm behavior of self-synchronized autonomous UAVs are investigated in this 
study. 
Two simulation scenarios were created and implemented to show the effectiveness of EA against radars 
and wireless communication links. In reality, an EA against a single node in a network, such as a radar or com-
munication link, is unlikely to be successful by itself; however, simulation results showed that the decision- 
making process of the enemy network and OODA (Observe, Orient, Decide, Act) cycle is directly vulnerable 
to jamming.
KEYWORDS: distributed beamforming, UAV, swarm, swarming, EA, electronic attack, simulation, network 
centric warfare, NCW
AD HOC SENSOR NETWORKS FOR MARITIME INTERDICTION 
OPERATIONS AND REGIONAL SECURITY
Theofanis Kontogiannis–Lieutenant, Hellenic Navy
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Second Reader: John P. Looney, Commander, USN, Department of Information Sciences
Robust communications are key to the success of naval operations such as area surveillance, control, and inter-
diction. Communication and sensor networks allow the flow of data and critical information that is necessary 
for conducting an operation from both the tactical and strategic perspectives. In naval operations, the plat-
forms are hardly stationary as the networking infrastructure operates from a variety of platforms in motion on 
the sea, above the sea, and from space in the case of satellite support. 
Sensor networks consist of nodes made up of small sensors that are able to monitor, process, and analyze 
phenomena over geographical regions of varying sizes and for significant periods. Some categories of these 
small and sometimes low-cost sensors are able to collect and transmit, or relay, sensor data about physical val-
ues (e.g., temperature, humidity, and sea state) or dynamic attributes of objects such as speed, direction, and 
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the existence of dangerous substances (e.g., radioactive materials and explosives). 
The objective of this thesis is to examine how unstructured sensor networks, known also as ad hoc sensor 
networks, can effectively support maritime interdiction operations and regional security by providing reliable 
communications and flow of information.
KEYWORDS: WSN, MANET, WMN, MIO, regional security, assets, nodes, networked-swimmers, UAV, 
USV, buoys, sensors
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF WIRELESS POWER 
TRANSMISSION FOR UNMANNED AIR VEHICLES
Chung-Huan Huang–Captain, Taiwan Army
B.S., National Defense University in Taiwan, June 2007
Master of Science in Electronic Warfare Systems Engineering, 2012
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering, 2012
Advisor: David C. Jenn, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Second Reader: Ric Romero, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
This thesis is an exploration of a microwave wireless power transmission (WPT) for micro-air vehicles (MAVs). 
A WPT, converting radio frequency (rf) power into usable direct current (DC) power, can be implemented 
with a rectifying antenna, or rectenna. The emphasis of this thesis is on the simulation of rectenna efficiency 
and measurement of experimental hardware.
In this thesis, power reflection in the rectifier matching circuit was investigated by a series of simulations 
using the Agilent advanced design system (ADS). Tuning elements were added and adjusted in order to op-
timize the efficiency. A maximum efficiency of 57 percent was obtained at 10 gigahertz (GHz) with 200 mW 
input to the rectenna. A full-wave rectenna was built and hardware experiments were conducted to measure 
the efficiency of the WPT and characterize the behavior of the circuit. The design is optimized for an input 
power of 200 mW, but because of hardware limitations, only low-input power levels (about 1 mW) could be 
tested. A comparison of measurement and simulation results is given, and possible reasons for the differences 
are discussed.
KEYWORDS: wireless power transmission, full-wave rectenna, Schottky diode
GENERATION OF CLUTTER WITHIN A STRUCTURED TARGET SYNTHESIZER
Yowchyun Lin–Major, Taiwan Air Force
B.S., The Citadel Military Institution, 2001
Master of Science in Electronic Warfare Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Phillip E. Pace, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Second Reader: Douglas J. Fouts, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
This thesis addresses the development of a novel sea clutter module to enhance the digital image synthesizer 
(DIS) integrated circuit, so the false-target image generated will be more resistant to the electronic protection 
used within inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR). The modified DIS design proposed incorporates the DIS 
false target with a sea clutter effect so that the interaction between the reflective surface of the target object 
and the background clutter is emulated. Furthermore, the random Doppler shift of the sea clutter derived 
from the novel DIS design can be used to ease the discontinuity in the cross-range domain. The DIS false-
target image is thus closer to that of a real target. 
The signal processing for the sea clutter module and the DIS and the ISAR compression of the modulated 
return are modeled to evaluate the performance of the modified DIS design. Such evaluation is based on inves-
tigating the discontinuity of the resultant target image in the cross-range domain and the correlation between 
the image and the background clutter. Finally, various radar wavelengths and sea states are used to verify the 
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sea clutter is reasonably generated by the module under different environmental conditions. Also, different 
false-target profiles that represent the target in motion are used to confirm the integrity of the DIS design.
The principal objective achieved in this thesis was to study the performance of adding a sea clutter module 
to the DIS, used against the ISAR that is capable of false target discrimination. The fundamentals of DRFM 
operation are also investigated for a better understanding of how the DIS takes advantage of the DRFM ar-
chitecture to achieve deceptive jamming, or electronic attack (EA), through the creation of structured false 
targets.
KEYWORDS: ISAR, DIS, DRFM, EA, EP, sea clutter, range, cross-range, Doppler, correlation
SIGNAL RECEPTION VIA MULTI-PLATFORM RECEIVERS
Chih-Hwa Ni–Major, Republic of China Army
B.S., Chung-Cheng Institute of Technology, 1997
Master of Science in Electronic Warfare Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Ric Romero, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Co-Advisor: Tri Ha, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
In this thesis, a reference-based successive interference cancellation (RSIC) scheme is proposed for mitigating 
interference in multi-platform communications. The performances of two RSIC techniques (Non-Demodu-
lated and Demodulated) for quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation in an orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiplexing (OFDM) system are analyzed. Simulations show RSIC schemes give considerable increases 
in performance compared to systems where interference cancellation is not utilized.
KEYWORDS: successive interference cancellation, SIC, wireless communication, interference mitigation
OPTIMAL USE OF TDOA GEO-LOCATION TECHNIQUE 
DUE TO MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN OF TURKEY
Volkan Tas–Captain, Turkish Army
B.S., Turkish Military Academy, 2002
Master of Science in Electronic Warfare System Engineering, 2012
Co-Advisor: Herschel Loomis, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Co-Advisor: Edward Fisher, Department of Information Sciences
Emitter location finding enables important functionality for both military and civilian applications. GPS is 
the most recognized and widely used positioning system, but it is a receiver location system that functions 
in a markedly different manner from emitter locations. Many geo-location techniques predate and have been 
proposed as alternatives to GPS. Some of the more commonly used and exploited of these techniques are the 
angle of arrival, time of arrival, frequency difference of arrival, and time difference of arrival (TDOA). This 
thesis is primarily focused on TDOA.
These techniques are important for military applications. Location finding is a part of electronic warfare 
support, which is one of the main branches of electronic warfare. Because these techniques are platform in-
dependent, they can be used with any system or platform such as UAVs, manned aircraft, or ground locations. 
In Turkey, it is vitally important for the army conducting search and destroy operations against terrorists to 
locate emitters associated with them.
The simulation developed in this thesis provides a better understanding of the accuracy of TDOA-based 
geolocation systems. Combinations of receivers and techniques are explored to determine the optimal solu-
tions. The factors of noise and distance have a linear effect on accuracy. The best combination of receivers is 
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determined using fixed and airborne platforms. The best distribution for accuracy is determined and discussed.
KEYWORDS: emitter geolocation, time difference of arrival, closed-form emitter geolocation, TDOA simu-
lation, optimal distribution of receivers for TDOA, stationary receivers vs. moving UAV
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CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION THROUGH TIME-VARIANT 
UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC CHANNELS
Pascal Gagnon, Lieutenant-Commander, Royal Canadian Navy
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Master of Science in Engineering Acoustics, 2012
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The goal of this work is to develop methodologies for synchronizing the clocks of neighboring nodes of an 
underwater acoustic network. Clock synchronization requires an estimate of the signaling time delay between 
the nodes, which is particularly challenging in the presence of multipath propagation through the acoustic 
communication channel. This thesis focuses on modeling the underwater acoustic communication channel, 
accounting for the multipath arrivals, and creating a set of signal processing algorithms for estimating the 
required delay times that enable clock synchronization protocols for the underwater acoustic network. The 
proposed method involves correlating the responses of the bidirectional channels to exploit the underlying 
reciprocity. Performed in two stages, a sequence of probe signals is first transmitted to create an ensemble, 
which contains information about the time-variability of the acoustic communication channel with multipath. 
From this ensemble, we determine its dominant time-invariant characteristic and use it as a reference datum 
for the time delay-measurements. The second stage consists in performing a time-delay estimation of two 
probe signals exchanged between nodes. The two stages are tested using simulated signal measurements, and 
actual signal measurements were performed in a fresh-water lake for the first phase only. Both computer simu-
lations and experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed techniques.
KEYWORDS: acoustic communications, Seaweb, clock synchronization, impulse response, underwater 
communications, acoustic modem, ranging





TWO-WAY PATTERN DESIGN FOR DISTRIBUTED SUBARRAY ANTENNAS
Cher Hock Hin–ST Electronics, Singapore
B.S., Singapore Institute of Management, 2004
Master of Science in Engineering Science (Electrical Engineering), 2012
Advisor: David C. Jenn, Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering
Second Reader: Tri T. Ha, Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering
Modern phased array radar uses multifunction subarray antennas in a distributed fashion. Distributed subar-
rays (DSA) have the advantages of more efficient scheduling of track and search functions, a rapid steering 
capability, decreased complexity in digital beamforming, and better angular resolution. However, a disadvan-
tage of the DSA is the extra grating lobes due to large subarray spacing that can cause ambiguities in angle 
measurements and excess background clutter. A possible approach for suppressing the grating lobes is to 
design separate transmit and receive subarray antennas that have different radiation patterns.
The purpose of this research was to develop a program based on the principle of pattern multiplication to 
synthesize and access the two-way antenna pattern for DSAs. The program, written in MATLAB, allows the 
user to study the two-way antenna pattern for different subarray architectures. The program was able to syn-
thesize the pattern for isotropic elements, short dipoles and half-wave dipoles in a planar array above a ground 
plane. A simulation tool was also developed to map the grating lobe and null locations of the antenna patterns 
in direction cosine space. Several DSA configurations were examined, and the results showed that undesired 
grating lobes can be suppressed by subarray nulls.
KEYWORDS: subarray, two-way pattern, distributed subarray antenna, phased array, pattern multiplication
A TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A GREEN AREA
Spyridon Theofilos Lamprou–Lieutenant, Hellenic Navy
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Master of Science in Engineering Science (Mechanical Engineering), 2012
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Advisor: Fotis Papoulias, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, NPS
Second Reader: Nikitas Nikitakos, Department of Shipping Trade 
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A feasibility study of the creation of a community (either on or off grid), whose energy needs are fully covered 
by renewable energy sources, is a complicated task. The study may suggest and lead to policy and actions to 
minimize of even eliminate energy losses and can guide us to zero-emission cities and naval bases. This has 
the benefits of assisting the ecology and petroleum-based fuel economy. During this study, not only is an 
energy balance estimated, but also the economic feasibility of the project is examined in order to achieve a 
reasonable balance of initial and maintenance costs of the renewable energy sources and fuel economy.
Following a comprehensive review of available sources, the study starts with an area selection. The geo-
graphical area selected is a large island off the main metropolitan region of Greece. It presents several chal-
lenges mainly due to its size, diverse energy needs including a major naval base, and a widely fluctuating 
population with varying energy needs. These needs are analyzed along with the energy sources available in 
the area. A variety of optimization programs is selected offering several advantages and disadvantages. A set 





of parametric runs is conducted in order to reveal the most promising solutions from both a technical and an 
economic sense.
KEYWORDS: wind turbine, solar panel, hybrid system, renewable energy sources, cost analysis, case study 
evaluation
VIABILITY OF CROSS-FLOW FAN WITH HELICAL BLADES FOR 
VERTICAL TAKE-OFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT
Howe Leng Kwek–Major, Republic of Singapore Air Force
B.E., University of Queensland, June 2001
Master of Science in Engineering Science (Mechanical Engineering), September 2012
Advisor: Garth V. Hobson, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: Anthony J. Gannon, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The cross-flow fan (CFF) is a lifting and propulsion device that retains the advantages of a fixed-wing aircraft 
by using a ducted lift fan. There is no upper limit to the rotor length-to-diameter ratio of a CFF, allowing the 
device to be installed along the length of the wing or lifting device. The CFF discharged vector can be easily 
rotated about the fan axis since the fan has no angular requirements, further allowing the capability of verti-
cal take-off and landing (VTOL) by thrust vectoring. A CFF possesses the potential to propel an airframe to 
flight; however, adequate thrust must be produced by the CFF in order for it to realize VTOL.
Conventional CFF designs with straight blades produce unacceptable noise levels for personal air vehicle 
operation. It is believed that helical blades could solve the sound pressure and level problem and produce more 
thrust to aid VTOL. Using computational fluid dynamics software (CFD), ANSYS-CFX, a three-dimensional 
(3-D) straight-bladed model was validated against previous study’s experimental results.
A 3-D model with helical blades was constructed to investigate the performance. The analytical results 
have shown that helical blades could increase the thrust performance of a CFF and could possibly realize 
VTOL.
KEYWORDS: cross-flow fan (CFF), vertical take-off and landing (VTOL), straight blades, computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD), ANYSY-CFX, helical blades
SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF NITROGEN-DOPED GRAPHENE
D. Ryan Palaniuk–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., University of Idaho, 2005
Master of Science in Engineering Science (Mechanical Engineering), September 2012
Thesis Advisor: Claudia Luhrs, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: Sebastian Osswald, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
With the goal of producing nitrogen doped graphene for use as an electrode in energy storage devices, we 
generated samples by two fabrication approaches and characterized the structure, morphology, surface area, 
and thermal behavior of the products. The first route, the reduction-expansion method (RES), produced self 
standing nitrogen doped graphene sheets by the use of graphite oxide (GO) and urea mixtures as precursor 
materials. For comparison, an atmospheric microwave plasma torch system (ATP) was used to produce gra-
phene samples under argon and nitrogen atmospheres from GO. Graphene samples were characterized by 
XRD, TEM, SEM, BET and Raman spectroscopy. The GO and urea mixture decomposition-reduction pro-
cess, as well as nitrogen doped graphene stability at high temperatures, were studied via TGA/DSC analysis. 
Results indicate that the amount of nitrogen introduced into the graphene structure can be controlled by 
varying the initial amount of urea in precursor mixtures. The reduction-expansion method provides a pathway 
to generate nitrogen doped graphene by a process that is rapid, inexpensive, and easy to scale up. 
In contrast, plasma produced graphene samples showed higher surface areas than reduction-expansion 
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produced samples although no evidence found nitrogen doping in the experimental conditions used. The 
resulting nitrogen-doped, self-standing, graphene sheets from reduction-expansion protocols are potential 
candidates for use as ultracapacitors and battery electrodes.
KEYWORDS: graphene, carbon, nitrogen, doped, ultracapacitor, supercapacitor, electrode
NUMERICAL PERFORMANCE PREDICTION OF A MINIATURE RAMJET AT MACH 4
Bingqiang Chen–Major, Singapore Armed Forces
B.Eng., Nanyang Technological University, 2007
Master of Science in Engineering Science (Mechanical Engineering), 2012
Advisor: Garth Hobson, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: Christopher Brophy, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Using a 3-D axis-symmetric model, the cold-flow performance of a miniature ramjet in Mach 4 flow was 
predicted with the computational fluids dynamic (CFD) code from ANSYS-CFX. The nozzle-throat area was 
varied to increase the backpressure, and this pushed the normal shock that was sitting within the inlet out to 
the lip of the inlet cowl.
Using the eddy dissipation combustion model in ANSYS-CFX, a combustion analysis was performed on 
the miniature ramjet. The analysis involved the single-step, stoichiometric combustion of hydrogen and oxy-
gen within the combustion chamber of the ramjet.
The drag force induced on the miniature ramjet when subjected to Mach 4 flow in a supersonic wind tunnel 
was measured using cryogenic strain gauges arranged in a Wheatstone bridge. A CFD cold-flow drag predic-
tion was compared against this measured drag force to establish the former’s accuracy in drag prediction.
For all CFD predictions, the two-equation shear-stress-transport (SST) turbulence model was used. The 
SST turbulence model blends the k-epsilon and k-omega turbulence models and affects the transportation of 
the turbulent shear stress for improved accuracy in turbulence modeling.
KEYWORDS: supersonic, Mach 4, ramjet, drag, turbulence modeling, simulation, shear stress transport, 
combustion, eddy dissipation model, ANSYS-CFX
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HUMAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION COMPETENCY 
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There is a growing need in defense acquisition to design timely, cost-effective competency development pro-
grams to facilitate qualifying new hires to replace a rapidly aging workforce. Navy Systems Commands (SYS-
COMs), which are charged with system acquisition and sustainment, are engaged in Total Force Management 
strategies to support technical competency, development, and qualifications. This thesis examined a Compe-
tency Development Model constructed by Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command subject matter experts 
for Human System Integration (HSI) practitioners at four levels of their careers. The notional meta-compe-
tencies required by HSI practitioners were initially reviewed by 10 senior HSI acquisition professionals (repre-
senting each of the three major Navy SYSCOMs) and then by 24 frontline supervisors to align them with the 
appropriate acquisition domain, validate the proper practitioner work level where the meta-competency was 
required, and identify the potential sources for meta-competency development. The results were then com-
piled for supervisory use in supporting HSI practitioner career development. In addition, an individual de-
velopment plan for front-line supervisors was constructed to support entry-level HSI employee development. 
It is asserted that this process can be used by other SYSCOM engineering competencies to identify requisite 
meta-competencies for practitioner career development and qualification.
KEYWORDS: human systems integration, competency development, KSA, DAW, personnel selection, CAO, 
IPT, SYSCOMs, standard work package, standard skills package, acquisition, IDP
A HUMAN FACTORS ANALYSIS AND CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
(HFACS) EXAMINATION OF COMMERCIAL VESSEL ACCIDENTS
Forrest J. Griggs–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., Management Information Systems, Iowa State University, 2006
B.S., Logistics Supply Chain Management, Iowa State University, 2006
Master of Science in Human Systems Integration, 2012
Advisor: John K. Schmidt, Captain, United States Navy, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Samuel E. Buttrey, Department of Operations Research
Human error has been identified in an estimated 80 percent of all commercial and military maritime accidents. 
Crew sizes on commercial merchant ships are characteristically smaller than military vessels. Commercial 
merchant ships rely on automated technology in order to reduce crew sizes. Since the next generation of naval 
ship designs are leveraging automated technology in order to reduce manning, an examination of commercial 
ship accidents is warranted. Two independent raters coded 518 findings from 48 maritime mishap reports us-
ing the Department of Defense Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (HFACS) taxonomy. Inter-
rater reliability was calculated using Cohen’s kappa, and a final result of 0.72 was determined for HFACS level 
I. HFACS analysis identified relationships among the HFACS levels and collision, allision, and grounding ac-
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cidents. Logistic regression analysis identified six patterns stemming from latent conditions and active failures. 
This was used to develop a modified hazard analysis to identify how latent conditions aligned in the accident 
event chain and to propose intervention measures. The research concluded that a maritime version of HFACS 
should be adopted to improve the reliability of classifying causal factors. Additionally, by employing human 
factors post-accident research, the Navy may be able to develop possible intervention strategies for the fleet.
KEYWORDS: human factors analysis and classification system (HFACS), human factors, human systems 
integration
THE PERCEIVED RELATIONSHIP AMONG PERSONNEL READINESS, JOB 
PERFORMANCE, AND WORK DEMANDS: A CASE FOR PHYSICAL ABILITY TESTING
Donaciano Munoz Jr.–Lieutenant, United States Navy
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Second Reader: Michael McCauley, Department of Operations Research
The military screening process entails meeting general physical and cognitive standards and then primarily 
matching candidates with a specialization based on cognitive test scores. Little consideration is given to the 
physical abilities required to perform tasks in that specialization. An online survey was used to explore the 
perceived relationship among personnel readiness, job performance and work demands for boatswain’s mates 
(BM) and damage controlmen (DC). This study explored four research questions to evaluate physical ability 
testing. Descriptive statistics showed that the participants had a wide range of experience levels. The results 
from the logistic model indicated no factors were significant predictors of evaluation trait averages. The chi-
square tests showed a difference in the level of physical demands in three different modes of operations for 
both BMs and DCs. Both groups support the use of physical ability testing in the selection process for job 
placement. Efforts to develop a physical ability test for use in the selection process, a physical remediation 
program for those who do not meet the standards, as well as a maintenance program to verify personnel still 
meet physical abilities are recommendations that should be considered for future research.
KEYWORDS: physical ability testing, job demands, military selection process, human systems integration
ASSESSMENT OF PERSONALITY AS A REQUIREMENT FOR 
NEXT GENERATION SHIP OPTIMAL MANNING
Paul G. O’Daniel–Lieutenant, United States Navy
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In an effort to reduce the total operational cost of next-generation naval vessels, significant manpower reduc-
tions were incorporated into their overall design strategy while maintaining expected mission and perfor-
mance capabilities. It is contended that reduced manpower availability is mitigated through advanced tech-
nology integration and increased systems automation. Little research exists on how personnel requirements 
shifted with changes in ship design. This study examines the potential use of personality traits in recruiting 
and determining crew assignments. Surveys were administered to surface warfare officers (SWOs) attending 
the Naval Postgraduate School. Select SWOs initially participated in a focus group to support developing an 
online survey, and subsequently, a larger population of SWOs answered an online survey to provide compara-
tive data on personality traits versus KSAs believed to directly impact performance on current, traditionally 
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manned “small-boy” ships and future optimally manned vessels. The results of the survey indicate personality 
traits are found ranked second in importance of all OPTEMPO levels and across both ship types. The find-
ings suggest personality traits should be considered in staffing the next generation of U.S. Navy ships.
KEYWORDS: personnel selection, personality trait, optimal manned program, organizational design, re-
duced manning, personality testing,
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During the late 1990s, NASA retrofitted the Space Shuttle fleet with a “glass cockpit.” The new displays rep-
licated legacy formats developed in the 1970s and did not leverage 20 years of display technology and human 
factors advances. To address these shortcomings, the cockpit avionics upgrade (CAU) was initiated to reduce 
mental workload (MW), increase situational awareness (SA), and enhance performance. Despite the CAU 
demonstrating improvements in MW, SA, and performance, it was cancelled. Consequently, recorded data 
from astronauts, using the baseline and CAU cockpit configurations, was never tied back to cockpit design. 
This study assesses the CAU design by employing human factors principles, evaluating baseline and CAU 
simulation data, and tracing MW and SA differences back to CAU design modifications. Significant improve-
ments were found in all measures and across all conditions. These improvements were found to be greater for 
ascent than for entry scenarios. Recommendations for the design and evaluation of future spacecraft cockpits 
are made from the findings. 
KEYWORDS: human factors, mental workload, situation awareness, space shuttle, NASA, display design
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Current fiscal constraints are driving the reduction of system life cycle costs (LCCs). Key objectives of Human 
Systems Integration (HSI) are to reduce operational costs and to improve operational performance. This thesis 
seeks to develop an HSI synthesis model for ship design. This model is based on the premise that ship design 
characteristics interact with the domains of HSI. The thesis begins with a historical overview of ship architec-
ture and technology and their interactions with the domains of HSI. The HSI synthesis model for ship design 
was developed using the framework of the Naval Postgraduate School’s systems engineering ship synthesis 
model. Quantitative data analysis was conducted using offshore patrol vessel (OPV) design data from informa-
tion handling services (IHS) Jane’s database. The data analyzed included 35 ships from 21 nations. Multiple 
regression analyses consisted of nine independent ship design variables and a response variable of manpower. 
Data analysis revealed that ship length and ship draught were statistically significant. The proposed HSI syn-
thesis model accounted for 49 percent of the variance of crew complement. This thesis lays the foundation 
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for future qualitative and quantitative analysis of the interaction between ship design characteristics and HSI 
domains. Additionally, it provides an initial HSI model that can be expanded upon by including additional HSI 
domains and, ultimately, may lead to a viable design tool for HSI practitioners and systems engineers.
KEYWORDS: human systems integration, manpower, personnel, training, human factors, off shore patrol 
vessel, synthesis
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Over the past 10 years, the demand for UN information operations (IO) has grown, with the UN initiating 
or strengthening seventeen peacekeeping operations and increasing the number of deployed personnel. Given 
the growing demand for UN peacekeeping, we will examine, assess, and make recommendations for increas-
ing UN information operations during peacekeeping (IODP) effectiveness. This thesis will focus on UN 
information operations from a tactical methodology of peacekeeping operations utilizing the information hi-
erarchy of needs in a post-conflict situation. To determine whether the United Nations has established IODP, 
the following questions are addressed:
What is more important, the IO message or the information system (IS)? Is a successful system sufficient 
for IO success? What is the information hierarchy? What impact does the information hierarchy have on 
peacekeeping operations? Who should deliver the message? How should the message be delivered? What is 
the structure for evaluating UN IODP? When, where, and how has the UN succeeded in utilizing IODP in 
missions? Where has it failed, and what were the IO issues it faced? How can the United Nations and member 
countries better utilize information operations? How can the United Nations utilize the information hierar-
chy to garner public support in post-conflict environments? How can the United Nations counter competing 
information? How does it manage expectations in a post conflict situation? Are the tools used by the United 
Nations for managing expectations during peacekeeping operations effective?
In this thesis, we specifically examine (1) the evolution of UN IODP over the past decade; (2) the charac-
teristics of ongoing IODP in case studies from Kosovo, Liberia, and Eritrea-Ethiopia; (3) the current structure 
for evaluating the UN IODP and the challenges, if any, that the current structure poses in the aforementioned 
cases; and (4) the efforts to counter disinformation in IODP case studies.
KEYWORDS: United Nations, information operations during peacekeeping, case studies, Kosovo, Liberia, 
Ethiopia





COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE AND CAPABILITIES OF 
FEMTOCELL VERSUS WI-FI NETWORK TECHNOLOGY
James K. Bare–Major, United States Marine Corps
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Femtocells are low-power base stations that communicate through a licensed spectrum with the intent to 
improve coverage and performance of voice and broadband services. The femtocell works through a cellular 
network provider to enhance cellular portable or mobile devices especially in locations where coverage by cel-
lular systems using large cells is weak and intermittent.
The use of smartphones, tablets, and other wireless devices is becoming increasingly prevalent and is driv-
ing the need for innovations in wireless data technologies to provide more capacity, higher speed connections, 
and a higher quality of service. Femtocells can provide a useful way for mobile operators to offer a better user 
experience and deliver broadband services indoors consistently and reliably for a comparable context of ap-
plications, distances, and obstacles.
In this thesis, we will conduct a quantitative and qualitative analysis of femtocell performance in compari-
son to that of Wi-Fi. Using COTS femtocell and Wi-Fi technologies, an analysis will be conducted to establish 
which of the two is the better means of bringing internet connectivity to forward deployed forces. The poten-
tial benefit of this research is a better understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of femtocells and 
Wi-Fi networks in simulated garrison and deployed environments.
KEYWORDS: femtocell, Wi-Fi, HTTP, VoiP, RTP, femtocell base station, femtocell access point, UMTS, 
WLAN, wireless, networks
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It has been more than two decades since the first practical implementation of a memory corruption attack. 
Despite the fact that there has been much research done on efficiently protecting systems from this type of 
attack, memory corruption attacks still hold the lion’s share among all exploitation techniques used against 
software systems.
The Windows family of operating systems, as the most used operating system in the world, has suffered 
from memory corruption attacks more than any other system. Through the years, Microsoft has introduced 
various mechanisms for the detection and prevention of memory corruption attacks on Windows platforms. 
This thesis provides a timeline and detailed analysis of the memory protection mechanisms introduced in 
the Windows family of operating systems. Using these measures, Microsoft has diminished the number of 





successful exploitations of their software products, yet adoption of these measures by independent software 
vendors (ISVs) developing software for the Windows platform has not materialized as expected. The results 
of this thesis show that while most ISVs implement mitigations offered by Microsoft, few applications imple-
ment all of them thoroughly.
KEYWORDS: memory corruption attacks, GS, data execution prevention, address space layout random-
ization, ISV, SafeSEH, structured exception handling, exploit mitigations, third-party applications, buffer 
overflow
OBSERVING THE LOSS OF SITUATIONAL AWARENESS AND TACIT 
KNOWLEDGE DURING PERSONNEL CHANGE-OVER IN A U.S. 
COAST GUARD COMMAND AND CONTROL ENVIRONMENT
Andrew D. De George–Lieutenant Commander, U.S. Coast Guard
B.S., Touro University, 2007
M.S., National Graduate School, 2010
Master of Science in Information Technology Management, September 2012
Advisor: Mark E. Nissen, Department of Information Sciences
Second Reader: Matthew R. McGlynn, Commander, U.S. Coast Guard, Commandant CG-095
A Coast Guard command and control (C2) command center (COMCEN) is responsible for managing mis-
sions, planning and executing operations, and coordinating case or incident responses. The success of the C2 
COMCEN depends on the quality of situational awareness, a predominant requirement for making decisions 
and taking action. A key element for accomplishing situational awareness is the evolution of rich and powerful 
tacit knowledge produced by COMCEN personnel. The creation of tacit knowledge is the result of accumu-
lating information, generating explicit knowledge, and combining them with personal experience. Experts 
describe tacit knowledge as a progression of knowledge maturity, under influences external to organizational 
culture, as it travels through knowledge life-cycle phases.
Management suspects that during the course of the watch and watch-relief processes, knowledge is vulner-
able to constraints or degradation, thus affecting the C2 COMCEN’s ability to generate and sustain quality 
situational awareness. This study examines the C2 COMCEN environment and watch processes, making ob-
servations and conducting interviews to understand influences of knowledge quality. The study also examines 
the watch environment where knowledge originates and how well knowledge flows. The literature review aids 
the study by providing research and studies from leading experts in the knowledge field.
KEYWORDS: situational awareness, knowledge, command and control, command center, knowledge life- 
cycle
MEASURING INFORMATION GLUT: APPLYING SYSTEMS 
THINKING TO THE PROBLEM OF E-MAIL OVERLOAD
Bryan M. Kemmitz–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.A., University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2005
Master of Science in Information Technology Management, 2012
Advisor: Rick Hayes-Roth, Department of Information Sciences
Second Reader: Brian Steckler, Department of Information Science
As a result of the unregulated rise of superfluous interoffice e-mail, employees currently must wade through 
inboxes glutted with needless information to find the tidbits of valuable data actually needed to perform their 
jobs. This problem, also known as e-mail overload, creates unnecessary stress, reduces workplace productivity, 
and fundamentally threatens the information superiority of both private and government enterprises. Organi-
zations that try to combat e-mail overload by employing e-mail policies, filters, and personal e-mail manage-
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ment techniques often find that these initiatives miss the mark or do very little to reduce the dissemination of 
superfluous e-mail.
This thesis aims to utilize systems thinking to provide a more complete evaluation of the pitfalls associ-
ated with the abovementioned performance improvement initiatives, and also to demonstrate the central (but 
often overlooked) role that balancing feedback and metrics play in systems that have underlying goal-oriented 
behaviors.
This thesis finally proposes an information glut ratio (IGR) that can potentially provide an organization 
with a basic, tailorable process for measuring, stabilizing, and regulating the amount of superfluous informa-
tion that gluts e-mail inboxes.
KEYWORDS: e-mail overload, information overload, systems thinking, balancing feedback loops, informa-
tion superiority, e-mail quality
THE INTEGRATION OF SMALL SATELLITES IN MARITIME 
INTERDICTION OPERATIONS (MIO)
Stavros Koletsios–Lieutenant, Hellenic Navy
B.S., Hellenic Naval Academy, 1997
Master of Science in Information Technology Management, 2012
Advisor: Alex Bordetsky, Department of Information Science
Second Reader: James H. Newman, Space Systems Academic Group
The open sea is an area where numerous legal activities occur, such as trade, transportation, and scientific 
research, but it is also a place that attracts persons with illegal, criminal, and terrorist intentions. Naval na-
tions, often acting in alliance, conduct operations to stop this illegal activity. Maritime-interdiction operations 
(MIOs) are the usual type of operation employed and because of their nature, require robust communications 
and uninterrupted flow of information. Establishing communications and networks on the open seas via ter-
restrial means is possible only in certain areas and is not feasible around the clock. Therefore, the distribution 
of the data and information needed for maritime-interdiction operations is significantly limited in speed, ac-
curacy, and efficiency.
This thesis examines how small satellites can be integrated into an MIO ad hoc network and how their 
advantages and disadvantages affect the flow of information among the nodes.
KEYWORDS: small satellites, nanosatellites, picosatellites, maritime-interdiction operation, networks, ad 
hoc networks, AISSat-1, adaptation, weak links, satellite tool kit (STK), tactical network topology (TNT)
BRIDGING OPERATIONAL AND STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS: 
INTEGRATING SMALL UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS AS 
AIRBORNE RELAY COMMUNICATION VERTICAL NODES
Jose D. Menjivar–Major, United States Marine Corps
B.S., Syracuse University, 1998
Master of Science in Information Technology Management, 2012
Advisor: Douglas J. MacKinnon, Department of Information Sciences
Second Reader: John H. Gibson, Department of Computer Sciences
The United States Department of Defense enterprise communication architectures are presently designed to 
support large-scale fixed organizations and rely primarily on satellite mediums. However, they are inadequate 
in tactical level environments and are not readily available nor affordable to support multiple operators in vari-
ous tactical locations.
Incorporating small unmanned aircraft systems (UASes) with communication repeaters could expand lo-
cal mobile ad hoc network coverage for users in communication degraded environments and reduce satellite 
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dependency. The proof of concept is focused on leveraging existing government off-the-shelf (GOTS) tech-
nology with ever-increasing small UAS functionality to explore the potential reduction of communication 
inadequacies in tactical environments.
Through the efforts of this thesis, the goal is to extend and enhance beyond-the-line-of-sight (BLOS) and 
on-the-move communications at the small unit level. The findings provide face validation that small UASes 
equipped with a communication payload can provide these services to enhance voice transmissions and thus, 
enable TCP/IP data transfer in communication degraded environments without interfering with the small 
UAS’s primary ISR function or airworthiness. Future efforts in this line of inquiry may also inform the use of 
multiple small UASes in extending networks and autonomous operations and perhaps eliminating the require-
ment for small UAS ground-operators.
KEYWORDS: airborne relay, small unmanned aerial system, UAV, SUAS, RQ-11B Raven, wave relay quad 
radio
AN INVESTIGATION OF COMMERCIAL OFF-THE-SHELF WIRELESS IN SUPPORT OF 
COMPLEX HUMANITARIAN DISASTER OPERATIONS IN THE ARGENTINE ARMY
Marcelo R. Perfetti–Lieutenant Colonel, Argentine Army
Electronic Engineer, Escuela Superior Técnica, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1996
Master of Science in Information Technology Management, 2012
Advisor: Brian Steckler, Department of Information Science
Second Reader: Geoffrey Xie, Department of Computer Science
Since the beginning of this century, the Argentine Army has used commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) wire-
less products, equipment, and communication systems to support humanitarian assistance and disaster relief 
(HA/DR) operations.
The participation of military, governmental, and non-governmental organizations in these activities re-
quires more wireless coverage area. These communication systems are an integration of several subsystems 
that provide an initial hastily formed network (HFN) but not enough coverage area to support command and 
control centers from different organizations.
This thesis explores different solutions to address the lack of coverage area of the current wireless systems, 
analyzing new COTS technologies that could be applied to Argentine military HFN centers to satisfy the new 
emerging requirements of HA/DR operations. This research focuses on “wireless subsystems.”
This thesis gathers data from actual HA/DR experiments and exercises organized by NPS. The experi-
ments provide analytic data from latest generation equipment, which are being tested at the NPS HFN center. 
The thesis determines the benefits that the applicability of different wireless subsystems would provide to sup-
port HA/DR operations in an Argentine environment based on the information gathered during these NPS 
HFN center field exercises and experiments.
KEYWORDS: hastily formed networks, HFN, humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, HA/DR, Argentine 
Army, Wi-Fi, MESH, COTS, BGAN, MONAX
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AN EVALUATION METHODOLOGY FOR THE USABILITY AND 
SECURITY OF CLOUD-BASED FILE SHARING TECHNOLOGIES
Trek C. Potter–Captain, United States Air Force
B.S., Weber State University, 2007
Master of Science in Information Technology Management, 2012
Advisor: Alan Shaffer, Commander, United States Navy, Department of Computer Science
Advisor: Simson Garfinkel, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: William Welch, Department of Information Sciences
To operate effectively and maintain national security, the DOD relies on the ability to ensure authorized ac-
cess to information while protecting that information from unauthorized users. Non-malicious insider threats 
involving information leakage typically receive little attention though their impact is significant. This thesis 
focuses on how the act of file sharing contributes to non-malicious insider threats. Current file sharing meth-
ods provide neither the usability users require nor the security the organization requires. Security without 
usability results in users bypassing securing features, and systems that are usable but insecure are invariably 
compromised. Therefore, usability and security must be properly aligned to attain true security. Cloud-based 
file sharing technologies provide promising alternatives for both usable and secure file-sharing. As the federal 
government moves toward the cloud, new programs assess the back-end security of commercially available 
cloud-based technologies. Building on prior research, this thesis develops a methodology for evaluating the 
usability and security of cloud-based, file sharing technologies from the end-user perspective. This methodol-
ogy adapts and combines the concepts of heuristics evaluation and cognitive walkthrough. Specifically, the 
heuristics evaluation assesses whether a cloud-based file sharing technology implements critical usability and 
security principles, and the cognitive walkthrough determines whether the principles implemented are usable. 
The thesis concludes with a demonstration of how the methodology is conducted. The results of this method-
ology will assist organizations in properly assessing a technology for official use by the DOD.
KEYWORDS: cloud computing, file sharing, insider threat, information assurance, usability, HCI, HCI-
SEC, human factors
DISTRIBUTED AGENT-BASED NETWORKS IN SUPPORT OF ADVANCED 
MARINE CORPS COMMAND AND CONTROL CONCEPT
Joseph W. M. Rivera–Captain, United States Marine Corps
B.A., University of Washington, 2002
Master of Science in Information Technology Management, 2012
Advisor: Alex Bordetsky, Department of Information Sciences
Second Reader: John Looney, Department of Information Sciences
The capabilities that mobile ad hoc networking (MANET) technologies can provide to the Marine Corps are 
just fully coming into view. These new capabilities represent a much more apparent symbiotic relationship 
between a maneuver at the tactical level and the capabilities of a network that supports that maneuver. How-
ever, in order to properly leverage these capabilities, a paradigm shift in what networks are and how they are 
managed must take place.
As this new model of meshed, ad hoc network devices presents a shift in how we employ our networks, 
the concept of network management must also shift in how we view planning and maintaining networks. This 
research describes a communication framework and network management system (NMS) that supports the 
design of network aware systems that enable a robust self-management capability in MANET technologies.
KEYWORDS: DOD, Marine Corps, information technology management, network management system, 




AN ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES 
AND SMALL BUSINESSES IN THE DOD SBIR PROGRAM 
Sean H. Ryburn–Captain, United States Marine Corps
B.A., Norwich University, 2003
Master of Science in Information Technology Management, 2012
Master of Business Administration, 2012
Advisor: Thomas Housel, Department of Information Sciences
Second Reader: Nicholas Dew, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
In order to address rising costs, limited innovation, and an acquisition system that lacks the flexibility to 
design and field best-of-breed information technology systems, the DOD has implemented open systems ar-
chitecture initiatives in information technology acquisition. One benefit of open systems architecture is that it 
expands competition to many suppliers, including small businesses, to enhance innovation and reduce costs. 
The growing acceptance of open systems architecture initiatives in DOD acquisition creates a significant 
access opportunity for small businesses, particularly for those who already participate in the existing DOD 
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program, which is congressionally mandated to provide research 
and development contracts specifically to innovative small businesses. However, successfully leveraging the 
SBIR program to advance open systems architecture initiatives requires the DOD proactively communicate 
that intent to small businesses participating in the program.
This research examines the extent to which the DOD uses the SBIR program to incorporate small busi-
nesses in the acquisition of IT systems that advance open systems initiatives. Additionally, this research ana-
lyzes SBIR firms to better understand participant experiences as well as the characteristics of small IT busi-
nesses who participate in the SBIR program to meet the IT R&D challenges of the DOD.
KEYWORDS: service oriented architecture (SOA), open architecture (OA), open systems architecture (OSA), 
information technology, information systems, Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program, research 
and development (R&D), small businesses
ANALYZING THE U.S. MARINE CORPS ENTERPRISE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
FRAMEWORK FOR IT ACQUISITION AND PORTFOLIO GOVERNANCE
Timothy R. Shives–Captain, United States Marine Corps
B.A., Southern Adventist University, 2003
Laban M. Pelz–Captain, United States Marine Corps
B.A., Fresno State University, 2005
Master of Science in Information Technology Management, 2012
Master of Business Administration, 2012
Advisor: Glenn R. Cook, Department of Information Sciences
Co-Advisor: Cary A. Simon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This research examined the ongoing development of a Marine Corps-wide, enterprise architecture (EA) ap-
proach for assessing the IT planning and investment process including IT-related programs of record. The 
EA approach to an architecture known as the Marine Corps information enterprise technology strategy (MC-
IENT-S) is intended to transition Marine Corps into the 21st century by providing leadership with superior 
decision support. This study evaluated planning and implementation strategies against the return on invest-
ment (ROI) and capabilities-based assessment (CBA) processes in their contrasting measures of effectiveness. 
By analyzing the current and proposed additional IT investment performance metrics to enhance the enter-
prise architecture, the study learned of the need to conduct an organizational analysis of the Marine Corps IT 
development and portfolio management process.
The study begins with a baseline understanding of the current financial environment of EA, from the 
initial and rapid growth in defense-specific IT acquisitions since 9/11 into the current fiscally constrained 
environment of FY2013. The rising trend in the last decade of IT defense investments yields its own unin-
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tended consequences. One noted conclusion is that some procurements have unfortunately occurred outside 
the intended parameters of the enterprise architecture framework and the DOD acquisition process, thus 
creating consequences in IT governance. One recommendation for the Marine Corps leadership is to develop 
a systematic process to link the MCIENT-S and its two primary ROI processes, capital planning investment 
control (CPIC) and information technology steering group (ITSG), to the Marine Corps Combat Develop-
ment Command’s (MCCDC’s) requirements-based CBA process.
KEYWORDS: DOD, Marine Corps, information technology management, acquisition process, IT gover-
nance, stakeholder analysis, congruence model, organizational analysis, quantifying decision makers’ prefer-
ences, return on investment
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MISSION ACCOMPLISHED! OR NOT? A STUDY ABOUT 
SUCCESS IN INFORMATION OPERATIONS
Thomas Lamke–Lieutenant Colonel, Swedish Marines
B.S., Swedish National Defense College, 2006
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Co-Advisor: Edward Fisher, Department of Information Science
This study has analyzed success in information operations: what it is and how it is determined. The research 
was carried out as a literature study and is limited to encompassing the military part of information operations. 
The main sources have been U.S., British, and Swedish information operations doctrines. Success in informa-
tion operations is discussed from two perspectives: the evaluative and the predictive. According to doctrines, 
success from an evaluative perspective is determined by measuring post-action effects on the target. 
It is problematic to determine success from the predictive perspective. This conclusion is based on the 
lack of analytical tools and/or processes to determine the effort needed and the current lack of procedures 
to coherently connect operational objectives with tactical tasks in the information environment. In order to 
pursue this beyond the initial results of the thesis, success in the maritime domain is briefly analyzed and the 
outcome of the analysis is adjusted and applied to the information environment. Several areas are presented 
where the adjusted concept of operations could benefit the information environment; the most significant 
improvement would be the ability to predict probability of success prior to an operation. Lastly, directions for 
further studies are presented.
KEYWORDS: information, operations, success, information environment, maritime domain, information 
control, doctrines
THE EP-3E VS. THE BAMS UAS: AN OPERATING AND SUPPORT COST COMPARISON
Colin G. Larkins–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 2003
Master of Science in Information Warfare Systems Engineering, 2012
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Second Reader: William Robinette, Department of Information Sciences
The battlefield is constantly changing, and the need for swift and persistent intelligence, surveillance, and re-
connaissance (ISR) has increased the focus on the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to help meet collec-
tion requirements. Certain UAVs can have longer dwell and on-station times than manned vehicles, with some 
capable of dwell times in excess of 20 hours. UAVs have an additional benefit of eliminating some of the risks 
associated with manned aircraft conducting ISR missions. Consequently, UAVs have been closely reviewed as 
a replacement craft for several manned ISR aircraft and have taken increasing roles in the world of ISR.
Given an uneven record of success in the implementation of unmanned aerial systems (UASes) and Con-
gressional concerns regarding the relative cost of UAV programs, the purpose of this thesis is to re-exam-
ine, compare, and analyze the operating and support (O&S) costs for both the EP-3E ISR aircraft and the 
broad area maritime surveillance (BAMS) unmanned aerial system (UAS), which the chief of naval operations 
(CNO) has declared should be the primary system to replace the EP-3E. This comparison includes all costs 
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from initial system deployment through the end of the platforms’ service lives. This thesis uses the revised 
O&S cost methodology in accordance with Department of Defense (DOD) Instruction 5000.2, Operation of 
the Defense Acquisition System. In addition to a typical O&S comparison, this thesis modifies the existing BAMS 
O&S costs to account for the additional costs of bandwidth, ground station support, collection sites, and risks 
as they apply to BAMS UAS. These factors were not adequately considered in the original O&S analysis. Once 
the analysis and comparison is completed, a recommendation is made as to whether the decision to replace the 
EP-3E ISR system with the BAMS UAS should be revisited.
KEYWORDS: BAMS, cost estimations, EP-3E, operating and support, UAS, UAV
INFORMATION OPERATIONS AND FATA INTEGRATION 
INTO THE NATIONAL MAINSTREAM
Mohsin Abbas Malik, Lieutenant Colonel, Pakistan Army
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This paper analyzes the multifaceted problem of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) with a view 
of suggesting viable options to integrate tribal areas of Pakistan into the national mainstream and a role that 
information operations (IO) can play in achieving this integration. The paper discusses the historical back-
ground and provides an overview of administrative, judicial, political, and socioeconomic aspects of issues 
and addresses the impact of military operations within the area. Launching military operations in FATA after 
9/11 became a necessity; its impact is discussed at length to determine remedies and applications of strategies 
and tools to achieve the smooth integration of FATA into the national mainstream. In assessing underlying 
causes, this study suggests that a significant change to the status quo is essential, and effective measures must 
be taken to initiate tribal area integration to safeguard wider national and international interests. The role of 
IO, i.e., non-kinetic, non-lethal options, including application of tools and capabilities, is analyzed with respect 
to achieving FATA integration into the national mainstream. This research is focused on a more cohesive 
strategy of integration and a future vision of integrating FATA into the national mainstream by applying 
modern IO tools.
KEYWORDS: electromagnetic, electronic attack, electronic protection, electronic warfare, electronic war-
fare support, federally administered tribal areas, frontier crimes regulation, frontier region, information as-
surance, information operations, information warfare, provincially administered tribal areas, public affairs, 
psychological operations, PSYOP assessment team.
GSM NETWORK EMPLOYMENT ON A MAN-PORTABLE UAS
Darren J. Rogers–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., Hawaii Pacific University, 2003
Master of Science in Information Warfare Systems Engineering, 2012
Co-Advisor: Raymond R. Buettner, Department of Information Sciences
Co-Advisor: Kevin D. Jones, Department Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
There are numerous national systems that offer communications support with enhanced capabilities to support 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR). For the tactical unit, it can be challenging and cumber-
some to deal with national systems that may or may not be able to provide near real-time support due to other, 
high priority tasking. The deployment of a low-cost GSM communications support system with enhanced 
capabilities (CSSEC) to support ISR, which a tactical unit could have organically, would relieve the warfighter 
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of having to depend on national assets and processes. Employing a CSSEC system on a man-portable or small 
UAS would allow the range of the system to be greatly extended, as opposed to a ground-based system that 
may be difficult to operate in a high-threat environment.
Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware is readily available and easily acquired. With a CSSEC de-
ployed on a UAS, a tactical unit conducting ground operations would neither be geographically constrained to 
a specific location to conduct ISR, nor would it draw attention by having to set up antennas and other equip-
ment on a building or outpost. Leveraging COTS hardware and open-source software will keep the overall 
cost low without having to deal with software licensing requirements associated with proprietary systems.
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THE COMPARISON OF HYDROTREATED VEGETABLE OILS WITH RESPECT 
TO PETROLEUM DERIVED FUELS AND THE EFFECTS OF TRANSIENT 
PLASMA IGNITION IN A COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINE
M. Aaron Carr–Ensign, United States Navy
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 2011
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering, 2012
Co-Advisor: Knox Millsaps, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Co-Advisor: Jim Cowart, Department of Mechanical Engineering, USNA 
This thesis presents the results of an experimental study of the combustion characteristics of algae and cam-
elina derived biofuels as well as the effects of transient plasma ignition in a compression-ignition engine. Test-
ing was conducted for hydrotreated renewable diesel, algae, and benchmarked against F-76 and Diesel #2 fuels 
as well as hydrotreated renewable jet, camelina, benchmarked against JP-5 across a matrix of constant engine 
speeds and engine loads in a Detroit diesel 3-53 legacy engine. A heat release rate analysis and a cycle analysis 
were performed at each matrix point. The algae and camelina fuels averaged 1.4 crank angle degrees earlier in 
ignition, 2 crank angle degrees longer in burn duration, 2.25 atmospheres decrease in peak pressure, 1.4 crank 
angle degrees delay in angle of peak pressure, a 0.5% increase in indicated mean effective pressure, and a 6% 
decrease in break specific fuel consumption than in their petroleum counterpart. A comparison between diesel 
#2 at idle was performed between transient plasma-ignition-assisted compression-ignition and conventional 
compression-ignition. Transient plasma ignition averaged a crank angle degree earlier at the start of combus-
tion and a faster rise in pressure but lower peak pressures than in a compression-ignition. However, due to 
failure of the plasma electrode, it was not ascertained if this phenomenon is repeatable.
KEYWORDS: reciprocating machinery, piston engine, diesel engine, compression ignition, biofuels, algae, 
camelina, hydrotreated renewable diesel (HRD), hydrotreated renewable jet (HRJ), hydrotreated vegetable oils 
(HVO), transient plasma ignition (TPI)
ON DISTRIBUTED STRATEGIES IN DEFENSE OF A HIGH 
VALUE UNIT (HVU) AGAINST A SWARM ATTACK
Sze Yi Ding, DSO National Laboratories, Singapore
B.S.M.E., National University of Singapore, 2007
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering, 2012
Co-Advisor: Isaac Kaminer, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: Johannes Royset, Department of Operations Research
Swarm attacks are of great concern to the U.S. Navy as well as to navies around the world and commercial 
ships transiting through waters with a high volume of marine traffic. A large group of hostile ships can hide 
among various other small ships, like pleasure crafts, fishing boats, and transport vessels, and can make a co-
ordinated attack against a high value unit (HVU) while passing by. The HVU can easily become overwhelmed 
by the numbers, sustain heavy damage, and risk take-over.
The objective of this thesis is to develop heuristic algorithms that multiple defenders can use to inter-
cept and stop the advances of multiple attackers. The attackers are in much larger numbers compared to the 
defenders and move in on a slow moving HVUs. Pursuit guidance laws and proportional navigation (PN) 
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guidance laws, commonly used in missile guidance strategies, have been modified for defenders to intercept 
attackers that outnumber them.
Another objective is to evaluate the effectiveness of the heuristic algorithms in defending the HVU against 
a swarm attack. The probability that the HVU survives the swarm attack will be used as a measure of effec-
tiveness for the algorithms. The impact of various parameters, including the number of defenders and their 
speed, are also evaluated.
KEYWORDS: swarm attack, high value unit
IN-SITU RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY STUDY OF THE FORMATION 
OF GRAPHENE FROM UREA AND GRAPHITE OXIDE
Michael N. Mowry–Lieutenant, United States Navy
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Advisor: Sebastian Osswald, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Claudia Luhrs, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Graphene, 10 or fewer atomic layers of carbon atoms, has attracted much attention during recent years due 
to its unique structure and exceptional physical properties. While there exist a wide range of potential ap-
plications, as with many nanomaterials, new synthesis techniques are required that allow for a production of 
graphene on an industrial scale.
In this study, in situ Raman spectroscopy was used to study the formation and doping of graphene dur-
ing urea-assisted thermal exfoliation of graphite oxide (GO), a promising new synthesis method that can be 
scaled to industrial levels. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and 
mass spectroscopy were used complementary to Raman spectroscopy to assist with the interpretation of the 
obtained data. Raman spectroscopy is a powerful characterization tool for the analysis of carbon nanomateri-
als, such as graphene. While several researchers have reported on the reaction of urea and GO, none of the 
studies found in literature has provided deeper insights on the evolution of the graphene structure and the 
simultaneous incorporation of nitrogen into the honeycomb lattice during synthesis.
The knowledge gained from this work allows for a better understanding of the graphene production pro-
cess and provides further evidence for the potential nitrogen-doping of graphene via deposition of urea. 
KEYWORDS: carbon nanomaterials, graphene, single layer graphite, 2-D graphite, Raman spectroscopy, 
thermogravimetric analysis, differential scanning calorimetry, mass spectroscopy
A TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A GREEN AREA
Spyridon Theofilos Lamprou–Lieutenant, Hellenic Navy
B.S., Hellenic Naval Academy, 2002
Master of Science in Engineering Science (Mechanical Engineering), 2012
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Fotis Papoulias, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, NPS
Second Reader: Nikitas Nikitakos, Department of Shipping Trade 
and Transport, University of the Aegean, Greece
A feasibility study of the creation of a community (either on or off grid), whose energy needs are fully covered 
by renewable energy sources, is a complicated task. The study may suggest and lead to policy and actions to 
minimize of even eliminate energy losses and can guide us to zero-emission cities and naval bases. This has 
the benefits of assisting the ecology and petroleum-based fuel economy. During this study, not only is an 
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energy balance estimated, but also the economic feasibility of the project is examined in order to achieve a 
reasonable balance of initial and maintenance costs of the renewable energy sources and fuel economy.
Following a comprehensive review of available sources, the study starts with an area selection. The geo-
graphical area selected is a large island off the main metropolitan region of Greece. It presents several chal-
lenges mainly due to its size, diverse energy needs including a major naval base, and a widely fluctuating 
population with varying energy needs. These needs are analyzed along with the energy sources available in 
the area. A variety of optimization programs is selected offering several advantages and disadvantages. A set 
of parametric runs is conducted in order to reveal the most promising solutions from both a technical and an 
economic sense.
KEYWORDS: wind turbine, solar panel, hybrid system, renewable energy sources, cost analysis, case study 
evaluation
THE IMPACT OF ARMOR ON THE DESIGN, UTILIZATION, AND SURVIVABILITY OF 
GROUND VEHICLES: THE HISTORY OF ARMOR DEVELOPMENT AND USE
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Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering, 2012
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Armor is a key component of ground vehicle survivability as it has been developed and redesigned throughout 
history in response to different threats and missions. This thesis aims to study and analyze how armor has 
changed through major conflicts, from World War I to Operation Iraqi Freedom, and some of the driving fac-
tors that influenced those changes.
This thesis will also contain a discussion on how ground vehicles work and the threats they are expected 
to face, which have significant implications for how armor can be designed to defeat them or minimize the 
damage sustained as a result.
Finally, this thesis will discuss the various aspects of armor design that can be looked at to reduce the vul-
nerability of a ground vehicle and how it is characterized.
This thesis also aims to set a foundation for the development of a ground vehicle survivability discipline 
at NPS in the future.
KEYWORDS: armor, ground vehicle survivability, vulnerability
NAVAL SURVIVABILITY AND SUSCEPTIBILITY REDUCTION STUDY – SURFACE SHIP
Steven Loke Yew Kok–Government of Singapore
B.Eng. (Mechanical), University of Leicester, 2000
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Christopher Adams, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: Fotis Papoulias, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Survivability has always been a main concern in naval warfare. The objectives of this thesis are to analyze the 
combat survivability components of a surface ship and to look at how each of the component’s design and 
implementation would affect the overall survivability of the ship. 
This thesis will take a look at survivability with regard to the threats that today’s warships face and at vul-
nerability and susceptibility reduction techniques, designs, and implementations. The main focus of the thesis 
is on susceptibility reduction through signature management, threat warnings, threat suppression, tactics, and 
integrated networks.
Finally, this thesis illustrates the effects of applying survivability enhancement techniques in a possible en-
gagement scenario. As the techniques involve many cross-discipline fields in engineering, this thesis also aims 
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to prepare a foundation for the development of a naval survivability discipline at NPS in the future.
KEYWORDS: survivability, susceptibility, vulnerability, ship combat survivability
THRUST AUGMENTATION STUDY OF CROSS-FLOW FAN 
FOR VERTICAL TAKE-OFF AND LANDING
Ing Khang Yeo–Civilian, Singapore Technologies Kinetics Limited, Singapore
B.E. (M.E.), Nanyang Technological University of Singapore, 2008
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Garth Hobson, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: Anthony Gannon, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) has primarily seen research and development in two traditional fields, 
namely rotary wing and jet propulsion, with each seeking incremental improvements in thrust generation and 
fuel efficiency, respectively. In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the viability of cross-flow fans 
(CFF) becoming the primary source of aircraft propulsion. There has been measured success in horizontal 
flight; however, VTOL propulsion with CFFs remain elusive.
The current study sought to determine the feasibility of combining two CFFs in a back-to-back configura-
tion that could augment the thrust generated, thus making VTOL a reality. Making use of an optimized CFF 
housing, the research aimed to maximize the thrust generated in the above mentioned configuration by vary-
ing the gap between the CFFs. Computational fluid simulations of the dual CFF configuration was performed 
using ANSYS CFX to find the thrust generated as well as the optimal operating point. Analysis was done 
at three different speeds (3,000 rpm, 5,000 rpm and 8,000 rpm) and at four different distances between the 
dual CFFs (26 mm, 52 mm, 78 mm and 104 mm). Thereafter, an experiment was conducted to compare and 
validate the results of the simulation.
KEYWORDS: vertical take-off, VTOL, cross-flow fan, CFF, thrust augmentation
THE AERODYNAMICS OF A MANEUVERING UCAV 1303 AIRCRAFT MODEL 
AND ITS CONTROL THROUGH LEADING EDGE CURVATURE CHANGE
Christopher M. Medford–Ensign, United States Navy
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 2011
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Muguru S. Chandrasekhara, Department of Mechanical and Astronautical Engineering
Second Reader: Garth V. Hobson, Department of Mechanical and Astronautical Engineering
This study investigates the aerodynamic effects of modifying the leading edge on an unmanned combat air ve-
hicle (UCAV) 1303. Literature suggests that leading edge accelerations have been reduced for rounder leading 
edges, and stall characteristics have been altered. These phenomena are examined using the previously tested 
1/72 scale model with a 47-degree leading edge sweep and a cranked trailing edge delta wing with fuselage.
The study consists of both flow visualization and aerodynamic force and moment measurements. The 
model is maneuvered in the NPS water tunnel where a five-component strain-gage load balance system mea-
sures the forces experienced. The model is pitched at different rates with different degrees of yaw for these 
studies. This process is repeated for a modified leading edge with a radius double the baseline.
Preliminary results showed that the rounded leading edge acted as expected, alleviating signs of tip-stall 
in the normal force distribution and smoothing pitch-breaks in the pitching moment distribution. The rolling 
moment was shown to increase with the angle of attack for the modified leading edge case.
KEYWORDS: unmanned combat air vehicle, UCAV, UCAV 1303, tip stall, leading edge
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FREE VIBRATION RESPONSE COMPARISON OF COMPOSITE 
BEAMS WITH FLUID STRUCTURE INTERACTION
Eric M. Priest–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.A., Georgia State University, 2007
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Young W. Kwon, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Advisor: Joshua H. Gordis, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: Jarema Didoszak, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The analysis of the dynamic response of a vibrating structure in contact with a fluid medium can be inter-
preted as an added mass effect known as the fluid structure interaction (FSI) problem. This effect is critical in 
the study of composites for marine applications since the densities of the composites and water are relatively 
close to one another.
In this study, experimental testing was conducted to compare the free vibration response of composite 
beams in air with those in an FSI immersed in water. Composite beams with six layers of non-biased, plain 
weave, 6 oz E-glass were used with two different layer orientations and boundary conditions. Five samples 
were layered at the 0 and 90 degree orientations, and five samples were layered at the plus and minus 45 de-
gree orientation. The digital image correlation (DIC) technique was used to test each of the 10 samples in a 
cantilever boundary condition with an initial displacement to induce a free vibration response both in air and 
immersed in water. A high speed camera (HSC) was also used to gain further frequency information during 
each of these tests.
A second set of two composite beams were constructed with 16 layers at both of the described orienta-
tions. These were instrumented with accelerometers to conduct a modal analysis from an impact hammer test. 
These tests were conducted with the beams in a free-free boundary condition while in air and immersed in 
water. Prior to conducting these tests, an aluminum beam was tested with the same conditions to verify the 
waterproofing of the accelerometers and to ensure valid data was collected. The findings of this study will 
provide a better understanding for the use of composite materials in marine applications where various excita-
tions can occur.




SURFACE WIND FIELD ANALYSES OF TROPICAL 
CYCLONES IN THE WESTERN PACIFIC
Louis J. Cascino–Second Lieutenant, United States Air Force
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, 2011
Master of Science in Meteorology, 2012
Advisor: Patrick A. Harr, Department of Meteorology
Second Reader: Russell L. Elsberry, Department of Meteorology
Surface wind characteristics inside mature tropical cyclones (TC) over the western North Pacific (WPAC) are 
analyzed using in-situ observations from the Impact of Typhoons on the Ocean in the Pacific (ITOP 2010) 
field program. Surface wind speeds obtained from the stepped frequency microwave radiometer (SFMR) 
and GPS dropwindsondes were used to calculate four surface wind variables: the lowest 150 m average wind 
speeds (WL150), Vsfc, the 10-m interpolated wind speed, and SFMR surface wind speeds. Regression analysis 
is used to establish the consistency for each measured value to estimate the one-minute averaged surface wind 
speed. Results compared favorably to those computed for large data sets obtained in TCs over the Atlantic. 
These comparisons support and validate the accuracy of the SFMR wind speed measurements in the WPAC.
KEYWORDS: tropical cyclone winds, stepped frequency microwave radiometer, GPS dropwindsondes, sur-
face wind analysis, lowest 150 m averaged wind speeds (WL150), 10-m interpolated wind speed





TROPICAL CYCLONE RECONNAISSANCE OVER THE WESTERN 
NORTH PACIFIC WITH THE GLOBAL HAWK: OPERATIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS, BENEFITS, AND FEASIBILITY
Robert E. Atkinson, III–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
B.A., North Carolina State University, 2002
Master of Science in Meteorology and Oceanography, 2012
Advisor: Patrick A. Harr, Department of Meteorology
Second Reader: CAPT Jeff Kline, USN Ret, Consortium for Robot-
ics and Unmanned Systems Education and Research (CRUSER)
Over the North Atlantic Ocean, an operational, manned, aircraft-based, tropical cyclone (TC) reconnais-
sance program is conducted by the United States Air Force. However, no such program is conducted over the 
western North Pacific (WPAC), where the maximum annual number of TCs occurs. Rather, remotely-sensed 
observations from satellites provide data on TC characteristics. While operational forecasts of TCs over the 
WPAC have improved, the rate of improvement has declined, and no such decline has been observed over 
the North Atlantic. In this study, the declining rate of improvement in WPAC forecast accuracy is examined 
relative to the lack of direct observations.
The capabilities of manned-aircraft are compared with the use of a Global Hawk unmanned aerial system 
as an observation platform. This is proposed in view of a declining capability in satellite data coverage. Cur-
rent Global Hawk programs are reviewed with respect to requirements for operational tropical cyclone recon-
naissance over the western North Pacific. A multi-year demonstration project is proposed to obtain in-situ 
observations of TC location and intensity. The observation impacts on improved tropical cyclone forecasts 
will be assessed such that a positive impact will lead to recommendation of a Global Hawk for operational 
tropical cyclone reconnaissance.
KEYWORDS: tropical cyclone, reconnaissance, Global Hawk, anmanned aerial vehicle, UAV, western North 
Pacific,
JOINT SENSING/SAMPLING OPTIMIZATION FOR SURFACE DRIFTING 
MINE DETECTION WITH HIGH-RESOLUTION DRIFT MODEL
Kristie M. Colpo–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 2004
Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography, 2012
Advisor: Peter Chu, Department of Oceanography
Second Readers: Thomas A. Wettergren, Naval Undersea Warfare Center
Ronald E. Betsch, Naval Oceanographic Office
Every mine countermeasures (MCM) operation is a balance of time versus risk. In attempting to reduce time 
and risk, it is in the interest of the MCM community to use unmanned, stationary sensors to detect and moni-
tor drifting mines through harbor inlets and straits. A network of stationary sensors positioned along an area 
of interest could be critical in such a process by removing the MCM warfighter from a threat area and reducing 
the time required to detect a moving target.
Although many studies have been conducted to optimize sensors and sensor networks for moving target 
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detection, few of them considered the effects of the environment. In a drifting mine scenario, an oceano-
graphic drift model could offer an estimation of surrounding environmental effects and therefore provide 
time critical estimations of target movement. These approximations can be used to further optimize sensor 
network components and locations through a defined methodology using estimated detection probabilities. 
The goal of this research is to provide such a methodology by modeling idealized stationary sensors and sur-
face drift for the Hampton Roads Inlet.
KEYWORDS: DELFT3D, drift model, mine countermeasures, Monte Carlo simulation, optimization, sen-
sor networks
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ENSEMBLE FORECASTS OF TROPICAL 
CYCLONE TRACKS OVER THE NORTHWEST PACIFIC OCEAN
David R. Marino–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
B.S., U.S. Naval Academy, 2002
Master of Science in Meteorology and Oceanography, 2012
Advisor: Patrick A. Harr, Department of Meteorology
Second Reader: Joshua P. Hacker, Department of Meteorology
The skill of three ensemble prediction systems (EPSes) is evaluated to focus on tropical cyclone (TC) track 
forecasting over the North Pacific. Probability ellipses are defined to represent ensemble spread and encom-
pass 68 percent of the ensemble members. The ellipses are centered on the ensemble mean forecast position. 
Forecast reliability is defined as whether the verifying position is within the ellipse 68 percent of the time. 
A statistical analysis of uncertainty in TC track forecasts examines the attributes of reliability and resolution 
of each EPS. The European Center for Medium-Range Forecasts (ECMWF) EPS had the highest degree of 
reliability and resolution. The sizes and shapes of the EPS ellipses varied with TC track characteristics. This 
suggests that EPS-based probability ellipses may provide value in identifying uncertainty with respect to likely 
TC track forecast errors.
KEYWORDS: tropical cyclone track errors, ensemble prediction systems, Joint Typhoon Warning Center 
area of uncertainly, Joint Typhoon Warning Center forecasts
SMART VOYAGE PLANNING MODEL SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS USING OCEAN 
AND ATMOSPHERIC MODELS INCLUDING ENSEMBLE METHODS
Scott E. Miller–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
B.S., University of South Carolina, 2000
B.S., Southern Illinois University, 2001
M.S., Old Dominion University, 2008
Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography, 2012
Co-Advisor: Peter Chu, Department of Oceanography
Co-Advisor: Jim Hansen, Naval Research Laboratory, Monterey
Smart voyage planning (SVP) has been identified as a key technology for the U.S. Navy, capable of assisting 
with fleet energy saving goals of the Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV) and the Chief of Naval Operations 
(CNO). Commercial SVP tools use weather, waves, and specific ship platform characteristic data to develop 
optimal transit routes that save on the order of 5% in fuel expenditures. A sensitivity analysis was conducted 
utilizing a Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) industry standard SVP model. Model inputs used for sensitiv-
ity included ensemble techniques, specific ship class characteristics, and simulated, enhanced, environmental 
model outputs. Variances in predicted route costs compared to route costs using actual environmental data 
analysis and great circle baseline references were studied.
Significant efforts focused on developing analysis tools to determine how uncertainty and sensitivity could 
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be communicated. The analysis identified significant SVP model sensitivities to geographic location, direc-
tion, seasonal synoptic weather, hull/propulsion type and condition, route length, specific model improve-
ments, and ensemble post processing methods.
An SVP trial was also conducted at sea onboard USS Princeton (CG-59) with goals of determining concept 
of operations (CONOPS) development and types of operations that could affect a combatant vessel’s ability 
to execute SVP routes. Important lessons learned, best practices, and recommendations were identified during 
this operational trial.




USABILITY TESTING AND WORKFLOW ANALYSIS OF 
THE TRADOC DATA VISUALIZATION TOOL
Darren W. Cutler–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., North Carolina State University, 2006
Tyler J. Rasmussen–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.A., B.S., Georgia State University, 2006
Master of Science in Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation (MOVES), 2012
Advisor: Ji Hyun Yang, Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation Institute
Second Reader: James R. Henry, Major, United States Army, TRAC Monterey
The volume of data available to military decision makers is vast. Leaders need tools to sort, analyze, and pres-
ent information in an effective manner. Software complexity is also increasing, with user interfaces becoming 
more intricate and interactive. The data visualization tool (DaViTo) is an effort by TRAC Monterey to produce 
a tool for use by personnel with little statistical background to process and display this data. To meet the pro-
gram goals and make analytical capabilities more widely available, the user interface and data representation 
techniques need refinement. This usability test is a task-oriented study using eye-tracking, data representation 
techniques, and surveys to generate recommendations for software improvement. Twenty-four subjects par-
ticipated in three sessions using DaViTo over a three-week period. The first two sessions consisted of training 
followed by basic reinforcement tasks, evaluation of graphical methods, and a brief survey. The final session 
was a task-oriented session followed by graphical representations evaluation and an extensive survey. Results 
from the three sessions were analyzed and 37 recommendations generated for the improvement of DaViTo. 
Improving software latency, providing more graphing options and tools, and including an effective training 
product are examples of important recommendations that would greatly improve usability.
KEYWORDS: eye-tracking, usability, data visualization, workflow
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF NETWORK INTRUSION-ALERT PREDICTION
Farn Wei Jason Khong–Civilian, Defence Science and Technology Agency, Singapore
B.Eng., Nanyang Technological University, 2007
Master of Science in Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation (MOVES), 2012
Advisor: Christian J. Darken, Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation Institute
Co-Advisor: Neil C. Rowe, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Terence Tan, Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation Institute
In the current global cyber warfare landscape, cyber attacks on infrastructure are a serious threat. Although 
network administrators use intrusion detection systems (IDSes) to detect threats and anomalies, they usually 
only offer post-attack alerts. If we could predict malicious activities, network administrators or security en-
hancing software could take appropriate actions in advance of damage occurring. Incoming intrusion detec-
tion alerts can be considered a sequence. We used Pytbull to simulate cyber attacks within a testbed network 
environment and collected Snort-generated intrusion detection alerts. We tested four sets of alert-prediction 
programs with this data: a single-scope blending algorithm, a simple Bayesian mixture algorithm, a multiple 
simple Bayesian algorithm, and a variable Markov model algorithm. The harmonic mean of the precision and 
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recall (F-score) measured prediction accuracy. The single-scope blending algorithm performed the best in 
these tests, especially in a multiple attacker environment.
KEYWORDS: artificial intelligence, agent-based modeling/simulation, network security, intrusion detection 
system, alert prediction
ANALYSIS OF COGNITIVE ARCHITECTURE IN THE CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY MODEL
Chin Chuan Ong–Major, Singapore Armed Forces
B.Sc., University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, 2005
Master of Science in Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation (MOVES), 2012
Advisor: Christian J. Darken, Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation Institute
Second Reader: Jason Caldwell, TRAC-MTRY
The cultural geography (CG) model is a multi-agent discrete event simulation developed by TRAC-Monterey. 
It provides a framework to study the effects of operations in irregular warfare by modeling behavior and in-
teractions of populations. The model is based on social science theories; in particular, agent decision-making 
algorithms are built on exploration learning (EL) and recognition-primed decisions (RPDs), and trust between 
entities is modeled to increase realism of interactions. This study analyzed the effects of these components on 
behavior and scenario outcome. It aimed to identify potential approaches for simplification of the model and 
improve traceability and understanding of entity actions. The effect of using EL/RPD with or without trust 
was tested in basic stand-alone scenarios to assess its impact in isolation on entities’ perception of civil security. 
Further testing also investigated the influence on entity behavior in the context of obtaining resources from 
infrastructure nodes. The findings indicated that choice of decision-making methods did not significantly 
change the scenario outcome, but the variance across replications was greater when both EL and RPD were 
used. Trust was found to delay the rate of change in population stance due to interactions but did not affect 
overall outcome if given sufficient time to reach steady state.
KEYWORDS: cultural geography, agent-based modeling, human behavior modeling, social simulations, re-
inforcement learning, recognition primed decision, trust
AUTOMATION OF P-3 SIMULATIONS TO IMPROVE OPERATOR WORKLOAD
Justin L. Ross–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., University of Maryland, 2006
Master of Science in Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation (MOVES), 2012
Advisor: Chris J. Darken, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Curtis Blais, Department of Computer Science
The purpose of this research was to develop a methodology for creating P-3 aircraft behaviors in the Joint 
Semi-Automated Forces ( JSAF) simulation to help reduce the workload of JSAF terminal operators, which 
saves money for the Navy by lowering the number of operators required. JSAF is the core simulation engine of 
the Navy Continuous Training Environment, which is used to connect simulations and live units to conduct 
fleet synthetic training (FST) exercises. There were three major steps to the methodology of this research. 
First, a task analysis of P-3 pucksters was conducted by interviewing subject matter experts and observing 
training exercises. Next, the proper mode of interfacing with JSAF was determined by weighing the pros and 
cons of several methods. Finally, an adaptive sonobuoy placement behavior was developed and implemented 
in JSAF. The behavior was successfully implemented in a local JSAF terminal, and preliminary tests showed a 
significant potential for reducing the workload of JSAF operators. It is recommended that the adaptive sono-
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buoy behavior be fully developed and implemented in JSAF and this methodology be used to automate further 
behaviors in JSAF, which will lead to reduced manning requirements for FST exercises.
KEYWORDS: lossless data compression, discrete mathematics, analysis of algorithms, Huffman coding, 
rotational tree, index tree
A METHODOLOGY TO ASSESS URBANISM SCENARIOS
Brian D. Vogt–Major, United States Army
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, 1996
Master of Science in Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation (MOVES), 2012 
Advisor: Joseph Sullivan, Commander, United States Navy, Model-
ing, Virtual Environments, and Simulation Institute
Second Reader: Jonathan Alt, Lieutenant Colonel, United States Army, TRAC-Monterey
Turn-based strategy games and simulations are vital tools for military education, training, and readiness. In an 
era of increasingly constrained resources and expanding demand for training solutions, the need for validated, 
effective solutions increases. Appropriate performance feedback is an important component of any training 
solution. Current methods for designing and testing the performance feedback provided in turn-based simula-
tions are limited to well-structured problems and do not adequately address ill-structured problems that better 
replicate problems facing military leaders in today’s complex operating environment. This thesis develops and 
explores new methods for assessing the feedback mechanisms of turn-based strategy games. Using UrbanSim, 
a game for training strategic approaches to COIN operations, this thesis developed and explored two unique 
methods for evaluating the reward structure of scenarios. The first method evaluates different student strate-
gies using a batch-run method. The second method uses a reinforcement-learning algorithm to explore the 
decision space. These scenario evaluation methodologies provide insights about a game’s performance feed-
back mechanism that was not previously available. These methodologies can be used for formative evaluation 
during game scenario development. Additionally, these evaluation methodologies are generalizable to other 
training and education games that focus on ill-structured problems and decision-making at discrete intervals.
KEYWORDS: UrbanSim, games for training, reinforcement-learning, performance feedback assessment
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A SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF WORK-BASED NAVY MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS
Edward A. Carlton–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.A., Boston College, 2004
Master of Science in Operations Research, 2012
Advisor: Chad W. Seagren, Major, United States Marine Corps, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Roberto Szechtman, Department of Operations Research
This thesis examined an alternative to current processes in use for developing enlisted manpower require-
ments aboard Navy surface ships. This research proposed a proof of concept for utilizing simulation in man-
power requirements generation by examining data obtained from simulation models of the underway work-
load of two divisions aboard an Arleigh Burke-class destroyer. Given current manpower levels in CF and EA 
divisions, a mean work backlog of 1.449 tasks and 0.21 tasks, respectively, was observed when simulating a 
week of underway activity. The resulting data was then used to create a regression model with the amount of 
work backlog as a response variable. The predicted values of work backlog were then plotted against increasing 
division sizes to provide insight to manpower planners on possible effects of changing manpower requirement 
levels. The generated models indicated division personnel size and maintenance arrival rates are statistically 
significant in CF division and maintenance arrival rates, and work times are significant in a model of EA divi-
sion. This process supports the further use of simulation modeling when constructing ship manning docu-
ments for future ship classes.
KEYWORDS: simulation, simulation analysis, manpower, manning, maintenance, material readiness per-
sonnel requirements
STANDING ON THE SHOULDERS OF GIANTS: WHERE DO WE GO FROM 
HERE TO BRING THE FIRE SERVICE INTO THE DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE 
COMMUNITY? A PERSISTENT PLANNING MODEL FOR EXPLOSIVE 
ORDNANCE DISPOSAL TRAINING AND EVALUATION UNIT TWO
Edward A. DeWinter–Commander, United States Navy
B.A., Vanderbilt University, 1995
Master of Science in Operations Research, 2012
Advisor: Emily M. Craparo, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: W. Matthew Carlyle, Department of Operations Research
The Explosive Ordnance (EOD) Disposal Training and Evaluation Unit TWO (EODTEU TWO) trains ex-
plosive ordnance disposal and mobile diving and salvage (MDS) companies and platoons prior to worldwide 
deployments. This thesis describes EODSKED, an optimization model designed to assist EODTEU TWO 
in scheduling platoons that optimizes the use of limited resources and maximizes training value. EODSKED 
produces an optimized schedule that respects maximum manpower and materiel resource constraints; such a 
schedule is difficult to achieve with the current manual scheduling process. Schedule modifications are often 
required after a schedule has been published; therefore, EODSKED incorporates persistence constraints to 
generate new schedules that match existing schedules closely.
KEYWORDS: persistence, scheduling optimization, planning
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR INSTALLATION ACCESS 
PLANNING AT NAVAL BASE SAN DIEGO
Trey J. Dittberner–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., Texas A&M University, 2006
Master of Science in Operations Research, 2012
Advisors: David L. Alderson, Department of Operations Research
Michael Atkinson, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Samuel E. Buttrey, Department of Operations Research
This thesis explores how the number of operating access control points (ACPs) and their configuration of 
lanes and staffing affect vehicular flow into Naval Base San Diego (NBSD). We examined this flow during 
normal and non-normal operations such as heightened force protection conditions. Our research focused on 
factors that affect throughput as well as manage the costs associated with different staffing configurations. 
These factors include the force protection condition, vehicle type, number of passengers in the vehicle, and 
the type of credentials used. We studied the importance of these factors using statistical techniques to analyze 
the data collected during site visits to NBSD. We also formulated and analyzed queuing models of the ACPs 
to capture the impact of staffing configurations. Our analysis provides insight into how best to increase, or 
maintain, the throughput with current configurations and requirements. The data collected and analyzed in 
this thesis provide a solid foundation for future research and can easily be adapted to other Department of 
Defense installations where similar congestion is prevalent.
KEYWORDS: tandem, sentries, service times, queue backlog, access control point, Naval Base San Diego
ADAPTIVE BRANCH-AND-BOUND FOR EFFICIENT SOLUTION OF 
MIXED-INTEGER PROGRAMS FORMULATED WITH “BIG-M”
Russell Gan Eng Kiat–Major, Singapore Armed Forces
B.Sc., National University of Singapore, 2005
Master of Science in Operations Research, 2012
Advisors: Kevin Wood, Operations Research Department
Javier Salmerón, Operations Research Department
Second Reader: Nedialko B. Dimitrov, Operations Research Department
This thesis describes three specialized branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithms for solving a mixed-integer pro-
gram (MIP) that incorporates standard “big-M” constructs. The goal is to identify valid values for M that also 
lead to short solution times.
One algorithm initializes large instances of M, giving a weak relaxation of the MIP, and decreases these as 
required to increase efficiency of the standard B&B. Two algorithms initialize small and possibly invalid in-
stances of M and subsequently increase those values in an attempt to ensure solution validity. Each algorithm 
requires a model-specific test condition to detect weak or invalid Ms.
We test all algorithms on an uncapacitated k-median problem—a variant of the uncapacitated facility lo-
cation problem—and one algorithm on a shortest-path interdiction problem (SPIP). We observe substantial 
reduction in run times in almost all cases tested. When solving for exact solutions, computational results show 
that the proposed algorithms may reduce solution times by up to 75 percent for the uncapacitated k-median 
problem and 99 percent for the SPIP. When the algorithms yield suboptimal solutions, substantial solution-
time improvements are also recorded.
While testing is limited, this thesis serves as a proof-of-concept that the proposed adaptive algorithms can 
be effective in reducing solution times and producing optimal or nearly optimal solutions.
KEYWORDS: big-M, bound boefficients, uncapacitated facility location problem, shortest-path interdiction 
problem, branch-and-bound, uncapacitated k-median problem
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Master of Science in Operations Research, 2012
Advisor: Quinn Kennedy, Department of Operations Research
Co-Advisors: Joseph Sullivan, Commander, United States Navy, 
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Second Reader: Kip Smith, Department of Operations Research
This study compared how non-experienced and experienced pilots reacted in terms of their scan patterns 
during a simulated high speed, low level flight. The focus of this study was specifically on the flight regimes 
encountered by helicopter pilots. Information obtained from this research may aid training effectiveness spe-
cific to helicopter aviation.
Methods: There were 17 military officers, all active-duty Navy helicopter pilots, who all had different levels 
of flight experience based on their total flight times. Each pilot was asked to successfully fly and navigate a 
course through a simulated southern Californian desert in a fixed-based helicopter simulator modeled after the 
U.S. Navy’s MH-60S. The location of their scan was tracked by an eye-tracking system in order to determine 
scan rate and locations while they flew the course. All of the flight parameters, such as airspeed and altitude, 
were recorded by the simulator’s recording system. 
Results: Analysis of the results obtained from the eye tracking system indicated a decreasing relationship 
between scan rate and pilot experience, indicating that the scan rate decreases as a pilot becomes more experi-
enced. The analysis uses altitude variance as a measure of performance. Results indicate that higher scan rates 
correlate with higher degrees of variance in the altitude, indicating that a quicker scan does not necessarily 
result in better performance. The more experienced pilots show a lower altitude variance overall in that they 
were more consistent in maintaining a constant altitude above the ground, yet those pilots all exhibited slower 
scan rates. 
Discussion: The integration of the eye tracking technology with a simulator representing an aircraft cur-
rently in service was a success. Although none of the null hypotheses presented were rejected, trends were 
evident in scan rates when compared with pilot experience. The relatively small sample size was identified as 
the major causal factor for the lack of significance. 
KEYWORDS: scan, expertise, simulator, low level flight, helicopter
A FIELD STUDY OF PERFORMANCE AMONG EMBARKED INFANTRY 
PERSONNEL EXPOSED TO WATERBORNE MOTION
Byron M. Lee–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., Tarleton State University, 1992
Master of Science in Operations Research, 2012
Advisor: Nita Lewis Shattuck, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Ronald D. Fricker, Jr., Department of Operations Research
With the cancellation of the expeditionary fighting vehicle program by the Secretary of Defense in January 
2011, the Marine Corps Combat Development and Integration Command started a revision of the core ca-
pabilities for future amphibious assault vehicles. With limited information on the aftereffects of waterborne 
motion on embarked infantry, the habitability assessment test was conducted to investigate and characterize 
these effects on infantrymen’s combat effectiveness. The level of degradation due to exposure to waterborne 
motion on agility, coordination, and cognitive function was measured utilizing two types of amphibious as-
sault vehicles. Sixty-one Marines were exposed to varying lengths of waterborne motion. They completed a 
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test battery before and after waterborne motion exposure including an obstacle course, a marksmanship as-
sessment, and a cognitive performance test.
Analysis reveals no degradation in either marksmanship or obstacle course performance. Cognitive perfor-
mance, on the other hand, was degraded. Participants’ performance on the cognitive test was 9.34 percent low-
er after exposure to three hours of waterborne motion. Additionally, cognitive performance for participants 
not reporting motion sickness had a greater deficit. After a one-hour resting period, participant performance 
on the cognitive test was still degraded for those exposed to three hours of waterborne motion.
KEYWORDS: motion, waterborne motion, motion sickness, human performance, cognitive performance, 
marksmanship, obstacle course, amphibious assault vehicle, automated neuropsychological assessment metric
A COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF THE SMART POWER INFRASTRUCTURE 
DEMONSTRATION FOR ENERGY RELIABILITY AND SECURITY (SPIDERS)
Corey K. Leewright–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.A., Jacksonville University, 2006
Master of Science in Operations Research, 2012
Advisor: Daniel R. Nussbaum, Department of Operation Research
Second Reader: Walter C. DeGrange, Commander,  
United States Navy, Department of Operations Research
A cost-benefit analysis of the Smart Power Infrastructure Demonstration for Energy Reliability and Security 
(SPIDERS) at the waste water treatment plant (WWTP) located on Hickam AFB is a comprehensive analysis 
of the costs and benefits of an energy surety microgrid (ESM) facility to the Navy. Along with the initial in-
vestment of $5.2 million, the increase or decrease of standard financial metrics becomes apparent to the life-
time costs associated with SPIDERS. This thesis attempts to construct a viable understanding of the potential 
savings and return on investment (ROI) that could be achieved and how the recoupment of investment will 
unfold based on combinations of potential savings. Congressional legislation and executive orders dictate the 
increased consumption and production of renewable energy by federal agencies. SPIDERS presents a strategy 
toward achieving these mandates, and Hickam AFB is well on its way to capitalize on this strategy. This thesis 
estimates those costs and benefits based on available data and assumptions, with a very optimistic approach to 
savings. Those estimates are discounted for time and shown in FY12K$. The thesis then conducts a sensitivity 
analysis around potential variations in the data to explore changes to savings and ROI. 
KEYWORDS: present value, net present value, return on investment, SPIDERS, microgrid, Hickam Air 
Force Base, waste water treatment plant
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SKAION NETWORK SECURITY DATASET
William F. Major–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 2001
Master of Science in Operations Research, 2012
Advisor: Lyn R. Whitaker, Department of Operations Research
Co-Advisor: Harrison C. Schramm, Commander, United  
States Navy, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Richard E. Harang, Contractor, ICF International, Army Research Laboratory
This thesis considers the best use of network traffic data to increase cyber security. This operational problem 
is one of great concern to network administrators and users generally. Our specific task was performed for 
the Network Security Division of the Army Research Laboratory, on whose request we analyzed a dataset of 
cyber-attacks masked in a background of representative network traffic, the “Skaion” dataset. We found that 
substantial preprocessing was required before statistical methods could be applied to raw network data, that 
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no single predictor was sufficient, and that the most effective statistical analysis was logistic regression. Our 
approach was novel in that we considered not only single predictor events but also combinations of reports 
from multiple tools. While we considered a number of different statistical techniques, we found that the most 
satisfactory model was based on logistic regression. Finally, we concluded that while the Skaion dataset is 
valuable in terms of its new approach to network traffic emulation, the 1999 KDD Cup and DARPA-MIT 
datasets—despite their many shortcomings—are more clearly organized and accessible to academic study. 
Cyber security is a globally important problem and datasets like Skaion’s must maximize opportunities for 
cross-disciplinary academic endeavors.
KEYWORDS: data analysis, network security, cyber security, ordinal logistic regression
ANALYZING THE SURFACE WARFARE OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 
OF AN OFFSHORE PATROL VESSEL USING AGENT BASED MODELING
Jason L. McKeown–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., Oregon State University, 2006
Master of Science in Operations Research, 2012
Advisor: Paul J. Sanchez, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Eugene P. Paulo, Department of Systems Engineering
With the increasing emphasis of asymmetric tactics employed by terrorist organizations and extremist mili-
tants, the development of fast and capable naval combatants has become the focus of many navies around 
the world. Predominately aimed at the defense of the littorals, these smaller naval combatants must be able to 
establish maritime dominance at an affordable price given constrained defense budgets. The offshore patrol 
vessel (OPV) is one such ship type that can meet these needs.
This thesis explores the development of a map aware non-uniform automata agent based simulation in an 
anti-surface warfare environment. Insights gained through the models indicate that OPVs placed in a small 
boat swarm scenario will be hard-pressed to successfully defend an object if not sufficiently armed to combat 
the threat. While the weapon systems placed on OPVs have a significant impact on simulation results, ad-
ditional factors indicate that interactions between associated OPV systems and outside contributors are also 
vital.
KEYWORDS: agent based modeling, asymmetric warfare, data farming, design of experiments, regression 
analysis, simulation experiments, efficient design center
THE EXPONENTIAL EXPANSION OF SIMULATION: HOW 
SIMULATION HAS GROWN AS A RESEARCH TOOL
Matthew J. Powers–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 2001
Master of Science in Operations Research, 2012
Advisor: Susan Sanchez, Operations Research Department
Second Reader: Thomas Lucas, Operations Research Department
Simulation has overcome critical obstacles to become a valuable method for obtaining insight about the be-
havior of complex systems. George Box’s famous assessment that “all models are wrong, some are useful” 
refers to statistical models but should now be reimagined to reflect that many simulation models are “right 
enough” to aid in decision-making for important practical problems. Over the past 50 years, simulation has 
transformed from its beginnings as a brute-force numerical integration method into an attractive and so-
phisticated option for decision makers. This is due, in part, to the exponential growth of computing power. 
Although other analytic approaches also benefit from this trend, keyword searches of several scholarly search 
engines reveal that the reliance on simulation is increasing more rapidly. A descriptive analysis paints a com-
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pelling picture: simulation is frequently a researcher’s preferred method for supporting decision makers and 
may often be the “first resort” for complex real world issues.
KEYWORDS: simulation, data analysis, design of experiment, simulation history
USING A DYNAMIC RETENTION MODEL TO ANALYZE THE IMPACT OF AVIATION 
CAREER CONTINUATION PAY ON THE RETENTION OF NAVAL AVIATORS
Sarah Watson–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.A., Purdue University, 2001
M.S., North Dakota State University, 2007
Master of Science in Operations Research, 2012
Advisor: Gregory K. Mislick, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Samuel E. Buttrey, Department of Operations Research
The United States military is not immune to the effects of the current recession. Many areas of military com-
pensation are being considered for reduction and elimination in order to alleviate budget constraints through-
out the federal government. Questions have arisen regarding the degree to which retention goals would be 
met if special bonus pay programs were reduced or eliminated. Mattock and Arkes (2007) claimed success 
predicting the retention of Air Force pilots by using their Dynamic Retention Model (DRM). This thesis 
utilizes the DRM, coded for R by Mattock and Arkes, to create a simulation of Naval aviator retention at dif-
ferent bonus amounts. The model predicted a 75.2 percent retention rate with a bonus of $25,000 per year for 
five years, a retention rate of 64.3 percent with a bonus of $15,000 per year for five years, and a retention rate 
of 50.6 percent with a bonus of $5,000 per year. It predicted that only 14 Naval aviators (0.46%) would remain 
past their minimum service requirement if the bonus were discontinued. A critique of the DRM is that it is 
an econometric approach that leaves out other factors. A logistic regression with demographic variables was 
found to be better for predicting retention decisions.
KEYWORDS: aviation career continuation pay, ACCP Naval aviator, department head, retention, Dynamic 
Retention Model, DRM, bonus
EFFECTS OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION ON U.S. NAVY SURFACE SHIP WATCHSTANDER 
PERFORMANCE USING ALTERNATIVE WATCH SCHEDULES
Matthew T. Yokeley–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S. University of Missouri, Columbia, 2006
Master of Science in Operations Research, 2012
Advisor: Nita Lewis Shattuck, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Ron D. Fricker, Jr., Department of Operations Research
The workload required of personnel onboard U.S. Navy warships continues to increase at a rapid pace. Per-
sonnel required to stand watches, in addition to normal work responsibilities, often times find themselves in a 
position that leads to a deprivation in their total daily sleep. Given the nature of responsibilities placed on U.S. 
Navy watchstanders, working under conditions of avoidable sleep deprivation is unacceptable.
Using information gained from a predictive performance model instantiated in the Fatigue Avoidance 
Scheduling Tool (FAST), the optimal watch alternative plan to use is a 3/9-watch rotation, in which person-
nel stand three hours of watch followed by nine hours off. This thesis attempted to quantify the effects of 
sleep deprivation on performance and to determine how that performance is changed through the use of the 
3/9-watch rotation compared to a traditional four section 5/15-watch. Results comparing performance to 
sleep showed performance did increase with higher sleep levels and indicated better performance for person-
nel standing watch at certain times of the day. 




KEYWORDS: sleep, fatigue, actigraphy, fatigue management, Fatigue Avoidance Scheduling Tool (FAST), 
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NEW BOTTOM ROUGHNESS CALCULATION FROM MULTIBEAM 
ECHO SOUNDERS FOR MINE WARFARE
Patrick J. Earls–Lieutenant, United States Navy
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Master of Science in Physical Oceanography, 2012
Advisor: Peter C. Chu, Department of Oceanography
Second Reader: Ronald E. Betsch, Naval Oceanographic Office
Bottom roughness has a significant effect on acoustic backscattering on the ocean bottom. Sonar systems rely 
on backscattering and shadows for detecting objects lying on the seafloor. The seafloor is rather complex in-
cluding craters, gullies, seaweed, rocks, sand ridges, tall obstructions, deep holes, and sloping regions. Under-
water mines can be hidden around these objects to make detection more difficult. High resolution (1 m × 1 m) 
seafloor data collected by the Navy using a multibeam echo sounder (EM710) off the western coast of Saipan 
was processed by MB Systems. The advanced least-square method is used to establish a new bottom reference 
level from the EM710 data. After removing the reference level, the high-resolution bathymetry data converts 
into a bottom roughness percentage using a threshold. The calculated bottom roughness percentage is ready 
to be incorporated into the current Navy doctrine. Two new gradient and mathematical morphology methods 
have been developed in this thesis to calculate the bottom roughness without the reference level. Statistical 
analysis was conducted to illustrate the added value of the new bottom roughness calculation.
KEYWORDS: mine warfare, bottom roughness, EM710 multibeam echo sounder, bathymetry, backscatter-
ing
BEHAVIOR OF FLOTSAM IN THE CALIFORNIA CURRENT 
SYSTEM UTILIZING SURFACE DRIFT OF RAFOS FLOATS
Dallas Cody Gates–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., Jacksonville University, 2006
Master of Science in Physical Oceanography, 2012
Co-Advisor: Curtis Collins, Department of Oceanography
Co-Advisor: Tetyana Margolina, Department of Oceanography
The patterns of surface drift of 89 undrogued RAFOS floats in the California Current System have been 
studied. The floats were launched in the California undercurrent from 1992 to 2010 and were tracked by the 
ARGOS system when they surfaced at the end of their subsurface mission. The surface drift of these floats 
was typically equatorward in the California Current. However, some floats moved poleward into the Subpolar 
Gyre, and others drifted westward into the North Equatorial Current. The duration of surface trajectories 
varied from as short as 11 days to as long as 280 days. 
Observations of surface currents typically use drifters, which are coupled to the surface layer by drogues 
located at a depth of 15 m. While drogued observations are useful for studies of circulation of the upper layer 
of the ocean, a more typical operational problem involves trying to find flotsam that has fallen off the deck 
of a ship or to predict the path of a floating mine. To better understand the behavior of these surface drifting 
objects, observations of the surface drift of RAFOS floats in the California Current System were used to com-
pare their motion to wind-induced drift and evaluate the drift prediction with three ocean models, the Ocean 
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Surface Current Simulator (OSCURS), the Global Navy Coastal Model (gNCOM) and the Hybrid Coordinate 
Ocean Model (HYCOM). 
The results indicate that summer and fall months provided the best correlation between float drift speed 
and wind speed. Evaluation of the drift prediction with three ocean models was conducted by comparing 
observed drifter trajectories with model simulated trajectories at 7-day timescales. The model-simulated tra-
jectories were initially collocated with RAFOS positions and restarted every 15 days. These results showed 
that OSCURS was able to give better short-term predictions of surface drift than gNCOM and HYCOM 
when OSCURS model parameters were chosen as to minimize separation between modeled and observed 
trajectories. 
KEYWORDS: Global Naval Coastal Ocean Model , gNCOM, Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model, HYCOM, 
flotsam, Ocean Surface Current Simulator, OSCURS, RAFOS floats, California Current System, California 
Current
ANALYSIS OF THE INSHORE CALIFORNIA CURRENT SYSTEM 
OFF CENTRAL CALIFORNIA USING NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC 
OFFICE SURVEY DATA FROM 1997 TO 2002
Luke W. Penrose–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 2006
Master of Science in Physical Oceanography, 2012
Advisor: Curtis A. Collins, Department of Oceanography
Co-Advisor: Tetyana Margolina, Department of Oceanography
Hydrographic measurements from 10 Naval Oceanographic Office cruises from 1997 to 2002 were analyzed. 
Data included CTD soundings to 1000 dbar and shipboard ADCP current measurements. Water proper-
ties—pressure, spiciness, acceleration potential—were optimally interpolated onto the 26.0 kg/m3 and 26.8 
kg/m3 isopycnal. Steric heights for the sea surface relative to 1000 dbar were compared with satellite altimeter 
measurements.. 
Mean fields and their variability were described. The 26.8 kg/m3 isopycnal shoaled offshore, forming a 
ridge about 100 km from shore that divided low offshore and high inshore spiciness. The 26.0 kg/m3 iso-
pycnal sloped upward toward the coast due to upwelling. Acceleration potential on the 26.0 kg/m3 isopycnal 
showed persistent poleward inshore flow for all cruises and with indication of weak circulation of offshore 
waters toward the coast to the north of Monterey Bay and weak circulation of inshore waters to the west near 
Point Sur. The 26.8 kg/m3 isopycnal showed a similar pattern but with stronger poleward flow along the coast.
Data from individual cruises provided details on the variability of the mean fields. The most robust proper-
ties were the spiciness distributions. A distinct gradient of spiciness occurred near 123°12´W on both isopyc-
nals, separating high spiciness inshore water from lower spiciness offshore.
KEYWORDS: California Current System, central California, CalCOFI, Monterey Bay, Naval Oceanographic 
Office, physical oceanography surveys, isentropic analysis
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A COMPARISON OF EARNED VALUE AND EARNED SCHEDULE 
DURATION FORECAST METHODS ON DEPARTMENT OF 
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Earned-value management is a project management tool that integrates project scope with cost, schedule, and 
performance elements for optimum project planning and control. Earned-value management is required by 
the Department of Defense for cost and incentive type contracts equal to or greater than $20 million as part 
of a comprehensive approach to improving critical acquisitions. It is used to forecast the program’s schedule 
performance using cost-based but not time-based indicators. Earned-value management has been used since 
the early 1960s as a program-estimating tool but is viewed by some professionals as incomplete when predict-
ing schedule performance values. An extension of earned-value management, called an earned-schedule, was 
introduced in 2003 as a tool to more accurately estimate schedule performance using time indicators found 
lacking in traditional earned-value management estimates. 
An earned schedule uses standard, earned-value management, performance indicators and time-based 
equations to depict schedule performance. 
This research project measures the accuracy of earned-value and earned-schedule final duration forecast 
methods by analyzing four U.S. Army Chemical Materials Agency programs.
KEYWORDS: earned value, earned schedule, schedule performance, final duration forecast
ACHIEVING DATA QUALITY WITHIN THE LOGISTICS MODERNIZATION PROGRAM
Brian R. Freeman–Civilian, United States Army
B.S. Mechanical Engineering, North Carolina State University, 1994
Master of Science in Program Management, 2012
Advisor: Douglas Brinkley, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Brad Naegle, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The Joint Munitions Command (JMC) provides bombs and bullets —all types of conventional ammunition 
from bunker-buster bombs to rifle rounds—for all U.S. forces. The JMC manages the plants that produce 
more than 1.6 billion rounds of ammunition annually and the depots that store the nation’s ammunition for 
training and combat. The JMC is currently accountable for $30 billion of munitions and missiles. For about 30 
years, the JMC has used the Commodity Command Standard System to manage its inventory and the Standard 
Depot System to administer depot-level maintenance operations. In 1999, the JMC initiated an effort to re-
place those antiquated systems with the Logistics Modernization Program (LMP), an enterprise resource plan-
ning system that promised to reduce inventory, to improve forecast planning for supply and demand, and to 
provide a single source of data for decision-making by transforming logistics operations in six core processes: 
order fulfillment, supply and demand planning, procurement, asset management, materiel maintenance, and 
financial management. In 2010, the JMC finally fielded the LMP. However, a variety of factors have prevented 
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the JMC from fully benefiting from the LMP’s promised functionality, especially in the fight to achieve and 
maintain data quality.
This study examines published data quality records to identify data quality patterns or trends that exist in 
component organizations of the JMC and links them to strategies for reducing data defects. The findings and 
implications of this study are discussed.
KEYWORDS: Logistics Modernization Program, data quality, Joint Munitions Command
AVOIDABLE SOFTWARE PROCUREMENTS
Raymond K. Koshi–Civilian, Department of the Army
Kenneth C. Robinson–Civilian, Department of the Army
Master of Program Management, 2012
Lead Advisor: Brad R. Naegle, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Support Advisor: Charles K. Pickar, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Support Advisor: Christina M.L. Kelton, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy  
College of Business, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio
The United States Department of Defense (DoD) spends billions of dollars a year in acquiring software of 
which a great deal never gets used. Although a large portion of that software is sole source, a considerable sav-
ings may be had in development of a check-in/check-out system for software. Such a system could be likened 
to a library or a video-rental model. The purpose of this Joint Applied Project ( JAP) was to explore and offer 
a broad examination of the cost of commercial software usage in the United States Department of Defense. 
Through an analysis of cost usage data, we propose that potential significant cost savings in commercial soft-
ware procurement can be accomplished through a check-in/check-out (CICO) system.
KEYWORDS: asset discovery tool, ADT, Army Data Center Consolidation Plan, ADCCP, check-in, check-
out, cloud computing, commercial software procurement, COTS software procurement, data center consoli-
dation, enterprise license agreement, ELA, software license, software usage, ELA, software as a service, SaaS, 
software asset management, SAM
ANALYSIS OF LEAN INITIATIVES IN THE PRODUCTION OF NAVAL AVIATORS
Albert J. Prebula III–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 2000
Master of Science in Program Management, 2012
Advisor: Keebom Kang, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: David Lobdell, Captain, United States Navy, Commodore, Training Wing One
The Department of the Navy is dealing with shrinking budgets and increased training requirements for the 
production of Naval aviators for 4th and 5th generation Navy aircraft. Lean and Six Sigma strategies are rou-
tinely used in today’s manufacturing processes. The U.S. military is saving billions of dollars by implementing 
quality improvement methods such as Lean Six Sigma, and these savings could grow even faster as the De-
partment of Defense takes steps to expand these initiatives throughout the armed services.
The purpose of this joint applied project is to investigate and study the application of lean thinking in 
the production of Navy pilots. The strategic vision of the Chief of Naval Air Training (CNATRA) supposes 
that lean initiatives can be implemented in the training process and has made moves to streamline and create 
better value in the production of Navy aircrew. This paper will analyze the Naval Aviation Enterprise and 
CNATRA’s lean training initiatives and compare them to typical lean manufacturing initiatives. This paper 
will also examine current policies and procedures to determine if current lean initiatives are meeting their 
intended objectives and goals. Further analysis will determine if improvements can be made to lean policies in 
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order to increase efficiency and effectiveness over the entire “value stream” or “aircrew training continuum.” 
KEYWORDS: Lean, CNATRA, Naval Aviation Enterprise, NAPP, Naval aviation training, Naval aviators, 
Navy aircrew
ACQUISITION OF MODULAR LOW EARTH ORBIT SATELLITES 
FOR IMPROVED INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION
Randy Staab–Major, United States Marine Corps
Master of Science in Program Management, 2012
Lead Advisor: Brad Naegle, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Support Advisor: Michael Boudreau, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The primary objective of this study is to investigate and analyze improved multi-source intelligence (multi-
INT) data collection through low latency, cross-communicating, modular low earth orbit (LEO) satellites. 
This research examines the current acquisition process and system engineering approach to multi-INT data 
collection via command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence, surveillance and reconnais-
sance (C4ISR) satellites, specifically focusing on time—production time and system life—and cost. The 
project introduces several proposed low latency, cross-communicating, modular LEO satellite systems for 
improved multi-INT data collection. It then provides a comparison of geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) 
satellite life-cycle costs versus the life-cycle costs of LEO satellites and analyzes the maintainability, upgrade-
ability, interfaces, reliability, and safety/security (MUIRS) benefits of smaller, faster-to-orbit satellites that 
could be launched in weeks or months.
KEYWORDS: satellite acquisition, intelligence collection, multi-INT, C4ISR
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IMPROVING IDENTIFICATION OF AREA TARGETS BY INTEGRATED ANALYSIS 
OF HYPERSPECTRAL DATA AND EXTRACTED TEXTURE FEATURES
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B.S., Keene State College, 2006
Master of Science in Remote Sensing Intelligence, 2012
Advisor: Richard C. Olsen, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Fred A. Kruse, Department of Physics
Hyperspectral data were assessed to determine the effect of integrating spectral data and extracted texture 
features on classification accuracy. Four separate spectral ranges, hundreds of spectral bands in total, were 
used from the VNIR-SWIR portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Haralick texture features—contrast, 
entropy, and correlation—were extracted from the average grey level image for each range. A maximum likeli-
hood classifier was trained using a set of ground truth ROIs and applied separately to the spectral data, texture 
data, and a fused dataset containing both types. Classification accuracy was measured by comparing the results 
to a separate verification set of ROIs. Analysis indicated that the spectral range used to extract the texture 
features has a significant effect on classification accuracy. This result applies to texture-only classifications as 
well as the classification of integrated spectral and texture data sets. Overall classification improvement for the 
integrated data sets was near 1%. Individual improvement of the urban class alone showed approximately a 
9% increase in accuracy from spectral-only classification to integrated spectral and texture classification. This 
research demonstrates the effectiveness of texture features for more accurate analysis of hyperspectral data 
and the importance of selecting the correct spectral range used to extract these features.
KEYWORDS: texture, classification, hyperspectral, area targets, land use classification
DETECTION OF SPATIALLY UNRESOLVED (NOMINALLY SUB-PIXEL) 
SUBMERGED AND SURFACE TARGETS USING HYPERSPECTRAL DATA
Christopher B. Burt
B.S., University of California, Santa Barbara, 2007
Master of Science in Remote Sensing Intelligence, 2012
Advisor: Richard C. Olsen, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Col. David Trask, (ret.), Department of Physics
Due to the United States’ dependency on maritime travel, the proliferation of efficient and inexpensive naval 
mines poses a tremendous risk. Current MCM technologies have narrow FOVs, preventing timely, wide-area 
searches. These technologies require the operator to be in proximity to the targets, a dangerous scenario made 
worse when in denied territory.
In an effort to mitigate these risks, the use of a high-altitude hyperspectral sensor is proposed. The op-
erational ability of a hyperspectral sensor to detect sub-pixel surface and submerged mines in non-littoral 
environments was evaluated using a visual inspection and two common anomaly detectors: mixture tuned 
matched filtering (MTMF) and Reed-Xiaoli (RX). Due to the unavailability of the DOD’s spectral infrared 
imaging technology testbed (SPIRITT), ProSpecTIR-VS3, a sensor spatially and spectrally similar to SPIR-
ITT was flown over a range offshore from California. This experiment included three surface and three sub-
merged targets, each with a 0.8 m diameter. Both 0.5 and 1 m spatial resolution data were collected, allowing 
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for resolved and unresolved analyses.
While both anomaly detection techniques have their flaws, the success of this study is in proving the use-
fulness of hyperspectral data for sub-pixel mine detection.
KEYWORDS: hyperspectral imaging, naval sea mines, anomaly detection, mixture tuned matched filtering, 
MTMF, Reed-Xiaoli anomaly detector, RXD
EXPLORATION OF DATA FUSION BETWEEN POLARIMETRIC 
RADAR AND MULTISPECTRAL IMAGE DATA
William D. Hall–Civilian, Department of the Navy
B.S., California State University at Stanislaus, 2011
Master of Science in Remote Sensing Intelligence, 2012
Advisor: Fred A. Kruse, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Brett Borden, Department of Physics
Typically, analysis of remote sensing data is limited to one sensor at a time, which usually contains data from 
the same general portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. SAR and visible near-infrared data of Monterey, 
CA were analyzed and fused with the goal of achieving improved land classification results. Pauli, a common 
SAR decomposition, was performed and inspected. The SAR Pauli decomposition and the multispectral re-
flectance data were fused at the pixel level then analyzed using multispectral classification techniques. The 
results were compared to the multispectral classifications using the SAR decomposition results for a basis of 
interpreting the changes. The combined dataset resulted in little to no quantitative improvement in land-cover 
classification capability; however, inspection of the classification maps indicated an improved classification 
ability with the combined data. The most noticeable increases in classification accuracy occurred in spatial 
regions where the land features were parallel to the SAR flight line. This dependence on orientation makes this 
fusion process more ideal for datasets with more consistent features throughout the scene.
KEYWORDS: SAR, radar, multispectral, imagery, data fusion, UAVSAR, WorldView-2, WV-2
SPECTRAL UNMIXING APPLIED TO DESERT SOILS FOR 
THE DETECTION OF SUB-PIXEL DISTURBANCES
Jessica L. Howard–Civilian, United States Navy
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Advisor: Fred A. Kruse, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Richard C. Olsen, Department of Physics
Desert areas cover approximately one-fifth of the Earth, making it important to understand how disturbance 
affects arid regions on a spectral level. Remote sensing technology can be used to detect and characterize sur-
face disturbance both literally (visually) and non-literally (analytically). Non-literal approaches may even allow 
detection of anthropogenic-related surface disturbances that are not visible in individual images or color com-
posites. This is achievable through identification of differences in spectral reflectance among like soil com-
ponents, both chemical and biological. Previous research suggests that surface disturbances cause alteration 
of soil properties, making it feasible to detect variations in reflectance signatures. This research supports that 
assumption and has determined that disturbance-related changes do have unique spectral characteristics in 
hyperspectral imagery that are detectable, even at the sub-pixel level and using endmembers from geographi-
cally different yet geologically similar regions.
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This thesis describes an object detection system that extracts and combines appearance information over mul-
tiple consecutive video frames, inherently gaining and analyzing information related to motion. Objects that 
exhibit characteristic motion over the course of multiple frames are able to be detected at smaller scales than 
with a single-frame detector. Our method builds on the detection work of Viola and Jones, with our extension 
being the added ability to combine information from multiple frames. Our implementation detects an object 
in synthetic images at very small scales, down to 3 × 3 pixels, and has a low false-alarm rate. 
KEYWORDS: computer vision, machine learning, object detection, Haar features, AdaBoost, integral im-
ages, multi-frame, spatio-temporal
USING MULTI-ANGLE WORLDVIEW-2 IMAGERY TO 
DETERMINE OCEAN DEPTH NEAR OAHU, HAWAII
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Second Reader: Fred A. Kruse, Department of Physics
Multispectral imaging (MSI) data collected at multiple angles over shallow water provide analysts with a 
unique perspective of bathymetry in coastal areas. Observations taken by DigitalGlobe’s WorldView-2 (WV-
2) sensor acquired at 39 different view angles on 30 July 2011 were used to determine the effect of acquisition 
angle on derived depth. The site used for this study was on the island of Oahu, focused on Kailua Bay, the 
windward side of the island. Satellite azimuth and elevation for these data ranged from 18.8 to 185.8 degrees 
and 24.9 (forward-looking) to 24.5 (backward-looking) degrees, respectively, with 90 degrees representing a 
nadir view. Bathymetry was derived directly from the WV-2 radiance data using a band ratio approach. Com-
parison of results to LiDAR-derived bathymetry showed that varying the view angle impacts the quality of the 
inferred bathymetry. Derived and reference bathymetry have a higher correlation as images are acquired closer 
to nadir. The band combination utilized for depth derivation also has an effect on derived bathymetry. Four 
band combinations were compared, and the blue & green combination provided the best results.




URBAN CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES USING THE 
FUSION OF LIDAR AND SPECTRAL DATA
Justin E. Mesina–Civilian, United States Navy
B.S., University of North Texas, 2007
M.B.A., Avila University, 2010
Master of Science in Remote Sensing Intelligence, 2012
Advisor: Richard C. Olsen, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Fred A. Kruse, Department of Physics
Combining different types of data from varying sensors has the potential to be more accurate than from a sin-
gle sensor. This research fused airborne LiDAR data and WorldView-2 (WV-2) multispectral imagery (MSI) 
data to create an improved classification image of urban San Francisco, California. A decision tree scenario 
was created by extracting features from the LiDAR as well as NDVI from the multispectral data. Raster masks 
were created using these features and were processed as decision tree nodes resulting in seven classifications. 
Twelve regions of interest were created then categorized and applied to the previous seven classifications via 
the maximum likelihood classification. The resulting classification images were then combined. A multispec-
tral classification image using the same ROIs was also created for comparison. The fused classification image 
did a better job of preserving urban geometries than MSI data alone and suffered less from shadow anomalies. 
The fused results, however, were not as accurate in differentiating trees from grasses as using only spectral 
results. Overall, the fused LiDAR and MSI classification performed better than the MSI classification alone, 
but further refinements to the decision tree scheme could probably be made to improve final results.
KEYWORDS: fusion, multi-source, hyperspectral, multispectral, LiDAR, urban classification
EVALUATION OF SUN GLINT CORRECTION ALGORITHMS FOR 
HIGH-SPATIAL RESOLUTION HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGERY
Chad I. Miller–Civilian, Department of the Navy
B.S., Humboldt State University, 2003
Master of Science in Remote Sensing Intelligence, 2012
Advisor: Richard C. Olsen, Physics Department
Second Reader: Fred A. Kruse, Physics Department
Sun glint correction algorithms were tested on a hyperspectral image containing cross-track sun glint. Spatial 
profiles of pixel radiance by pixel position were compared, and slope values were calculated. The algorithms 
of Hedley et al., Lyzenga et al., and Joyce over-corrected for sun glint in the visible and near-infrared wave-
lengths. The method proposed by Kuster et al. was the weakest performer during visual comparison with the 
other method results. Spectral plots of corrected spectra were compared to the original spectra. Comparisons 
were performed on spectra from pixels with low and high amounts of sun glint. Spectra were compared 
within the sun glint corrected images and between the corrected images and the original image. Correlation 
values were calculated for each spectral comparison and averaged for each sun glint correction algorithm. The 
Lyzenga et al. sun glint correction algorithm had the highest average correlation value of 0.977 and is recom-
mended for reducing sun glint in hyperspectral imagery when spectral integrity is required.
KEYWORDS: remote sensing, hyperspectral, sun glint
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DETECTION OF SUBPIXEL SUBMERGED MINE-LIKE TARGETS 
IN WORLDVIEW-2 MULTISPECTRAL IMAGERY
Michelle R. Sandersfeld–Civilian, Department of the Navy
B.S., California State University Monterey Bay, 2009
Master of Science in Remote Sensing Intelligence, 2012
Advisor: Richard C. Olsen, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Charlene T. Sailer, Department of Physics
The utility of satellite spectral imagery was analyzed for the detection of submerged mine like objects. The 
targets utilized were sub-meter in size and emplaced in the water off the coast of La Jolla, California for a 
barnacle study. There were three surface targets and three submerged targets that did not exceed three meters 
in depth. Two meter multispectral and half meter panchromatic WorldView-2 data were used for image pro-
cessing and analysis.
The multispectral data proved more useful than the higher spatial resolution panchromatic data (sub-pixel 
versus resolved). For the multispectral data, principal component analysis was the most successful of the tech-
niques in locating the submerged and surface targets. Attempts to use the RX-UTD anomaly detector were 
less successful because of excessive false positives. This study supports the concept that commercial remote 
sensing is a viable option to support mine countermeasures.
KEYWORDS: remote sensing, multispectral, panchromatic, mine warfare
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF VEGETATION CHANGE USING 
HYPERSPECTRAL AND MULTISPECTRAL DATA
Spencer A. Wahrman–Civilian, Department of the Navy
B.A., University of Northern Colorado, 2006
Master of Science in Remote Sensing Intelligence, 2012
Advisor: Fred A. Kruse, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Dar A. Roberts, University of California at Santa Barbara
Grand Lake, Colorado has experienced a severe mountain pine beetle outbreak over the past twenty years. 
The aim of this study was to map lodgepole pine mortality and health decline due to the mountain pine beetle. 
Multispectral data spanning a five-year period from 2006 to 2011 were used to assess the progression from live, 
green trees to dead, gray-brown trees. IKONOS data from 2011 were corrected to reflectance and validated 
against an airborne visible/infrared imaging spectrometer (AVIRIS) hyperspectral dataset, also collected dur-
ing 2011. These data were used along with additional reflectance-corrected multispectral datasets—IKONOS 
from 2007 and QuickBird from 2006 and 2009—to create vegetation classification maps using both library 
spectra and regions of interest. Two sets of classification maps were produced using mixture-tuned matched 
filtering. The results were assessed visually and mathematically. Through visual inspection of the classifica-
tion maps, an increase in lodgepole pine mortality over time was observed. The results were quantified using 
confusion matrices comparing the classification results of the AVIRIS classified data and the IKONOS and 
QuickBird classified data. The comparison showed that change could be seen over time, but due to the short 
time period of the data, the change was not as significant as expected.
KEYWORDS: Grand Lake, Colorado, mountain pine beetle, lodgepole pine trees, multispectral, hyperspec-
tral, time series, mixture-tuned matched filtering
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BEAMING ELECTRICITY VIA RELAY SATELLITES IN 
SUPPORT OF DEPLOYED COMBAT FORCES
Thomas R. Essenpreis–Captain, United States Air Force
B.S., Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, 2003
Master of Science in Space Systems Operations, 2012
Advisor: Mark M. Rhoades, Space Systems Academic Group
Second Reader: Daniel W. Bursch, Space Systems Academic Group
The logistics required to supply military forces based in remote hostile territory can be onerous. A major com-
ponent of those supplies is the fuel required to operate generators that provide electrical power. This research 
sought to determine the feasibility for a space-based system using wireless power transfer technology to relay 
power to a remote base from a location with a commercial grid. The two wireless power transfer methods ex-
amined in this research both use electro-magnetic radiation. One method operates in the part of the spectrum 
known as radio using high power transmitters, and the other operates in the near infrared using lasers. These 
two methods were integrated into architectures and modeled and analyzed to determine which one was the 
more feasible. The result was that while both methods are possible, the radio wireless power transfer method 
loses far more power from end to end than does the laser method and also needs to be in a far lower orbit in 
order to operate at all, requiring more spacecraft for global coverage. The laser-based relay does have many 
challenges, however, including weather effects and safety concerns.
KEYWORDS: power beaming, relay
INVESTIGATING A NEW APPROACH FOR SPACE-BASED INFORMATION NETWORKS
Joseph C. Horvath–Major, United States Marine Corps
B.S., University of Minnesota, 2001
Richard L. Tackett–Captain, United States Marine Corps
B.S., The Citadel, 2005
Cameron R. Yaste–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.A., The Citadel, 2006
Master of Science in Space Systems Operations, 2012
Advisor: Alex Bordetsky, Department of Information Sciences
Second Reader: Daniel W. Bursch (Captain, USN Ret, Astronaut), Space Systems Academic Group
Just as terrestrial networks have shifted to routed, message-centric networks, the satellite-networking regime 
is beginning to transition in the same manner. Based on established networking theories and unique orbital 
models, a satellite-based communications network architecture was modeled that would fulfill the require-
ments of capacity, coverage, and logistics for current and future military needs. Specifically, various satellite 
constellations and network characteristics were examined with a focus on how to enhance current methods of 
routing data in this environment. The authors explored how social networking theories can be applied to the 
routing decision-making process in the space environment. Utilizing aspects of adaptation and the weak tie 





relationship, an adaptive hybrid-routing protocol model was proposed leveraging the predictability of orbital 
mechanics to increase performance and decrease network overhead.
KEYWORDS: internet routing in space, information systems, satellite communications, hybrid routing pro-
tocol, modeling and simulation, orbital networks, adaptation in satellite networks, adaptation, self organizing 
systems, social network theory, strength of weak ties, satellite networks, link budget, network efficiency, net-
work overhead, military communications, TCP/IP, link state routing, feedback
A HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF THE SPACE 
SHUTTLE COCKPIT AVIONICS UPGRADE
Michael S. Westenhaver–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., Illinois Institute of Technology, 2004
Master of Science in Space Systems Operations, 2012 
Master of Science in Human Systems Integration, 2012
Advisor: John K. Schmidt, Captain, United States Navy, Operations Research Department 
Co-Advisor: Christian Smith, Operations Research Department 
Second Reader: Daniel Bursch, Space Systems Academic Group
During the late 1990s, NASA retrofitted the Space Shuttle fleet with a “glass cockpit.” The new displays rep-
licated legacy formats developed in the 1970s and did not leverage 20 years of display technology and human 
factors advances. To address these shortcomings, the cockpit avionics upgrade (CAU) was initiated to reduce 
mental workload (MW), increase situational awareness (SA), and enhance performance. Despite the CAU 
demonstrating improvements in MW, SA, and performance, it was cancelled. Consequently, recorded data 
from astronauts, using the baseline and CAU cockpit configurations, was never tied back to cockpit design. 
This study assesses the CAU design by employing human factors principles, evaluating baseline and CAU 
simulation data, and tracing MW and SA differences back to CAU design modifications. Significant improve-
ments were found in all measures and across all conditions. These improvements were found to be greater for 
ascent than for entry scenarios. Recommendations for the design and evaluation of future spacecraft cockpits 
are made from the findings.
KEYWORDS: human factors, mental workload, situation awareness, space shuttle, NASA, display design
STARE CUBESAT COMMUNICATIONS TESTING, SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Clyde R. Le Gaux III–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.S., University of Houston, 2004
Master of Science in Space Systems Operations, 2012
Advisor: James H. Newman, Space Systems Academic Group
Second Reader: James A. Horning, Space Systems Academic Group
The Space-based Telescope for the Actionable Refinement of Ephemeris (STARE) CubeSat will play an im-
portant role in contributing to this nation’s space situational awareness (SSA), perhaps one day becoming an 
integral part of the space surveillance network (SSN) to track orbital debris and satellites both active and inac-
tive. STARE is a pathfinder mission that is expected to show that CubeSat assets can improve the accuracy of 
space debris ephemeris data and help national assets avoid conjunction. However, STARE cannot do its job if 
it cannot communicate effectively with the ground architecture. Knowing the functionality of the on-board 
radio is essential to knowing the capabilities and limitations of the spacecraft. STARE is designed to commu-
nicate with the mobile CubeSat command and control (MC3) ground station at the Naval Postgraduate School 
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for data collection and analysis. This thesis shows testing and results, analysis, and simulation of the STARE 
radio and the MC3 ground stations.




ANALYSIS OF HIGH ENERGY LASER WEAPON EMPLOYMENT FROM A NAVY SHIP
Ching Na Ang–Civilian, Singapore
B.S., National University of Singapore, 2005
Master of Science in Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Robert C. Harney, Department of System Engineering
Second Reader: Douglas Nelson, Department of System Engineering
This paper analyzes the employability of laser weapons on a Navy littoral combat ship (LCS) class vessel to 
counter small and fast boat threats. A general model for laser weapons was established to identify the attributes 
that characterize the laser weapon system. Quantitative values of each attribute were compared with current 
laser systems in development to identify potential laser types for employment on the Navy ship. In addition, 
plausible operational scenarios of suicide attacks by multiple (up to three) small and fast motor boats equipped 
with improvised explosive devices (IED) against the LCS-class vessel were drawn up. These provide input 
parameters for computation of the required laser parameters to neutralize such threats. Based on the chosen 
laser technology and the calculated laser parameters, the requirements for employment of the laser weapon 
system on a Navy ship were determined. 
KEYWORDS: laser weapon, solid state laser, free electron laser, fiber laser, littoral combat ship
BENCHMARKING THE NAVAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING GUIDE AGAINST 
THE INDUSTRY STANDARDS FOR SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Brian A Borchardt–Lieutenant, United States Navy, Ret.
B.S., Virginia Tech, 2001
Master of Science in Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: David H. Olwell, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: J. M. “Mike” Green, Department of Systems Engineering
The Naval Systems Engineering Guide (NESG) was written in 2004 by representatives from NAVSEA, NAVFAC, 
NAVAIR, NAVSUP and MARCORSYSCOM. Since then, three other foundational systems engineering doc-
uments have been written or revised: the International Standards Organization (ISO) Standard 15288 in 2008, the 
International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) Systems Engineering Handbook in 2011, and the guide to the 
Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge (SEBoK) in 2012. This thesis compares the treatment of one life cycle ele-
ment, in-service engineering, across all four documents, in order to offer a comparative analysis of the NESG 
in light of key industry standards and makes recommendations for the revision of the NESG. The gap analysis 
performed in relation to crucial industry documents suggests that future revisions of the NSEG should in-
clude substantial discussion of operations, maintenance, service life extension and disposal processes as well 
as identify best practices for each process.
KEYWORDS: systems engineering, standards, system operations, system maintenance, service life exten-
sion, capabilities upgrade, system disposal





INTEGRATION OF MULTIPLE UAVS FOR COLLABORATIVE 
ISR MISSIONS IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT
Chee Nam Chua–Civilian, Singapore Technologies Aerospace Ltd.
B.S., Mechanical Engineering, 2007
Master of Science in Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Oleg Yakimenko, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Fotis Papoulias, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: Gerard Leng, Nanyang University of Singapore
Military conflicts are shifting from jungles and deserts to cities. This is because terrorists, insurgents, and 
guerillas find these areas provide rich target environments and good hideouts. With the use of UAVs, urban 
threats can be tracked and targeted effectively. However, in an urban environment where there is little or no 
GPS signals and many obstacles, navigation of UAVs is a major challenge. Multiple UAVs can be employed to 
share sensor information to counter these challenges and to perform intelligence, surveillance, and reconnais-
sance (ISR) missions with greater ground coverage and better success rates.
This thesis explored the various types of UAVs deployed for urban operations and investigated the trends 
of the UAVs in terms of their parameters such as weight, altitude, speed, and sensor suite. The challenges and 
requirements for interoperability of multi-UAV operations in urban environments were also discussed.
A direct-method-based control system for multiple UAV collaboration and obstacle collision avoidance was 
proposed. The UAVs were able to share and integrate their sensors’ information for joint cooperation. A dy-
namic model was developed for the simulation testing of the algorithm. Following that, a physical experiment 
was carried out in an indoor environment on Quanser QBall-X4 UAV to evaluate the results.
KEYWORDS: quadrotor, UAVs, interoperability, direct method, urban environment, trajectory following, 
trajectory generation, optimization, inverse dynamics, IDVD
OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS OF SMARTPHONES AND APPS FOR HUMANITARIAN 
AID AND DISASTER RELIEF (HADR) OPERATIONS–A SYSTEMS ENGINEERING STUDY
Chan Wen Kai–Major, Singapore Army
B.Eng. (Hons), National University of Singapore, 2006
Master of Science in Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Eugene Paulo, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: Matthew Boensel, Department of Systems Engineering
The revolution in wireless technology has made smartphones an integral part of people’s lives. In today’s 
hyper-connected world, smartphones could possibly help save hundreds of thousands of lives in the aftermath 
of a disaster or humanitarian crisis. Software developed by computer scientists could be used to quickly and 
accurately locate missing people, rapidly identify cases of malnutrition, and effectively point people towards 
safe zones, simply by checking their phones. From a systems engineering and analytical perspective, this 
study examines the feasibility of using smartphones, connected through commercial and private communica-
tion networks and coupled with different types of applications, to effectively assist in humanitarian aid and 
disaster relief (HADR) operations. The study analyzes the operational requirements and presents networking 
solutions and a list of applications that have proven useful in HADR operations. This study allows defense 
organizations to have a deeper appreciation of the possibilities of commercial smartphones and their applica-
tions in HADR operations. The study also highlights the problems associated with smartphone technology 
in HADR operations. Defense organizations may benefit from and implement the list of feasible and proven 
applications presented in the study.
KEYWORDS: humanitarian aid, disaster relief, smartphones, apps, network
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SWARM OBSERVATIONS: IMPLEMENTING INTEGRATION 
THEORY TO UNDERSTAND AN OPPONENT SWARM
Anner G. Diukman–Captain, Israel Defense Forces
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Second Reader: John S. Osmundson, Department of Information Science
Swarm countermeasure systems currently use enhanced weapons and sensor capabilities to address the threat 
of opponent swarms. However, there is a gap in current defense capabilities to counter swarm attacks. Brute 
force and the enhancement of current defense systems are inadequate because of the inherent robustness, 
flexibility, and adaptation of swarm attacks. An overarching model was sought to understand the underlying 
command and control mechanism of an observed swarm threat, so mechanisms that determine swarm behav-
iors can be understood. This will enable the development of countermeasures for swarms using specialized 
systems or tactics for certain behavior types. Integration theory provides an abstract model adequate through-
out disparate swarm intelligence-domains such as biology, computer algorithms, physics, and sociology). In-
tegration theory, used with agent based modeling and analytical methods such as fractal dimensions, entropy, 
correlation and spatiotemporal structures, shows that it is possible to differentiate among the underlying C2 
mechanisms by observing the swarm movement patterns. Adopting an analytical swarm observation approach 
is advised to promote the implementation of effective future countermeasures.
KEYWORDS: swarm, swarm intelligence, command and control, integration theory, grounded theory, 
agent-based models, statistical analysis, entropy, fractal dimension, and optimization
EXAMINATION OF A CAPABILITIES-BASED PRIORITIZATION 
SCHEME FOR SERVICE-ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE AFLOAT
Matthew C. Horton–Lieutenant, United States Navy
B.B.A., University of Memphis, 2006
Master of Science in Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Diana M. Angelis, Defense Resources Management Institute
Co-Advisor: Gregory A. Miller, Department of Systems Engineering
The Navy has mandated that fielded computer systems be network-centric, service-based, and supportive 
of open architectures. However, this competency is limited by network resources—namely, radio frequency 
bandwidth—which the Navy has at its disposal. This forces decisions to be made in which some network ap-
plications take priority over others. We apply the capabilities-based competency assessment process developed 
by Suttie and Potter to create a prioritization model for this problem of limited bandwidth. DOD architectural 
framework version 1.5 products are used to construct an architectural description for a carrier strike-group 
underway, capturing each of the operational nodes working within an air detect-to-engage scenario. By link-
ing the tasking assigned to each of these nodes and the services required for their completion, resources may 
be aligned to support a warfare commander’s intent and develop a prioritization which optimizes network 
performance for this tasking. Through network simulation, a comparison was made between the proposed 
prioritization scheme and traditional schemes. Results showed our prioritization scheme consistently reduced 
latency and increased throughput for mission relevant applications. These improvements translate directly to 
more relevant information getting to decision makers at a quicker pace. Such information richness leads to 
“information dominance,” ultimately providing a superior warfighting capability.
KEYWORDS: capabilities based competency assessment, service-oriented architecture, network-centric 
warfare, network prioritization, dynamic bandwidth allocation
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STUDY OF COMMAND AND CONTROL (C&C) STRUCTURES ON THE EMPLOYMENT 
OF COLLABORATIVE ENGAGEMENT CAPABILITY (CEC) ON LAND SYSTEMS
Chong Siong Lim–Major, Singapore Army
B.Eng, Nanyang Technological University, 2007
Master of Science in Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Gary Langford, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: John Osmundson, Department of Information Science
The cooperative engagement capability (CEC) is employed by the United States Navy (USN) to allow com-
bat naval systems to share combat resources, collectively gather and distribute intelligence data, and generate 
superior air pictures for effective and efficient engagement against air threats with high precision, timeliness, 
and accuracy, using existing radar or weapon systems.
CEC has yet to be employed on any land combat systems. This thesis discusses possible employment of 
CEC on land combat systems based on a combat operational profile. Simulation analysis on a land-based anti-
air defense scenario provides insights for the employment of CEC on land combat systems.
KEYWORDS: cooperative engagement capability, command and control, anti-air defense, OODA, decision- 
making, process time, network-centric warfare
FEASIBILITY OF USING LITTORAL COMBAT SHIPS (LCS) FOR HUMANITARIAN 
ASSISTANCE / DISASTER RELIEF (HA/DR) OPERATIONS
Fuquan Ng–Military Expert 5 (ME 5), Singapore Armed Forces (SAF)
B.Eng (Mech), National University of Singapore, 2006
Master of Science in Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Eugene Paulo, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: Mark Stevens, Department of Systems Engineering
This thesis addresses the feasibility of using Littoral Combat Ships (LCSes) in conducting Humanitarian As-
sistance/Disaster Relief (HA/DR) operations and analyzes the suite of LCS mission packages in conducting 
HA/DR operations through a systems engineering study. The current preference of HA/DR operations is for 
using big decks—amphibious ships and aircraft carriers—to maximize the lift capability of supplies such as 
medical supplies, food, and water. The trade-off of using big decks instead of small ships, such as the LCS, is 
to forfeit speed and the ability to dock nearer to shore yet to have the fuel capacity to travel long distances and 
also the capacity to carry large loads of supplies. 
The thesis focuses on two main areas. The first is to study the feasibility of the LCS to conduct HA/DR 
operations. The second is to study the functional allocation of HA/DR operations and propose possible con-
cepts of operations (CONOPs) and mission packages for the LCS to effectively carry out those operations.
KEYWORDS: littoral combat ships, LCS, humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, HA/DR, mission packages
MAINTAINING INTEROPERABILITY IN A TARGET-RICH ENVIRONMENT
Mei Ling Venessa Ng–Civilian, Defence Science & Technology Agency
B.Eng (Electrical Engineering), National University of Singapore, 2005
Master of Science in Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Gary O. Langford, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Oleg A. Yakimenko, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: John S. Osmundson, Department of Information Sciences
Achieving interoperability in a net-centric environment is fundamental to maximizing the potential of infor-
mation sharing and effective use of resources in military operations. With the increasing reliance on unmanned 
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platforms worldwide, there is a need to study the limitations of existing command and control (C2) systems 
in dealing with the increasing number of objects. More processing power would be required to achieve or 
maintain a certain level of efficiency and effectiveness of the C2 system in managing and processing the tracks 
detected. Also, with increasing collaborations between services and allies, interoperability between multiple 
systems is pertinent. An additional challenge is the need to exchange target-rich tactical picture information.
A systems engineering approach was used to identify the critical factors necessary in a C2 system to be 
architected to satisfy the needs for a future C2 system able to achieve and maintain interoperability in a target 
rich environment. A pilot study was conducted using ExtendSim to model growing networks and injection 
of increased amounts of data to assess their impact on the timeliness of information received by the system 
nodes. Potential future work on the pilot study was also described.
KEYWORDS: interoperability, command and control (C2), multi-system environment, multi-target environ-
ment
STUDY OF COMMAND AND CONTROL (C&C) STRUCTURES ON INTEGRATING 
UNMANNED AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS (UAS) INTO MANNED ENVIRONMENTS
Kine Yin Tham–Major, Republic of Singapore Navy
B.Eng (Hons), University College London, 2002
Master of Science in Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: Gary Langford, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: John Osmundson, Department of Information Science
The use of unmanned systems in the military has been growing. Although the technologies and associated 
capabilities of unmanned autonomous systems (UASes) continue to progress rapidly, comparatively little has 
been considered about how these systems will impact a future operating environment. This thesis used sce-
nario planning, specifically slice-of-time scenario planning, to explore the future operating environment and 
examined integrating UASes into the current manned environment. This thesis highlighted a few technologies 
that will shape the future of unmanned systems. The thesis also explored a case study based on the STAR-
FISH project by the Acoustic Research Laboratory (ARL), a laboratory within the Tropical Marine Science 
Institute (TMSI) of the National University of Singapore (NUS), and derived a proposed roadmap for inte-
grating unmanned systems into the manned environment.
KEYWORDS: unmanned systems, autonomy, scenario planning
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SHIP UNDERWATER THREAT RESPONSE SYSTEM (SUTRS): A 
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF ORGANIC MINE POINT-DEFENSE
COHORT 211-1110 TEAM DAHLGREN
Devon D. Clark, Blaise Corbett, Michael Dineen, Nicholas Fronzo,  
Alfredo Granado, Amanda Hamblin, Jerry Howle, Michael Klapp, Traci D. Walder
Master of Science in Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: John M. Green, Department of Systems Engineering
Advisor: Daniel P. Burns, Captain, United States Navy, Department of Systems Engineering
Mine warfare (MIW) has been a significant component of naval warfare since the U.S. Civil War and remains a 
threat to U.S. strategic efforts to maintain and control maritime lines of communication. This report attempts 
to answer the question “Is a Naval mine point-defense strategy feasible?”
The Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD) team applied a systems engineering ap-
proach to model and improve upon the Navy’s current mine countermeasure (MCM) capabilities by address-
ing the need for ship self-protection measures (SPM). The team initially identified then made contact with 
various MCM stakeholders within the U.S. Navy. This stakeholder interaction allowed for optimized MCM 
collaboration regarding current operational requirements and capability gaps. Four primary MCM missions 
were identified and statistically modeled in order to quantify and categorize critical functional characteristics 
that dictate success in an MCM mission. These modeled data were analyzed to determine the greatest contrib-
uting capability area. The team also compared four basic MCM system configurations in order to determine 
the most appropriate configuration for each primary mission scenario. This report showcases a systems en-
gineering approach to requirements analysis and performance specific development, which will scope future 
MCM SPM developmental efforts.
KEYWORDS: mines, counter mine defense, mine countermeasures, mine point defense, amphibious opera-
tions, ship defense, explosive ordinance disposal
JOINT TERMINAL ATTACK CONTROLLER SENSORS AND LASERS MODERNIZATION
COHORT 311-111O/TEAM QUANTICO
Daniel Barb, Bryan Freeman, Mark Jackson, Douglas Mount, William Newcomb
Master of Science in Systems Engineering, 2012
Advisor: John M. Green, Department of Systems Engineer
Second Reader: Daniel P. Burns, Captain, United States Navy, Department of Systems Engineering
Inconsistencies exist among components of current ground targeting equipment because they were all fielded 
at different times and with different concepts of operations. This has caused an impractical design trade space 
resulting in unclear requirements that are inconsistent with either state of the art technology or a threat analy-
sis of all possible combat situations. The joint terminal attack controller sensors and lasers modernization 
capstone project was started to provide models, trade spaces, and a technology roadmap/modernization plan 
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that will guide future development of equipment belonging to the tactical air control party suite of equipment. 
The process used for the project was to gather all of the requirements in one consolidated list and prioritize 
it based on user representative feedback. This list, with current science and technology efforts, was used to 
provide data points corresponding with future technology improvements and to determine whether those 
improvements will add value to the end user. Based on this project, it was found, somewhat surprisingly, that 
the most valued system characteristic is the target location error, followed by weight and the target designation 
range. It was also found that both mid wave infrared and short wave infrared technologies are most promising 
compared to long wave infrared.
KEYWORDS: designation, JTAC, LWIR, marine, marking, MWIR, optics, recognition, SWIR, targeting
MINE SAFETY DETECTION SYSTEM (MSDS)
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Bradley Ballard, Tim Degnan, Jennifer Johnson, Michael Kipp, DeJuan Miller, Michelle Minto
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Advisor: John M. Green, Department of Systems Engineering
Advisor: Daniel P. Burns, Captain, United States Navy, Department of Systems Engineering
The search, detection, identification and assessment components of the U.S. Navy’s organic modular in-stride 
mine countermeasure (MCM) concept of operations (CONOPS) have been evaluated for their effectiveness as 
part of a hypothetical exercise in response to the existence of sea mines placed in the sea lanes of the Strait of 
Hormuz. The current MCM CONOPS has been shown to be capable of supporting the mine search and de-
tection effort component allocation needs by utilizing two airborne mine countermeasure (AMCM) deployed 
systems. This adequacy assessment is tenuous. The CONOPS relies heavily upon the Sikorsky MH-60/S as 
the sole platform from which the systems operates. This reliance is further compounded by the fact that both 
AMCM systems are not simultaneously compatible on board the MH-60/S. As such, resource availability will 
challenge the MCM CONOPS as well as the other missions for which the MH-60/S is intended. Addition-
ally, the AMCM CONOPS systems are dependent upon the presence of warfighters in the helicopters above 
the minefields and as integral participants in the efforts to identify sea mines and to assess their threat levels. 
Model based systems engineering (MBSE) techniques have been combined with research and stakeholder 
input in an analysis that supports these assertions.
KEYWORDS: mine, sonar, mine countermeasure, Navy concept of operations (CONOPS), detection, Strait 
of Hormuz
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AN ANALYSIS OF UNDERSEA GLIDER ARCHITECTURE AND AN ASSESSMENT 
OF UNDERSEA GLIDER INTEGRATION INTO UNDERSEA APPLICATIONS
William P. Barker–Civilian, United States Navy
B.S., University of Rhode Island, 1983
Master of Science in Systems Engineering Management, 2012
Advisor: John Osmundson, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: Steven M. Bousquet, Civilian, United States Navy
Currently, buoyancy driven underwater gliders are deployed globally to gather oceanographic data from the 
world’s oceans. This thesis examines the utility of underwater gliders within the context of providing addition-
al U.S. Navy capabilities. An extensive survey of available underwater gliders was undertaken and the resultant 
survey pool of ten gliders was down-selected to five gliders of fixed wing configuration. A comprehensive 
architectural analysis was then conducted of seven key architectural attributes of the five selected gliders. The 
architectural analysis compared various implementations of the key architectural attributes relative to desirable 
traits and capabilities for a notional U.S. Navy glider. Following the architectural analysis, a proposed architec-
ture for a U.S. Navy underwater glider was developed which includes a compendium of ‘best’ features gleaned 
from the architectural analysis. Drivers and rationale for selection of specific key architectural attributes and 
features are also provided. Additionally, a comparison of constraints and capabilities of underwater gliders is 
provided. Finally, a comparison of the current and proposed capabilities of underwater gliders versus other 
autonomous undersea vehicles, specifically unmanned undersea vehicles, is proffered.
KEYWORDS: underwater glider, unmanned undersea vehicle (UUV), autonomous undersea vehicle (AUV), 
system architecture, underwater glider survey, architectural attributes, underwater glider recommendation for 
U.S. Navy, underwater glider system analysis
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PROCESSES FOR THE ACQUISITION OF 
PROGNOSTIC AND HEALTH MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Michael P. Begin–Aerospace Engineer, Naval Air Systems Command, Patuxent River, Maryland
B.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 2001
Master of Science in Systems Engineering Management, 2012
Advisor: Richard Millar, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: Eric Mayhew, Former Technology Lead for Diagnostics  
and Prognostics, Goodrich Aerospace, Vergennes, VT
Prognostic and health management (PHM) systems often experience delayed fielding and lengthened matura-
tion cycles due to their relative immaturity and the fact that they are regarded as non-flight-critical systems. 
The national fiscal crisis and rising debt of the U.S. have each placed increased scrutiny on military systems 
acquisition and procurement practices. The Defense Department is pushing for greater emphasis on funda-
mental systems engineering practices earlier in the acquisition phase, with the expectation of fewer schedule 
slips and budget overruns. The acquisition of PHM systems could also benefit from increased systems en-
gineering rigor early in development. A 2007 directive from the DOD states that PHM systems should be 
implemented into current weapon systems equipment, and materiel sustainment programs where technically 
feasible and beneficial. This research examines the definition of PHM requirements and a method for develop-
140
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ing a solution-neutral architecture for PHM systems. The thesis also identifies software development practices 
and acquisition processes for military propulsion PHM systems. The conclusion of this research is that the 
Defense Department can deliver the warfighter a capable PHM system on time and within budget through the 
establishment of better procurement and systems engineering practices.
KEYWORDS: prognostics and health management (PHM), condition-based maintenance (CBM), reliability-
centered maintenance (RCM), acquisition, systems engineering, architecture, software development
USING OPTIMIZATION TO IMPROVE NASA EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY PLANNING
Paul W. Felker, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
B.S., Florida Institute of Technology, 1997
Master of Science in Systems Engineering Management, 2012
Advisor: Javier Salmeron, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Timothy Chung, Department of Systems Engineering
Extravehicular activity (EVA) is a specialized function performed during spaceflights in which two or more 
astronauts don spacesuits to perform tasks on the exterior of their spacecraft. An extensive and iterative 
planning process is required to prepare for each highly choreographed EVA operation. The current plan-
ning process relies heavily upon time-consuming heuristic approaches by subject matter experts to essentially 
“hand-build” each EVA plan. This research developed an EVA planning model (EPM), a linear, mixed-inte-
ger program intended as a proof-of-concept demonstration for employing formal mathematical optimization 
techniques to EVA planning. The EPM was thoroughly tested to verify that it functioned as intended and was 
evaluated by expert EVA planners using actual task information. We found that the EPM proves the concept 
that formal mathematical optimization can be used to aid subject matter experts in EVA development and 
planning. It was particularly useful in allowing the evaluation of alternative planning inputs and thorough as-
sessment of EVA plan impacts resulting from external changes.
KEYWORDS: job shop scheduling, traveling salesman, knapsack, mixed-integer programming, schedule 
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